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The Standard Tube of the World
for

RADIO
RECEPTION
The Radio Tube, through radio telephony and public broadcasting,
has been largely instrumental in establishing the new and increased interest to humanity attuned to
Radio. This tremendous progress
in Radio has brought about the development of radio receiving sets
resulting ' in clearer reception of
voice and music throughout the
broadcast world.
Cunningham Radio Tubes are the
product of years of research And experimental work by the engineers
of that great scientific organization,
the Research Laboratory of the
General Electric Company.
There is a Cunningham Radio Tube
designed to meet the requirements
of your particular set -ask your
dealer.

PATENT

Cunningham 40 -page Data Book fully explaining care and operation of Radio Tubes now
available by sending 10c in stamps to San
Francisco office.

NOTICE
Cunningham

tubes are
covered by patents dated
2-18 -08, 2- 18 -12, 1230-13, 10- 23 -17, 10 -2317,
and others 1,,4[11
and pending. Licensed
only for amateur, experimental and entertainment use in radio

communication.
Any other use will be
an infringement.

PRICES ON

CUNNINGHAM
RADIO TUBES
Sow in Effect
C- 301A
colta
Ampere flament 65.nn
C- 200-:l Volts .06 amp.
Dry Battery Del. and
Amp.
15.00
C- :100
coltaoaaContent Detector
15.00

-5

-5

Branch Office
Chica go

HOME OFFICE:
182 Second Street
SAN FRANCISCO

C-11-1.1 colte

Branch Office
New York

.25 Wan.
Dry Battery Det. and
Amp. Special Base 15.00
l'- 12- ctlmilar to C -I1

Mill

standard

base

15.00
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Stop Amplifying
Static!
ET
GET

good radio results all summer!
advantage of the better receiving sets -of the better broadcasting.
And use N & K Imported Phones.
Because N &K Phones, used with detector unit alone, bring in the entire range of
broadcasting -both high and low tones
with utmost clearness and without exaggeration of interfering noises.

-

Recent laboratory tests made with
& K Phones showed a maximum
audibility over the wide range of 300
to 6000 cycles. We believe this to be
N

the widest range of any phone made.
Most radio users this summer will
stop amplifying static by giving their
loud speakers a rest. If they use N & K
Phones, the amazing clearness of N & K
reception will permit them to suppress
static and get the full effect of the better
broadcasting.
Take home a pair of N & K Phones today and be your own judge. Any authorized N & K dealer will sell you a pair on our
money -back guarantee basis. If your dealer
is not yet supplied, order from us direct.

TH. GOLDSCHMIDT CORP.
Dept.W7,15 William St., New York

DEALERS:

N & K Head Set -Model D

Put an N A'' K Head Set into the customer's hands and tell him to try it.
N 41W does he rest! Nlkis backed by
widespread advertising which goes direct to radio fans all over America. Display N
Phones and you cannot fail
to cash in on this advertising. Packed
in display cartons of ten with cards,
folders,etc. If your regularJobber cannot supply you, get in touch with us.

4000ohms,has entra large diaphragms,

iK

which give

learness and
g
greater comfort. Neat,leat her-covered
head bands. Six foot cord. Sold under
Guarantee:"Yourmoney back if N *'K
Phones do not give clearer, mellower,
more naturaltone and fit morecomfortably." Price $8.50. Send for free folder

-"The Phones the Fans AreAll Talking About, "describing N WK Phones

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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(Condensers) was born in Portland, Maine, and was educated in the
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mother's work basket -a single 75-ohm
telephone receiver, a run down dry cell.
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S. COPELAND, (Radio Will
Improve Politics), United States
Senator from New York, has enjoyed
the reputation of always going straight
to the point with brevity and decision.
Some time ago, he had occasion to confer
with President Coolidge on matters that
brought the conversation around to
radio. The President expressed his confidence in the potential benefit of broad casting during_ the presidential election
Campaigns Mr. Copeland had his own
particular views on the subject which he
voiced at that time, and then recorded
exclusively for The Wireless Age.

``.

cnR. J. P. MINTON (The Human Ear

and Radio Reception) was born and
raised on a farm in Illinois.
After his
public school education, he graduated as
an Electrical Engineer at the Bradley

Polytechnic Institute; graduated in
Mathematical Physics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology with the degree
of B. Sc. As post graduate student in
Physics and Mathematics. University of

Chicago, Dr. Minton was awarded the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy, the highest honors given by the University. He
then worked three years in the Research

Laboratories of the General Electric Co.
Here he developed the cathode ray tube
to a high degree of perfection, inventing
the cathode ray tube wattmeter and oscillograph. He also made extensive investigation on dielectric phenomena,
particularly at high voltage.
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Australla. 97 Clarence St., Sydney, N. S. W.
Yearly subscription in U. S. A.. 82.50- Outside U. S. A.. $3.00; Single Copies, 25 cents. Entered as
class matter Oct. 9. 1913, Poet Office. New York, N. T..
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Because certain statements and expressions of opinion front rorreopondento and others appearing in
of controversy In scientific circles and in the courts, either now or in the future and to sometimes these columns from time to time may be found to be the subject
Involve questions of priority of invention and the comparative
merits of apparatus employed In wireless signaling, the owners and publishers of this magazine positively
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CONTINENTAL

"ArewYorks LeaOing Rc2eio
THE SYMBOL OF SERVICE

House"

Two good sellers

for your summer trade
' ,HE biggest problem now

in the minds of all real radio customers

is, "which is the most satisfactory receiver for vacation time
outings ?" Their choice will be from standard receivers of the same

portable type.
Remember your winter stock like winter clothes must change with
the coming season. You can not sell a winter overcoat in August, and
you can not sell a bulky radio set to the camper, tourist, or canoest.
There is no better medium to offer your summer trade than the
Radiola III -A or the wonderful Crosley Trirdyn 3R3. Both receivers
are compact, economical, simple to operate and most satisfactory
for the summer outings.
Continental Radio and Electric Corporation can supply you with
these receivers at any time. Send your orders now and stock "Two
good sellers, for your summer trade".
Wholesale Distributors Only

Radiola Itl-

1

Trirdyn 3R3

CONTINENTAL RADIO & ELECTRIC CORPN.
15

Warren Street

New York, U. S. A.

Federal No.102 Special Set is

"CONVERTIBLE"
"Convertible" is the only word that even nearly describes the
Federal No. 102 Special Receiver. It is a complete, "portable"
set, with dry batteries, head phones, etc., ready for immediate
camp or road use -PLUS the capacity for quick and easy changing to wet battery for city or country "home" use. True to Federal standards, the No. 102 Special incorporates exceptional tone
beauty, selectivity and distance range. Federal flexibility pervades throughout-the No. 102 Special will operate perfectly on
any tube interchangeably.
Ask any Federal Dealer for a demonstration of the Federal No. 102 Special Set

FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Buffalo, N. Y.

YeòernC.
RADIO

ïeòer
Standard

RADIO Products

Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Pittsburgh, San Francisco,
Bridgeburg,Canada, London, England

Wben writing to advertisers please mention TIIE WIRELESS AGE
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Understand Radio
An Introduction to Radio
For the Whole Family
In Two Volumes -Handy Pocket Size

FREE TO YOU
Volumes
Inches
Flexible
Leather Cover
Fully Illustrated
96 Pages In
Each Book
Price 2 Volumes

We want you to know "THE WIRELESS
AGE" (America's oldest radio magazine)
and our laboratory tested text books. TO
GET ACQUAINTED we offer you this fine
little set of books ABSOLUTELY FREE
with one year's subscription to "THE
WIRELESS AGE." $2.50 A YEAR (Outside U. S., 50c extra). SAVE A DOLLAR.
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$1.00

radio
ANSWERS YOUR QUESTIONS -Every novice inwave?
always asks the same questions: What is a radio

How is it made? How long does it take to get to me
from the broadcasting station? Is there any difference
between the dot and dash waves and the music waves?
What is a condenser for? What is a variometer? a What
loose
is the difference between a variocoupler and
coupler? How are the ear phones made? What does the
work?
tube
vacuum
a
does
How
crystal detector do?
What is the grid leak for? Is there any danger that my
antenna will be struck by lightning? How can I tune my
set to get the loudest signals? What is the difference
between radio frequency and audio frequency? What is a
potentiometer for and how does it differ from a rheostat?
And scores of other questions. All are answered in this
book.
Make no mistake. This is a non -technical book. All
who can read English can understand it. Funny how hard
it is for an expert to talk shop so everyone can understand-there are a number of good technical books, but
this is the best book we have ever seen of the hardest
kind to do well.
An introduction to Radio. That is just what it is. Mr.
(Miss or Mrs.) Reader, we take great pleasure in introducing Radio. After a few hours you can meet the other
members of the family and talk radio with them as you
can't now.
If you were sailing for France you would study an elementary text book on the French language-here is your
book for your trip to radio land, the most fascinatingit
country ever discovered by modern science. Explore
knowingly, as thousands are now doing, with a receiving
set and "An Introduction to Radio."

What's In Them?
VOLUME

1

An Introduction to Radio
The Various Instruments Used in Radio Transmitting and Receiving Outfits

VOLUME

2

Technical Terms Explained
How to Set up Receiving Outfits
Primer of the Vacuum Tube
How to Set up Radio Transmitters
International Morse Code and Conventional
Signals

ORDER BLANK
WIRELESS PRESS, INC.,

Date

326 Broadway, New York.

... Enter my subscription to
I enclose $
"The Wireless Age" for one year and send me
free a set of "An Introduction to Radio." I also
extra sets for some of my friends.
want
Name

Street
City

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.
326 Broadway

State
New Subscriber
subscriber.

NEW YORK
:

,

,
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Big Savings
on

Labora tory Tested
Rad io Books

Pick out the books you want and
Buy at these Rock Bottom Prices
Here is the greatest list of radio books ever presented. In this list are books that are known and
used the world over.
Our stock room is overcrowded -we must reduce
BJOK

AUTHOR

Regular
Price

Class
No.

the weight per square foot. This gives you the
chance to buy these books at a tremendous saving.
Take advantage of this opportunity to complete
your radio library.
BOOK

Practical Wireless Telegraphy

E. E. Bucher

$2.25

35

Alternating Current Work

Vacuum Tubes

E. E. Bucher

2.25

35

Magnetism for Home Study

35

Radio Directory and Call Book

Wireless Experimenter's Manual. E. E. Bucher
How to Pass U. S. Government
Wireless Exams.
E E. Bucher

How to Conduct a Radio Club E. E. Bucher

2.25

.75

.75

10
10

1923 Year Book of
& Tel. (Paper)

Lessons in Wireless Telegraphy

Alexanderson System

E E. Bucher

1.25

18

Practical Amateur Stations

J A. White

.75

10

Home Made Electrical Apparatus

Gordon

.50

6

Vol.

Practical Aviation

J A. White

Prepared Radio Measurements
Modern Radio Operation

2.25

30

Home Made Electrical Apparatus

2.00

30

J O. Smith

1.75

26

Radio Inst. and Measurements
Bureau of Standards

1.75'

26

The Oscillation Valve

2.75

40

Bangay

1.75

25

Standard Tables and Equations

Hoyle

3.25

50

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony..Dowsett

3.50

55

Fleming

5.00

80

Martin

2.00

30

Selected Studies in Elementary Physics.. Blake

2.00

30

Brown

.35

4

Technical Instruction for Wireless
Telegraphists....Hawkshead and Dowsett

3.50

55

Elgie's Weather Book

2.00

20

Wireless Transmission of Photos

Shore

$2.00

25

Penrose

2.25

30

1.00

12

Vol. 3

Home Made Toy Motors

3.00

20

.Morgan

.35

3

Cole

.35

3

Powell

.35

3

Powell

.35

3

Powell

.35

3

Morgan

.35

3

HOW TO ORDER
Select the books you want.

Elementary Principles of Wireless -Part 1
Bangay

Thermionic Valve

1

Home Made Electrical Apparatus
Vol. 2

Batcher

Class
No.

Wireless Tel.

Operation of Wireless Telegraph
Apparatus

Acquiring the Code

Regular
Price

AUTHOR

Add their class numbers
together-multiply by five- that's the price you pay. The
saving is evident at a glance. This is a real opportunity.

Include a year's subscription with your order,
AND GET ANOTHER BARGAIN

THE WIRELESS AGE
Regular Price $2.50 a year -Class No. 45
Postage outside U. S. 50 cents extra

Operation of Vacuum Tubes in Radio

Elgie

Send all orders to

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.
326 Broadway

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Heavy Bakelite shells of rich brown
color. Windings of correct guage wire
and properly proportioned for best

reception. Large bearings assure
smooth operation and long life. No
sliding contacts; rotor connections
made with special flexible wires,
through hollow shaft to binding
posts on stator shell.

The stops are a part of the stator and rotor and are positive. Bakelite especially treated to prevent distributed
capacity. Arranged for either panel or base mounting.

VOLUME!
signals
THE variometer or variocoupler is responsible for the strength of the
of turns in the
number
and
wire
of
gauge
shape,
size,
the
Therefore,
received.
for equipKellogg variometers and variocouplers are the result of exhaustive tests
ment that will give the best radio reception.
varioTherefore, it is to your advantage to demand Kellogg variometers and
maximum
in
resulting
reception,
better
couplers and know that you will receive
entertainment, and value from your radio set.
If your dealer does not handle Kellogg, communicate direct with us.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.
1066 West eAdams Street, Chicago
tl'tlttlttl tlttlttlttltUttl'tlttlttl'd'tltUttl11tdttl,tl4tlttltBttl,tl,tlttl,tlttl,tl1ltlttlltltdIyrylyI
AGE
When writing to advertisers please mention TILE WIRELESS
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Specialists

HENRY M. SHAW

in

President

FRANK

H.

Moulded

SHAW

BAKELITE

Vice Pres. &. General Mgr.

and

"Shawlac"

The Guarantee of Quality
A Message to Manufacturers of Radio Equipment
For

Quality

Quantity Service

STANDARDIZE WITH
Guaranteed Quality

MOULDED BAKELITE and SHAWLAC
Insulation
With a continuous 24- Hour Production which guarantees
quantity with a minimum mold investment
staff of experienced research production and sales engineers which guarantees
service
We are prepared to give you quick deliveries and
enable you
to get into production on your new models for fall
delivery.

-a

-

SHAW INSULATOR COMPANY
Cleveland Office
Stuyvesant Bldg.
Benj. Phillips

Main Office: 150 Coit!Street
Irvington-Newark,
New Jersey
New York City
154 Nassau Street
Havekost & Simonds

Sales Representatives

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS

AGE
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"The Choice of Radio Experts"
111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111II/

Shielded
Electrostatically
and
Electromagnetically
Thoroughly
Guaranteed

Recommended
to manufacturers
for use in the
Superheterodyne
and Long Wave
Reception
Type 271

Medium Frequency Transformer
The Type 271 M. F. Transformer is specially designed to meet the specific requirements of medium frequency amplification.
For use in the Superheterodyne and in long

wave reception it is unequalled.
It is shielded electrostatically and elec-

tromagnetically.
Very compact and rugged. An instrument of high electrical efficiency.

Price

$5.00

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Manufacturers of

ELECTRICAL & RADIO LABORATORY APPARATUS
Massachusetts Ave. and Windsor St.

Mass.

Cambridge
III 111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111

Write for Bulletin 918W

GENERAL

RADI

GENERAL RADIO C4
Camhrid e,

Mass.

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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Mr. Quinby is not the first man
who has found our Service "out
of the ordinary."

Our twelve -year policy of doing more for readers and advertisers than they expected
accounts for the popularity of

XJF~
WIRELESS AGE
-"e

It

m

enjoyed among the people
who really count in radio.
is

-

is the oldest radio magazine in

America (Established 1911)
has never carried cut rate advertising-we protect the manufacturer and reader
had the first A. B. C. in the
field
proves the accuracy of text and
advertisements
is at your service if you believe
in our policies.

-

-

-

Here is

a magazine that is different-that applies the measuring stick of accuracy and service
to editorial and advertising pages
alike.

,77-Zze16--kr,
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Improved Radio Programs
this

summer!

of homes will be

enlivened
by stirring sports, important news
and gay music via tkrdio

Qnfillions

-

Plug in your headset or your Table- Talker. You're in the
midst of a season of keenest enjoyment. More interesting
programs than ever before -crammed with a diversity of
vital events and artistic treats. And stronger sending and
clearer reception to help you get the very best out of your set.
The Presidential Campaign
right in your home.
You can follow the important messages
of all parties. You can be part of the
stirring battle -not just an outsider
wondering what is going on. You'll
and their platknow the candidates

is being waged

-

forms. You will vote with keener interest -this year.
Table- Talker

$10.00
Rotlee,
$14.00

.

.

tut" of the

Sot additional

In Canada

.

The Churches, Too,
are promising to be generous in the broadcasting of their services. Off in the woods
right in the city when
down at the shore
you cannot attend you may have the word
and the inspiration of your particular faith.

-or

Navy 7y1e Headset
In Canada

Forsixteen years the
Brandes name has

consistently stoodfor

-for skill
-and dependability.

.

.

.

$ 8.00

11.00

-1,i,9t
`

_

e

Superior Headset
Canada . .

.
.

$6.00
7.00

service

-

Tremendous Improvement,
in broadcasting and receiving assure you a full

-

quota of pleasure. Stronger sending stations
the telephonic connection of distant stations
-broadcasting over a waveband rather than
a single wave length. Sets of greater selectivity, improved tubes and circuits and loudspeakers. Lowered prices. All these will contribute to making this a real radio season
!

Brandes
`The

name to know in stadio

Wben writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE

All

Brandes Prod-

ucts are sold under a
money back guarantee by reliable dealers

everywhere.
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will play a wonderful

part in your summer plea-
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countries foremost orators will
address you.

sures. At home or vacationing
Broadcasting stations are inseashore north woods or
creasing their sending power.
mountain nook, radio will be
The bugaboo of summer static
a friendly, convenient com- is no
longer feared. And so repanion.
markable
has been the improvea
ment and simplification of reMusic from far distant hotel ceiving sets that you will find
orchestras will play for your their cost much lower than you
dances and beach parties. might expect.
Through head phones and loud
speakers will crash the roar of
Give thought now to summer
the ball game. Religious services radio. Replace your worn out
from metropolitan churches will batteries with Burgess `A,' `B'
add to your further enjoyment and `C's, which are recognized
of the Sabath. During and after by expert and amateur alike as
the presidential conventions the the best obtainable.

-

-

"Ask Any Radio Engineer"

BURGESS
RADIO
BATTERIES

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
ENGINEERS

-

FLASHLIGHT

DRY BATTERIES
RADIO

-

-

IGNITION

MANUFACTURERS
-

TELEPHONE

SALES OFFICE: HARRIS TRUST BLDG.. CHICAGO
LASORATORIE AND WORKS: MADISON. WISCONSIN

BRANCHES
e

tw

TORE

U ASR:IISTOR

OSTN

ITT

PITTSIUREN

ST.LOUI

NI

EA

IN CANADA
PLANTS: NIAGARA
AND WINNIPEG
.ANONES:

10.01170

MONTREAL

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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MAGNAVOX.
The reproducer Supreme
with a Human Throat
The marvelous semi -dynamic mechanism
of M4 shown in sectional view at right.

ETWEEN Magnavox and ordinary "loud speakers" there are
certain essential differences hidden away in the base of the
instrument, insuring for Magnavox utmost clearness of tone
The quality of radio speech or music is
largely determined before the sound enters the horn -which makes it so important to select a Reproducer on account of
its scientific construction, not merely its
outward appearance.
Among instruments operated without a
battery, nothing compares with the clear,
sweet tone, always true in pitch, produced
by the new Magnavox M4.

With the R3 and R2 Reproducers the
user secures the advantage of perfect volume control -an exclusive feature which
greatly increases the enjoyment of radio
reception.
The strongest guarantee of mechanical excellence is the Magnavox trade mark
always look for it.

MI-also constructed on

the semi -dynamic principle,
requiring no battery
$30.00
R3 famous electro-dynamic type: new model with
Volume Control
$35.00
R2 -same as R3 but larger size: new model with
Volume Control
$50.00

-

Combination Sets
Al -R and A2 -R -the only instruments

combining
electro-dynamic Reproducer and Power Amplifier in one unit . . . . $59.00, $85.00

Power Amplifiers
Al, AC -2 -C, AC -3 -C -the most efficient audio frequency Amplifiers: one, two and three stage
$27.50 to $60.00

To obtain the fullest enjoyment from your
receiving set, equip it with the Magnavox
for sale at good dealers everywhere.

- THE
MAGNAVOX COMPANY

Reproducers
M4 -the latest Magnavox achievement: requires no
battery

$25.00

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
New York Office: 350 West 31st Street
Canadian Di,tribetort:

Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
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RADIO

receivers are
el y developing
sport to continually
greater proportions. We
thought that "sport- loving"
had already become almost
synonymous with "Americans." But this was an exaggeration. Many people,
probably most women, were untouched by the
appeal of sport. For millions the only sport was
a game of cards or an occasional family picnic.
Sport has been over -stressed by many of its devotees, and unknown to multitudes. Henceforth,
thanks to radio broadcasting, we may expect to
see interest in sports becoming rapidly universal.
B. C. L.'s who have been reluctant to attend sport
events or who have been handicapped by remoteness from sport centers, can this summer listen in
to the great meets and the championship games of
the metropolitan districts. Furthermore, the broadcast stations are spreading the gospel of sport by
including on their programs speakers who describe
sports and give helpful instructions so that listeners
heretofore unacquainted with sports can not only
take an intelligent interest in the accounts of games,
but can even attempt a certain degree of active participation. Some of these sport talkers have become the most popular drawing -cards on several
station programs. Prize -fights, baseball games,
tennis and golf tournaments can all happily be
broadcast with a dramatic style that will hold
listeners for hours, if a competent announcer is
employed for the purpose, and the extension to
other sport events is exemplified by the recent
broadcasting from WBZ, of the results of the tryouts at the Harvard Stadium for the Olympic team
which is to carry the hopes of the American sportsman to France. Our radio is a season ticket to
the big sport events of the summer.
s ur

lee

*

*

*

L.'S have heart! writes 5XV. The interference from transmitters is, some of it,
necessary, but some of it will pass. The
days of the spark or otherwise interfering transmitter are probably numbered. Methods of transmission that will not interfere with broadcast reception. will surely be developed. Above all, it is
quite unnecessary to lay blame at the door of the
operators, who are only performing their proper
functions. Operators for the most part obey the
radio laws. But the laws, while they regulate to
some extent the traffic in code messages, still permit the practice of shore stations in calling ships
for information. It may be questioned if such
practice, in the existing state of radio interference,
is defensible. It is not a navigation service so
much as a commercial news agency. This is one
of the many matters to come up for consideration
by the conference which Secretary Hoover is expected to call this summer.
BC.

*

IT

*

*

is often by means of striking contrasts

that

values are impressed upon us. It is likely that
radio service and radio -broadcasting will soon
come to be regarded as among the ordinary accompaniments of our civilization, in a class with
the railroad, the telephone, the automobile and
other one -while wonders of the age. The novelty
of a thing cannot be perpetuated. But, before the
wonder of radio broadcasting has quite lost its
appeal, we will respond to its significance as illus-

JuLY, 1924

trated in the career of the Rev. Dr. Edwin W. Rice,
who graduated from Union College in 1854 to enter
into service as a missionary. He reckons that
from 1854 to 1870 he traveled over 86,000 miles,
delivered 5,000 addresses and visited 16,700 families.
He accomplished this work by travel on foot, by
boat, on horseback and by stage coach.
Now, at the ripe age of ninety- three, Dr. Rice is
able, through the agency of station WGY, to reach
by a single address and in a single evening more
families than in all those arduous sixteen years.
Certainly the wonder of radio broadcasting is
strikingly epitomized in this incident. Despite his
ninety -three years, Dr. Rice showed his acute interest in present -day problems by delivering to
his radio audience a sermon on "Tyranny or Toleration in Religion."
*

*

el

*

T

HE Marconi experiments with directional
transmission have reached a point such that
communication by the radio beam has been
carried on successfully between England and the
Cape Verde Islands, a distance of 2,250 nautical
miles, with the expenditure of only a fraction of
the energy used in the prevailing method. This
brings up before radio engineers the interesting
question of whether the present high power installations will soon become quite obsolete or may
be economically altered to serve the directional
method.
*

*

*

GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY finds a
Caruso among its
shopworkers, and puts him
on the air through WGY.
At least his name's Caruso

-Antonio

Caruso-

and
General Electric Co. hopes
his talent will rival that of
the great tenor. Radio broadcasting is proving itself in more ways than one a
stimulus to music. Not only is it engendering in
the millions of listeners a keener relish for music
and a better appreciation of good music, but it is
making musicians. The paths to glory in music,
as in most other niches of the hall of fame, are
pretty congested, and many eager, promising young
Verdis and Wagners and Linds and Carusos have
been crowded out or trampled under. Broadcasting has suddenly afforded fresh trails along which
developing talent can tread a track to triumph.
*

*

*

BROADCASTING has attracted such popular
interest that it is easy to lose sight of the
great progress which is continually being
made in radio communication. While radio transmission of pictures, the radio printer and the radio -

motion picture are still in the experimental stage,
radio communication is an accomplished fact over
most of the civilized portions of the globe. In this
number mention is made of the Marconi Company
radio exhibit at the British Empire Exhibition
which illustrates the present status of radio progress, and one is reminded by the last report of the
Radio Corporation of America to its stockholders
that this corporation, organized in 1919 for the
purpose of establishing American -owned and operated radio communication, has well met such purpose and has succeeded in putting the United States
foremost among the nations of the world in international radio telegraphy, marine radio service, as
well as in radio broadcasting and the development
of radio apparatus.
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TRADE MARK

Radio
Companion
A six-tube set completely
self-contained! No need
to open case to operate
No exterior
loop or

antenna
required

Zenith

-

MacMillan's Choice

Encased in a Light Traveling Bag!
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news developments, with
the aid of the 2en.th Radio

Companion.
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Here's a six -tube radio set that's entirely
self-contained- tubes, "A" batteries,
"B" batteries, loud speaker and loop
antenna complete, and its a Zenith!
Packed into a small,beautifully finished
traveling case -much smaller than the
average suitcase -this new Zenith is the
most compact set ever made giving
clarity, quality, volume and distance.
Do you see those two little buttons
close to the handle? Those are the
controls. In order to operate the new
Zenith Radio Companion you simply turn
the controls to bring in the station you
want -then for maximum volume you
swing the case so that the loop is facing
that particular station. You will be astonished at the clearness with which the
music and the voices come through -and
in what volume!
Think what it would mean to you to
be able to take one of these new Zeniths
with you on your travels and outings.
A real radio set -the exclusive choice of
Donald B. MacMillan for his Arctic expedition -yet so compact that it takes up
no more space than a light traveling bag!
Think of the fun you could have with
this set -the dance music you could listen
to on moonlit nights-the orchestras that
would play for you as you and your pals
gathered round the camp fire -the corn-

The

panionship it could give you on your
motor parties -at the bathing beach. Picture the enjoyment it could bring your
guests at the house-party or the weekend gathering.
Again, think how such a set would
while away a lonesome evening in that
dreary out-of -town hotel -what a godsend it would be to that invalid mother
-to that dear relative or friend who must
spend weeks and months in the hospital!
But if you have already been initiated
into the wonders of the Zenith, you don't
need be told the extraordinary use you

could get from this new model or the fun it could
give you.
Just the knowledge that you could pick up this
beautifully finished case -even as you would pick
up your hand bag -and take it with you across
city, country, lakes. mountains, and still turn those
two controls and be able to listen at moment's
notice to the. world you have left behind -that
thought alone should be enough to suggest the
infinite delights provided by this new Zenith Radio
Companion
You will want to know more of this remarkable
set -so light and compact, so easy to operate, so
wonderfully convenient. You will want to see it
for yourself, at the very earliest moment. No ear phones, you understand. No outside antenna. Yet

clarity, volume, quality, distance! A real Zenith, packed
into a traveling case!
Your name and address

on the coupon. and the coupon placed in the mail, will

bring you full particulars.
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When three

la company
at the bathing beach.

L
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constant source of

entertainment nd
delight o the inv:ud.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION,
Dept. 2-L 328 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Gentlemen:

111.

Please send me illustrated literature on Zenith
Radio, including full particulars of the new Zenith
Radio Companion.

Zenith Radio Corporation

Name

McCormick Building

Address

Chicago, Illinois
Wben writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AOK
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Radio Batteries
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Informative and moneysaving booklets on radio batteries sent free
en request. If you have any questions regarding radio batteries,
write to G. C. Furness, Manager, Radio Division, National Carbon
Company, Inc., 198 Orton Street, Long Island City, N. Y.

Every radio user should have these books
contain battery facts that it is important
for you to know. They are not catalogs, not
advertising pamphlets, but each one tells the
story of one kind of battery, what it is, what
it does, how to connect it, how to get the most
satisfaction and service out of it.
Do you know why a "B" Battery is necessary?
THEY

Do you know how much "B"
Battery current your tubes use?
Do you know what a "C" Battery
can do for you? All these things
and many more are told in these
informative booklets. Many of
these facts you can secure elsewhere

only by digging through several different works
on radio engineering. These booklets present
battery facts, in plain language, with a few
simple diagrams.
These pocket -size pamphlets cost you nothing.
They are sent free on request, part of our service to the radio user. Whether you use
Eveready Radio Batteries or not,
EVE R EADY these booklets will interest you,
HOUR GLASS
assist you, answer your questions.
When you won der what that
station is, turn to this list of
To take the mystery out of radio
Class B braadca stets and their
schedules of tren emission without
batteries,
read these four booklets.
waiting to hear the call letters.
You can pick the station from its
Write for them to-day. Remember,
wave-length and the time at which
you hear it. Sen t FREE.
they are FREE.

Eveready Radio Batteries are manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC., New York -San Francisco
Headquarters for Radio Buttery Information
Canadian National Carbon Co.. Limited, Toronto, Ontario
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"America's Foremost Radiophone Review"

Radio Plays the Game
R is it evening, and the neighbors have joined us on
the front porch? The big fight is scheduled.
We listen in to the even cadence of the announcer's
voice, stationed at the ringside. A bit of patronizing
comment on the preliminaries, and a word of sym-

HREE hundred thousand years ago, Man played the
game in the weird, primeval forests. That was an

epoch of thrillers now buried in the dim shadows of

antiquity.
The lonely figure of an ape -like man doing a mile
and a quarter steeplechase with a disgruntled bear might well
be a legend on a race course today. A fifteen -round bout with a
saber tooth tiger was a prize -fight of the championship class.
Nine innings with the Neanderthal home team was a game
worthy a page in the annals of history.
As civilization progressed, the race and the bout and the
ball game emerged from the mire of prehistoric reality to the
stadium where thousands gathered to witness the re-enactment
as sport events.
The new epoch has come with radio. The volume of spectators has immeasurably increased with the advent of broadcast sports.
Race memory finds expression in our modern minds as we
listen in on the races, the championship fights, and baseball.

pathy for the suffocating crowd sweltering under the auditorium roof. We listen and chat, pretending to back our judgment if one is so bold as to contest it. Our banter is punctuated with the buzzing and thumping of a bottle-fly against the
screen.
Time for the big fight. The announcer's voice becomes
tense, vibrant as he describes the champions; their walk, their
robes, their expressions. We crowd nearer the radio. The
high -pitched, ringing voice of the fight -announcer slowly,
tantalizingly introduces the big champs. A pause. The broadcast announcer tells us they are shaking hands -the gong
Dempsey leads with a right -another right -Wills returns with
Second round -third round
a left -Wills in the corner!
He is
-Dempsey looks tired -backed to the ropes -down! OUT!'
right!
Wills down!
up--a left -another left
The count -he is OUT!
What's this? Grandma standing on her chair? Mother, head
perked forward, wide -eyed, listening for more?
That is radio, dear souls. Sports are broadcast.

-

.

-a

is packed. An array of color; bright
summer dresses, broad brimmed straw hats with pink
ribbons gayly fluttering over feminine shoulders; neat
suits of Palm Beach male attire, salt and pepper
"sports," perhaps a cane, a field -glass case dangling
at the end of a shoulder strap, Panama hats and straw
sailors; below, restless figures lean on the fence, some whisper
to brisk individuals who carry open satchels and forever copy
things on pads, or perhaps, groups of threes and fours gather
together with a chance "tip from the stables" overheard; all
seem holiday -bent; for the race track is the Mecca of steeplechase lovers.
A murmur that spreads over the throng swells with the
volume of ejaculation. The horses have been led on to the
Brilliant, silk -clothed jockeys glance over their
track.
thoroughbreds. The horses seem to know, to respond, and
lift their hoofs rakishly over the turf.

*

HE grand stand

.

*

*

*

.

.

*

NDER the mid -summer's sun are seventy thousand
baseball fans; coats over arms, bald heads glistening
here and there, handkerchiefs tucked into collars.
White coated boys with baskets pick their way
through the crowd. "ALL kinds of sand-wit-cheese t
ICE -cold pop!"
Spontaneous cheering greets the team as it straggles out
over the diamond. Shouts proclaim a newly discovered hero.
Tiny figures scurry out to the fields. Players weigh and swing
their bats. Some practice a few throws.
At our radio we hear the tumultuous clamor of care -free
souls pledged to one afternoon of hilarious abandonment. It
is infectious. One allure of baseball is the foregathering of our
fellow beings to yell and shout and stamp until the innermost
recesses of our systems have been purged of the dregs of inhibition and the residue of daily restraint.
The ninth inning-the Babe at the bat -the score in the
balance! Pandemonium reigns. Great waves of intonation
sweep across the grandstand and break over the bleachers in a
blast of triumph. The rhythmic cadence of a baseball game
comes to us -grips us- becomes alive for us -in our radio.

The mount! The gong! They're off!
We switch in the power amplifier-we hear the crowds yell ing-we stick our heads into the loud speaker -the announcer
shouts -Spark Plug wins!
17
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Take Your Radio Out -of -Doors

ví.

This World War veteran
at Walter Reed Hospital
cannot get out -of- doors,
but his radio will bring the
out -of -doors to him, as described on page 63

What better adjunct to a
canoe trip than a radio receiver? Upon landing, hold
a radio dance on the shore,
like these happy voyagers

('amp cookery has always a charm,
which is doubled when, with aerial
slung over a neighboring tree, the
campers can enjoy radio music with
their meal

You can get plenty of height for your aerial while on a
camping trip. Your agility and ingenuity will have full
**ape, and if your receiver is a good one, you will be amply

reworded

If your camp or picnic is by the water you can get an excellent ground by following the example of this Boy Scout
who makes a few turns of the ground wire around a stone
and casts it into the water

HE Honorable Royal S. Copeland,
U. S. Senatorfor the State of New York,
is a man of broad activities and wide
interests which makes his statements made

T

to readers of The Wireless Age on the subject of politics and radio of great significance. Senator Copeland is a member of
the medical profession which he has graced
with many accomplishmnts. After completing his medical studies in England, Germany, Belgium, France and Switzerland, he
returned to his native State of Michigan
where he practiced his profession, later
joining the medical faculty of the University of Michigan. In 1918 he became
Commissioner of Public Health and President of the Board of Health of New York
City, which position he vacated upon his
election to the United States Senate. He
has been Mayor of Ann Arbor, Michigan,
and President of the Board of Education;
this in addition to numerous exceptional activities and writing in connection with his profession of medicine. Newly involved in national politics, it is natural that Senator
Copeland should be much interested in the
political aspects of radio broadcasting.

Senator
Royal S. Copeland

Senator Royal S. Copeland and his son, Royal, Jr.

Writing expressly for
The Wireless Age, says?

Radio Will Improve Politics
No one dares say today that the
thing always counted as impossible cannot be done.
I have read the accounts of many political conventions and
campaigns. I venture to say that the approaching conventions and campaigns will differ from all preceding ones.
Space has been annihilated. Even the blind can know what is going on
in politics. Through the boundless ether the proceedings of the conventions will be broadcast. To every household, no matter how remote, will
be carried the voice and words of the candidates for high offices.
There can be.no doubt that we learn much more of the character through
the spoken word than through the written page. The honesty and sincerity
of the speaker.can be measured by his voice and the manner of his presentation of the speech. "Out of the fullness of the heart the mouth speaketh."
It is impossible to hide the impulses of the heart in the expressions of
the voice.
The arch hypocrite can sit down in his closet and pen words which have
all the semblance of the truth. They may be untruthful statements of the
real motives of the man who writes them.
I rejoice in the invention of the radio because it will give to every
citizen, no matter where he is, an intimate knowledge of men and events.
The next six months will reveal to the millions of our country the worthiness or unworthiness of candidates for high offices. With greater intelligence than ever before the electorate will march to the polls next November
and determine the fate of the country during the next four years.
WE are living in a remarkable age.

-

Speaker Gillette

(left) of the House of Repre-

sentatives. Mr. A. Bodwell (right), operator
in charge of the broadcasting system installed at the Capitol awaiting the bill authorizing broadcasting of all speeches on the
floor of the House

ROYAL S. COPELAND.
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THIS was Red Letter day for The
Post. Broadcast receiving equipment had been installed for the
world series. The opening game would

soon be on the air.
A score- board, mounted on the
front of the building, is laid out in
the form of a diamond, provided with
blank squares in order that the name
of each player can be inserted in the
space that will indicate his position
during the play. A loud speaker,
,above, will provide the broadcast announcer's description of the game.
The crowd, gathering in front of
The Post, has already swelled to mob like proportions.
The north -bound
trolley, with a great amount of
bell -clanging, forces its way through
'the surging mass. Automobiles, angrily protesting with blatant horns, turn
down side- streets in last paroxysms of
despair. Mass-confidence becomes evident in the occasional cheering that
spreads through the jostling crowd.
Blue -coated reserves circulate through
the jam, striving to break the unity
that becomes more apparent as the
baseball fans respond to the infectious
mob-spirit and press forward.
A tousled- haired street -urchin
climbed up on a water -plug, his bare
toes clinging to the spouts, and one
dirty hand gripping an unfortunate bystander. With his cap waving in his
free hand, he yelled, "Come on wid
t

d'game!

here.

.

Wud

d'you

think we're

"

His spirited rooting was cut short
by the man he had grabbed. The
injured party jerked the bewildered
waif from his point of vantage. "And
what do you think I'm here for ?" he
demanded.
The little Arab wriggled from captivity and lost himself in a forest of
legs.
*

*

Baseball

How the Opening Game of
Into a Game of Strategy. The
and How The Post Made a
Story by

writers, rip the sheets from the maA
chines, toss them on to the copy desk
and rush out again for more news.
No one is aware of another's presence. at first glance, that Herbert Knowles
Intent concentration is broken occa- is less of executive timber, than of
sionally, only to settle again, as the artistic temperament. The vague sugspasmodic eruption of one job done gestion of drawn lines at the corners
has passed to another, and yet another, of his mouth, however, contradicts
in the frenzied haste to get the first one's first impression.
Knowles stepped over to the city
edition on the press.
To the uninitiated, chaos would seem desk. "How about it, Gaston ?" he
to be paramount. Actually, the edi- inquired.
The one addressed is the city editor.
torial staff worked with machine -like
precision. The linotypers and com- "All set," he replied.
Harry Gaston, as city editor, had
positors were fast and efficient. The
web pressmen stood by the giant never failed to support Knowles with
presses, alert. Trucks, backed against the practical initiative essential to the
the curb, engines throttled low, waited success of each new project instigated
for the first bundles of newspapers. by the latter. Knowles's query was. in
The editorial office, like the main- effect, nothing more than a gesture of
spring wheel of a watch, has started. impatience. He meant to imply that
All through the mechanism, cogs slip if the first edition was ready, it would
into cogs. The minute-hand will soon be well to get it on the press and out
be ticking off the seconds of news that of the way for the afternoon's broadwill grow stale with the dissipation of cast reception. Gaston's reply was
exhaust -gas from the fleeting delivery cryptic. It indicated that he was master of the situation, and that the stage,.
trucks.
having been set, only awaited the
* * *
proper signal. The cue had been
HERBERT KNOWLES, the man- given.
aging editor, has the sharp feaThe presses roared. It is a sensatures- indicative of a nervous, driving tion less of hearing than of feeling.
energy. His sparse, iron -gray hair is The "beat" note injects new enthusibrushed back in pompadour fashion asm into the workers
stimulates
from a high forehead. One imagines, them to greater effort.

-

*

editorial office was a scene of
THE
tense, feverish excitement.
The

city editor glances over each sheet that
is passed to him by the proofreaders.
Without looking up he calls copy and
then passes on to the next. The office
boy slips the copy into a cartridge, injects it into the tube for the type room.
and dashes off on another errand. The
managing editor rapidly scans the
columns of contemporary newspapers.
It is inconceivable that he can read the
news so quickly. He clips, marks, and
passes the items to feature writers.
Reporters rush in, hammer at type -

PRIZE WINNER
in the "Radio in the

Home Picture Con teat." Receiver and
loud speaker combined

ins home-made cabinet
that harmonizes well
with the furnishings
Won by
Thomas J. Reece.
Colorado Springs,
Colo.
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Scoop by Radio
the World Series Developed
Unexpected Turn of Events,
Scoop on the Final Score
William A. Hurd
for the game. A man stepped
TIME
out onto the platform in front of
the score -board. A voice from the
loud speaker announces the players. A
voice from the grandstand, a thousand
Batter up The game
miles away
starts!
A thousand voices rise from the
street in a yell that reverberates long
after the noise of the grandstand and
bleachers has subsided in the loud
speaker.
Type is set as fast as the broadcast
announcements come over the air. Not
one moment, even for display type, can
be lost in getting out the final baseball
edition. Seven column heads, in giant
type, are prepared one for each possible result. Every member of The
Post's organization is keyed to a high strung passion of expectancy. Each
new edition off the press increases the
tension.
Outside, the continuous cheering
breaks into a shouting, that breaks
again, and sweeps through the crowd
in great waves of tumultuous yelling
and whistling. A left -handed batter
has been put in against a left -handed
pitcher. A right- handed pitcher has
been substituted. A right -handed batter has been brought up in retaliation.
!

!

;

A left -handed pitcher is again put in.
Batters are changed. The game becomes a contest of strategy. Head
work must win against brawn. The
broadcast announcer follows the game
with a photographic image of each play
registered in his mind. He translates
the visual picture in remarkably self -

controlled, dispassionate phrases, transcribing the clear, verbal picture with
vivid exactness. Listeners "see" the
game a fraction of a second after it
has been witnessed in the grandstand
and bleachers.
Bases full in the ninth inning. A
slugger at the bat. A resounding
crack announces the hit before the
broadcast announcer can locate the ball,
soaring into the sky. It's dropping into
the left field. The outfielder slips in
the mud of the morning's shower, regains his footing, and reaches for the
ball. He's got it !
While the milling crowd in front
of The Post was still trying to out yell the voices in the loud speaker,
the final baseball edition was rushed
from the presses to the waiting trucks,
and hurried off to the news stands.
The editors gathered at the windows to
watch the throngs below. Newsboys
were selling The Post as fast as they
could be distributed to fans who had
just heard the score direct from the

scene of action, and who, just this
moment past, witnessed the score in
white chalk on the board, which is still
to be seen if one cares to look. But,
no ! These are baseball fans. They
want more news, more of the same
news. They must go over the details
again, recalling each thrilling incident.
The crowd gradually dispersed.
Spaces widened as the impatient traffic
pressed its advantage. The loud
speaker suddenly made a startling an-

nouncement. The rapidly thinning
crowd paused, then gathered again.
Knowles, at his post in the window,
turned to stare, questioningly, into the
eyes of Gaston who had also turned,
his gaze fixed. Both grasped the import of the situation at the same instant. The broadcast announcer had
just given a reverse decision on the
game
The outfielder had missed the ball.
It had struck the mud, and sunk. In
a flash he had seen that it had escaped
the notice of the players -had not been
detected from the grandstand. He had
slipped his hand into his pocket, as
though to deposit the ball, and nonchalantly removed his glove as he
strolled over to the benches. In the
midst of the wild pandemonium that
immediately followed his catch, there
was small likelihood that his ruse
would be discovered.
A few, on the extreme end of the
left bleacher, had seen -or believed
they had seen -the ball slip to the
ground. They were followers of the
losing team. Doubt warranted an investigation.
Point by point, the investigation was
broadcast. A baseball crowd is not to
be quieted so easily in the face of a
sensational fraud. Voices rising above
the tumult could be heard : "Kill the
umpire Call the game off !" Such
exclamations were irrelevant, but excitement had reached the fever heat
that demands somebody's "scalp," be
he ever so far removed from blame.
!

!

PRIZE WINNER
in the "Radio in the

Picture Contest." George M. MaxDuluth,
Minn.,
well of
Home

wins a prize with this
photo of his four -tube
Il e x
appropriately
installed in a library
table. The batteries
are contained in the
drawer

r e
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throbbed
The presses roared
ejected the EXTRA. The printed
copy from the frantic editorial office
appeared on the streets with blaring
headlines: RADIO EXTRA * * *
REVERSE DECISION ON GAME!
Radio that day had given The Post
a sensational beat. The baseball fans
had acquired season tickets to the
World Series.

Ding Radio
An Extravaganza in One Act
By Adam Hull Shirk

SCENE
The Magnetic Field of King Radio's Domain. A vast
plain with great coils rising in the background.

We dance with glee, then we cease to be,
When dims Atuba's glow.
When the filament flames, we play joyous games,
And ne'er from our homes we stray.
We're electrons -so small -but we do it all
With never a cent for pay.
( Enter Clicks and Blooper -The Electrons
draw back in
fear.)
CLicxs-Aha-the fair Electrons are out.
BLOOPER ( Squealing )-Whee-oo, whee -oo.
CLicxs -Good boy, you make music after mine own
heart.
BLOOPER- Nobody loves me.
CLicxs-Hint -aid .me and thou shalt have a million
electrons for thy very own.
BLooPER- Squeals with delight.
CLtcxs- Listen, Blooper
love Atuba, but she will
have none of me. To win her I have a plan. You shall aid
me. We will kidnap her electrons and hide them. If she
will not accept my suit I shall destroy them.
BLOOPER -But you promised meCLicxs-Aye -but if I give them to thee, they are
destroyed. Now I know several members of Battery B.
They are all low fellows. Why they have lost many volts
since last night -soon they will be dead unless I can aid
them. Go, summon the B Battery and we will capture
these electrons on the Magnetic Field-go!
(Exeunt Blooper while Clicks approaches the huddled
group of Electrons with a low bow.)
CLICKs- Ladies, thou art extremely beautiful. I fain
would entertain you with a song.
FIRST ELECTRON -We like not thy voice, and it please
you, sir, you are so rough and our sweet music is spoiled
whene'er thou singest.
CLICxs -Ah, but my latest song is wonderful- hearken
to my dulcet tones -(Song by Clicks)

-

TIME
The Present

CHARACTERS
King, Radio, a modern monarch.
Atuba, his beautiful daughter, the Princess.
Prince Aerial, her lover.
Clicks, a despicable fellow, also in love with Atuba.
Blooper, his henchman.
Grid Leak, a buffoon.
(Chorus of Electrons, Condensers,
Battery A, Battery B, etc.)

OPENING CHORUS

Electrons-Beautiful maidens, the Princess' favorites all
attired in flimsy blue garb.
'Twixt grid and plate, it is ever our fate
To be buffeted to and fro-

-I

-

I

LOVE TO SPOIL A PRETTY TUNE
When the Listeners -in are listening
To a far off DX call,
I love to rattle off a song
And hear the ear -phones fall
I bring a crash like thunder,
While the fans sit lost in wonder
And I split their ears asunder
As these words I loudly bawl!

;

CHORUS
pretty tune.
I do it morning, night and noon.
I love to spoil a
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I'm hated by the BCL's and all Broadcasters, too.
While the violin is wailing and the 'cellos softly moan,
I set my cracked voice sailing and I hear the listeners
groan
Yes, I'm Clicks, so erratic,
But my voice is most emphatic
When I spoil some soft, alluring little tune.
(Enter Battery B, a lot of rough looking chaps, with
Blooper at their head. They all rush toward the terrified
Electrons and quickly take them prisoners. All exit.)
(Enter Grid -Leak, a bullet headed fellow in a yellow
suit.)
GRm-I thought surely I heard voices-perhaps some
of the sweet Electrons are about. Oh, how I love 'em. If
only I weren't married to Condenser -as it is I'm fixed

-

for life.

Prince Aerial, a tall, handsome young man,
with a couple of insulators on his head and a long pole
or staff in his hand, to which is attached a lead -in of
bright copper.)
GRID-(Falls on one knee) -Oh, kind master, illustrious Prince Aerial, I think there are electric strays in
our magnetic field; in other words something is interfering with reception.
( Enter

AERIAL

-What

reception ?

GRID-(Getting up) -The lovely Princess Atuba had

planned a reception for you, but I fear me it will never
be held.
AERIAL -What mean you?
GRID --That villain, Clicks, is planning mischief
heard his voice anon. He too loves the Princess.
will slay him.
AERIAL
GRID---Hist! -he comes. Hide, sir, here.
(They draw aside behind a coil and enter Clicks alone.)
CLtcxs -(Rubs his hands) -Now I have the Princess
in the hollow of my hand. I have her maidens closely
mewed up-and ere nightfall, and the DX stations are
on the air, I will have destroyed her power and she will
be disgraced -then she shall sue me for mercy and even
King Radio himself shall bow to the will of Clicks. Ah,
will hide.
someone approaches

-I

-I

-I
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(He hides behind another coil and enter King Radio
with his courtiers-the Battery A's ; a lot of mica connoisy fellow ;
densers ; Loud Speaker, his Minister
Spaghetti, the Court Cook ; Bus Bar, who runs the saloons
of the Kingdom; Transformer, an actor, etc.)
KING-So -the Magnetic Field seems deserted. 'Tis
here I would fain conduct the mains 'twix gallant Knights.
Is all in readiness for the jousts?
Lours SPEAKER -Aye, sire, even now, the valiant
Knights approach-see, there is Crystal, on the white
charger and yonder approacheth the mighty Neutrodyne.
see, I see -and yet I hear there is one greater
KING
than Sir Neutrodyne.
TRANSFORMER -Pardon, your majesty, you mean -Sir

-a

-I

Superheterodyne?
KING -Even so, but here come our knights.

(The two knights ride up and presently, at an order
from the King, and a cry from Loud Speaker, canter to
opposite points of the field and with lances thrust forward ride like the wind toward one another. Crystal is
unseated and Neutrodyne rides up and dismounting, bows
low to the King
who places over
his shoulders the
loop of merit.
A bugle is heard
a distance off
and presently
another knight
forward.
rides
It is Sir Super.
He is a powerful knight and
around his head
are ten brightly
glowing bulbs.
challenges
He
Sir Neutrodyne
to combat and
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they take their places. After several tilts, Neutrodyne
is badly hurt and Super is given the Loop of Merit).

(Prince Aerial emerges from his hiding place and
approaches the King ; the King greets him kindly and
he faces Sir Superheterodyne.)
AERIAL -Sir, thou art a braggart and a knave. By
foul play which I observed from my hiding place thou
didst unseat poor Sir Neutrodyne, but for all thy loop
of merit and ten tubes of brilliancy, I will outdistance
thee
challenge thee to a race.

-I

SupER- Bah-stripling

-I

will defeat thee -knowest
not that I am the greatest in all the Kingdom of Radio?
( Song

by

Super)I TOP THEM ALL
You may talk of distance getters,
And of logs both great or small,
But in speaking to your betters
It is meet that you should fall
On your knees to worship rightly
One about whose head so brightly
Shine the tubes of vacuum nightly
Bringing distance to us all
For I top them all -I'm the Super
I fear not Clicks or Blooper !
Yes, I'm Superheterodyne;
Ever brightly will I shine;
Henceforth the world is mine
For I am Super!

(

LEAN ON ME
What ere betide, sweetheart,
Lean thou on me.
When by my side, dear one,
No ill thou'lt see.
I'll bring thy fair Electrons back to thee,
Dear heart.
Lean thou on me, lean thou on me.
ATUBA -Save my Electrons and my life and
I am
thine -my Prince.
AERIAL -I'll rout Clicks with the aid of my good friend
Wave Trap and ere nightfalls thy Electrons will be safely
home again. Farewell.
(Aerial again mounts the steed and gallops away
and all others exeunt save Atuba who sits by the side
of a huge coil and sings:)

(Song by Atuba)
I

!

-

-I

AERIAL -Bah
can still outdistance thee -(He
springs on the horse of the fallen Neutrodyne and races
off, with Super in hot pursuit. As they disappear in a
cloud of dust, enter Atuba weeping).
ATUBA-Oh, father, father
am undone.
GRID (who has followed Atuba -anxiously)- where?

-I

KING -My child -what's amiss?

unmarried woman.

KING-Silence or I'll have you fixed.

-I'm already fixed.
Arum- (wringing her fair
ALL -Yes, yes-go onGRID

-I

-Ye gods! Her
KING -But where -?

electrons are gone.

-I

Gam- Pardon, sire, I think I know
suspect that
t hat varlet Clicks hath kidnaped them -he and Blooper.
KING-But why?

-He seeks to get you and the
power -he loves her and hates Aerial.
GRII>

(Re -enter Aerial.

-It

fair Atuba in his

He has outdistanced Super.)

-an

AERIAL
is as I said
aerial is always best when
d istance is concerned. (Sees the excited crowd, and goes
to Atuba and takes her in his arms). My darling, what
s it? Lean on me.

-

love him so, my Prince of Air,
But oh, my love, if you do care
Bring back my maidens all to me,
Or life a vacuum e'er will be.
I

(A great noise a distance off. In a moment, enter
Aerial with Clicks as a prisoner, while Wave Trap, a
square, solid chap, holds the squealing Blooper. From
opposite side enter the King and others.)
AERIAL- (Turns Clicks over to Grid and comes to
Atuba, whom he takes in his arms) -My darling, you are
saved ; thy electrons are rescued from the cruel hands
of these miscreants of whom, I'm sure, thy father and
Wave Trap will make short work.
GRID -I'll shake Clicks up a bit on my own account.
(Shakes Clicks, who growls and snorts, but is helpless
at last.)
ATUBA -Where are my Electrons? I see them not.
AERIAL

hands) -My electrons.

ATUBA -They are gone -vanished
am helpless,
alone, my light is out, my plate is empty, my filament
s cold.

ALL

LOVE HIM SO

love him so-my Aerial,
And now I'm sure, he knows it well.
If he should save my maidens fair,
My hand he'll win, my heart he'll share.
I

-

GRID- -An

Song by Aerial)

-Here

they come.

(As he speaks the stage grows more brilliant than before and the maidens enter. With them is Neutrodyne
with his head bandaged, but looking better. Super, at
one side, shows his anger. Blooper squeals and Clicks
curses and growls.)

-I

ATUBA
am so happy (embraced by the
shee rea s away to take her father
at er by one hand
by the other).

Electrons
and Aeria j

(Picture formed and the villains are led off to be pun-

ished.)

ENSEMBLE CHORUS
For we are the people of Radioland
It's just around the corner from Fairyland.
Fans everywhere our happiness share;
There's pleasure for all and a lot more to spare;
So sing with us, laugh with us, joy with usFriends of the air
And join us in Radioland!
(Curtain)
;

-

Scouts Who Have
Made Good in Radio
Scout Lyman F. Barry made an early start in radio, and
through persistent effort won the ten -year veteran's badge and
a recognized proficiency as a radio man and scoutmaster
By Armstrong Perry

T

HERE are different kinds of ra-

dio "bugs." There are technical
amateurs who love to pull their
apparatus apart and assemble it in different ways, without ever waiting to
understand or use what it brings in
from the ether. There are amateur
operators so selfish that they want the
air all to themselves and complain because the growing interest in broadcasts forced the Government to keep
amateur signals from interfering with
them during the evening hours. When
technical ability is hooked up with the
Scout spirit, then there is produced a
radio amateur who makes his mark in
the world, as is proved by the experience of the Scout whose story is briefly
told below.
Scout Lyman F. Barry became interested in radio through his Scouting
activities and received his early instruction from the chapter on "Tracks,
Trailing and Signaling" in the "Handbook for Boys."
In 1917 he set up his first radio station, which consisted of a crystal detector receiving outfit. It did not
remain in service long, for the United
States entered the World War that
year and the police called to inform
the Scout that the use of radio by
private citizens had been prohibited.
Barry engaged in such signaling
practice as was permitted, and in October he secured the merit badge for
signaling. It was not until 1920 that
he was able to take the merit badge
test in radio, but he secured the badge
then and kept right on until he had
twenty -six merit badges in all.
He was a charter member of the
Manhattan Association of Radio
Scouts, in New York City, and often
operated their transmitter at headquarters. The station's call letters, 2BDS,
have been heard by many amateurs.
With other radio scouts he visited the
headquarters of the District Communication Superintendent, Third Naval
District, and received instruction in the
methods by which the Navy covers the
world with its communication system.

He registered with the Radio Amateur
Bureau conducted at these headquarters, as Amateur No. 345. Later he
passed a code test at twenty words a
minute and was advanced to Radio
Amateur No. 2, being next to the Sea
Scout Radio Commodore on the reserved list. He copied the amateur

of 2d Lieu-

Lyman F. Barry in his uaitorm
tenant of the Officers Reserve Corps of the
United States Army

broadcasts transmitted daily for members of the bureau and sent copies to
the Sea Scout Radio Commodore.
He entered the College of the City
of New York and became a charter
member of its radio club, operating the
college's two experimental stations,
2XN and 2XNA on 200, 360 and 600
meters. He was elected secretary and
afterward vice-president of the club,
and was active in affiliating it with the
Second District Executive Radio
Council and the American Radio Relay League. He had been a league
member and relay operator for several
years.
Barry's first amateur station license
was earned by passing the governmental examination in December, 1919.
25

soon after war -time restrictions were
removed from amateur transmitting
stations. His call letters, 20H, are still
heard over a wide area. He began
with a spark set and worked his way
up through various types of transmitters until he was able to handle the
four -tube continuous wave transmitter
at City College without difficulty. He
built most of his own apparatus and
before he was through college had a
triple honeycomb coil regenerative set
with two stages of amplification.
In 1920 he went with the Reserve
Officers' Training Corps to Camp Devens, Massachusetts. Colonel Holden,
the commanding officer, placed him in
charge of the radio station. Scout
Daniel O'Connell was his assistant.
They copied the weather forecasts and
news from NAA, the Navy station at
Arlington, and posted them for the
benefit of the whole camp. Barry was
then a lieutenant and O'Connell a sergeant. Both became captains in the
R. O. T. C. and received commissions
in the Officers' Reserve Corps of the
Army. Both also became scoutmasters.
His military work did not keep

Barry away from scouting. He went
to the winter camp of the Manhattan
Council in 1920, and his portable crystal detector set gave the camp its only
news of the outside world, though the
best he could do for the temporary installation was to put a thin wire aerial
fifteen feet up in the air. As the nearest telephone was across the lake, Barry
and his radio outfit were important
additions to the camp.
When summer came, he took a vacuum tube receiver to Geneseo, New
York, where he spent a vacation. He
posted the weather forecasts and the
news of the day so that the people in
the village could have as up-to-date information as the city residents have.
He received from NAA the first reports of the disaster to America's first
great dirigible balloon, being only a
short time behind the Sea Scout Radio
Commodore who, in Washington,
(Continued on page 80)
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PRIZE

FIRST
won by G.

W. Rose of

Winfield, Kansas
The set is an eight -tube Super Heterodyne,
everything self-contained in the cabinet but the
loop antenna and the A battery. The set, and the
inside cabinet were designed and built by Mr.
Rose, the large cabinet being purchased at a furniture store. The entire cabinet work is of the
Gothic period design and is of solid Mahogany
in Tudor antique finish.
The panel is bordered by a mahogany frame.
There are only four visible controls: "oscillator"
dial to left, tuning dial to right, volume control or
potentiometer upper center, and master filament
switch lower center. All the other controls are
contained within the two small doors to the right
and left. All metal work such as dials, pointers,
switches, etc., are gold plated. The dials are also
hand engraved in Roman numerals.
The horn for
the loud speaker is acoustically designed.

Radio in the Home
Conclusion of Prize Contest

You must agree that this page is an appealing exhibit
of the
beauty of radio in the home. In the
April number of "The
Wireless Age" and again in May, readers
were
invited
to
compete for some valuable prizes by sending in photographs
of their radio sets in home surroundings. The
results have
been more than gratifying and some of the entries
are presented to readers of "The Wireless Age" in this number.
winner of the first prize, a fine Wireless Age Receiver, is The
Rose of Winfield, Kansas, whose beautiful photographG. W.
of a
remarkable radio set is shown above. The second prize, $10.00,
is awarded to Tompkins and Lyon of Chicago, whose
entry,
shown below, is worthy of emulation. The third prize, $5.00,
was won by L. E. Saft, Jr., of Union Hill, N. J., with the remarkable artistic photograph shown at the left. Awards were
made not alone upon the basis of beauty of photograph and furnishings, but in consideration of what contestants had managed
by their own ingenuity and artistic sense to contrive
the way
of cabinet, housing for batteries, disposition of wires,in etc.
On
the opposite page and elsewhere through this number other
prize- winners are shown, making altogether an interesting exposition of Radio in the Home.

ECOND PRIZE
at the right illustrates a 5 -tube
neutrodyne set designed by Tompkins
and Lyon of Chicago.
Sshown

The cabinet used is a dining room server
large enough to accommodate the B batteries
and a Timmons Talker.
The storage A

battery is installed in the basement along with
the charger, being connected so that the battery may he charged by turning a switch.

If71

The

THIRD PRIZE

was

awarded to

the

beautiful photograph shown above, which is a
-tube Reinartz set made by L. E. Saft, Jr., of
Union fill, N. J. A Timmons Talker is used
with this set also, the A battery being placed
behind it, and the B batteries installed in a
3

specially made base that extends under the receiver and Talker. The whole set is placed in
a serving table with doors.

......

A'
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Radio in the Home Prize Winners

Austin H. Martin of Glen Ellyn, Ill., places home-made receiver in discarded desk with

batteries in drawer, and uses
Victrola for loud speaker

radio installation submitted by
Harry M. Dittman of Narberth, Pa., is
an example of artistic arrangement
This

B. Michaela of Bristol. Conn., encloses his set
a case of Japanese driftwood; batteries
and
chargers too; phone connection block at right
provides for six headsets. The panel and dials are
of mahoganite
J.

in

.../..

A library gives an excellent opportunity for a harmonious radio installation. This illustrates radio in the home of D. E. Prendergast,
of Brooklyn, N. Y.

The President of the Argentine
Republic, M. Alvear, inspects the
new high -power wireless station
and is pleased with this great
accomplishment of the engineers
of the world's great radio companies

TRANSRADIO
ARGENTINA TO THE FORE
New Station reaches out to New York -5,500 miles
and to Europe- 7,000 miles

By Col. C. H. Nance
THE high -power radio situation
in the Argentine Republic three
years ago was little short of
chaotic. The four large radio companies of the world, the Radio Corporation of America, Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Company, Ltd., the Compagnie Générale Française de Télégraphie sans Fil and Telefunken, each
were interested in an Argentine concession for the establishment in the
vicinity of Buenos Aires of a station
capable of communicating with their
respective countries. Had all of these
stations been constructed and operated
so closely together, the interference
difficulties in an already overcrowded
ether can be imagined. Commercially,
the different companies were confronted with the staggering figures of
the investment necessary to build such
powerful stations, and the possible
traffic flowing from Argentina made a
suitable income from such capital appear doubtful. Then too, each company only possessed certain of the
Argentine patents needed to insure
good communication and completely
modern equipment, while the others
owned other equally valuable ones.
The result of this unsatisfactory state
of affairs was the formation of Trans radio Internacional, an Argentine corporation with a capital of 14,000,000
pesos, which under a concession granted by the government in January, 1922,
proceeded with the erection of a superpower radio transmitting station at
Monte Grande, some thirteen miles
south of Buenos Aires, and a receiving
station at Villa Elisa, some twenty -five
miles away, and distant about twentythree miles from Buenos Aires. Each
.

.

Here are the high frequency alternators that generate a 6,000 -cycle current of 1,000
amperes
with a voltage of 750.
The control table, the transformers and the condensers are also
shown here

of the four companies named possessed
a proportionate interest in the new
concern, in which Argentine capital was
also strongly represented, and the uniting of the various concessionaries assured to the country the use of the best
patents and the combined technical
skill of the best radio companies of
the world, so that 'by the middle of
January, 1924, another gap in the net
of world -wide radio communication
was closed.
The Argentine government and the
public generally welcomed the advent
28
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MONTE GRANDE STATION

wishes and the expression of the
of this new service, because in addition
sympathetic regard of the Argento its thorough modernity, it assured
tine people, whose democracy
the country an independent outlet for
stands solidly beside that of your
its external traffic, and the two outvigorous republic in the noble task
standing traits of the Argentinian are
of struggling for the material and
his love for the latest and most modern
cultural betterment of America.
of everything, and his patriotism.
ALVEAR,
President Marcelo T. de Alvear
President of the Argentine Nation.
turned aside from his many executive
duties and graciously accepted Trans Similar expressions of amity and
radio's invitation to open the station. esteem were contained in the other
Early in the morning a special train messages.
speeded his private car to Monte
In replying to the address of EnGrande, and accompanied by four of gineer Eduardo Huergo, President of
his ministers, the governor of the prov- Transradio Internacional, on the occaince of Buenos Aires and numerous sion of the inauguration, the chief
other high government officials, the executive said that it gave him the
president journeyed by automobile greatest pleasure to be present at such
from the railroad five miles out to the a demonstration of national wealth and
station proper.
power, which placed the Argentine on
After being conducted over the en- a par with the foremost nations of the
tire transmitting installation by En- world in the matter of radio communigineer Eugene Reinhard, the technician cation, and undoubtedly Monte Grande
in charge of the construction of the
would be called upon in the future to
station since its beginning, the Presi- perform great services for the country.
dent set in motion the automatic trans- He added that Argentina in following
mitter which sent five special messages, the desires of its great founders and
four to the chiefs of state of the United leaders, had always welcomed to its
States, Great Britain, France and Ger- shores the sons of other nations withmany, and one to the heads of all out discrimination, and that Monte
nations of the world possessing receiv- Grande constituted a demonstration of
ing stations.
the good resulting from such a tradiPresident Alvear's message to Presi- tion, uniting as it did different races
dent Coolidge read as follows:
in an undertaking for human progress
which without such a fusion of capital,
To His Excellency the President
purpose and energy, would have been
America.
of
the
United
States
of
impossible.
Mr. C. Coolidge,
Toasts to the success and prosperity
Washington.
of the new national company were
drunk, and that very evening commerOn the occasion of the inaugucial traffic commenced to flow in both
ration of the ultra -powerful radiodirections with New York, Paris and
telegraphic station at Monte
Berlin. The direct circuit with EngGrande, the President of the
land only awaits the building of a comArgentine Nation has pleasure in
plementary station by the Marconi
sending to the president of that
interests.
great friendly nation his best
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The Monte Grande transmitting station is built upon a plot of land containing more than 1,400 acres, the
property of the company. The antenna
is supported by ten 210 -meter steel
towers, in two lines, five hundred and
fifty yards apart, each tower being an
equal distance from its neighbors.
More than nine miles of steel cable
were used in guying the towers and the
32 -wire antenna contains twenty -five
miles of copper. The earthing system
consists of a great underground net of
copper, a total of sixty miles of wire
having been employed.
Electrical power is carried to the station by eight miles of underground
cable from the sub-station at Banfield.
At a tension of 12,500 volts, more than
1,000 kilowatts of energy is carried by
this line. The normal antenna charge is
from 400 to 500 kilowatts, produced by
alternators giving a primary frequency
of 6,000 cycles per second. Frequency
transformers and condensers permit
the use of various wave lengths between 6,400 and 27,500 meters.
At Villa Elisa two receiving systems
are being installed, reception being had
meanwhile by means of a gigantic temporary loop. One system employs two
great goniometers some 75 meters high,
a mile apart and connected by a subterranean cable with the receiving station at the center. The other combination uses three small flat-top antennas,
30 meters high and 700 yards apart,
all built on the great circle passing
through Paris, with the receiving station in the middle.
The city office, nerve center of the
entire system, is connected to the transmitting and receiving stations by an
eighteeen -pair underground cable,
(Continued on

page 80)

Crowd returning from inspecting the station. The President of the Argentine Republic is seen in the center foreground. with Engineer Reinhardt
(hat in hand) construction engineer of the station, just behind him

How United States
Cavalry Uses Radio
Radio links up trotting columns across the prairie.
Used in warfare practice. Enemy spy destroys tubes
By Garland C. Black
First

Lieutenant, United States Army, Signal Corps.

WITH the increased use of radio
in the commercial world it will
no doubt be of considerable interest to the readers of THE WIRELESS
AGE to note the extent to which our
Army, particularly the Cavalry, is employing radio telegraphy as a means of
communication between troops in the
field. While most of us are familiar
with the army radio net which links
together the various posts widely scattered throughout the United States and
our possessions, and have probably
listened-in and copied many of these
stations, still very few realize the large
number of radio sets in use by troops
for maintaining communication in the
field.
In this connection it is interesting to
review the manner in which these sets
functioned and the uses made of them
during the annual field maneuvers of
the First Cavalry Division. The maneuvers took place down on the Mexican border in a sector known as the
Big Bend Country of Texas. Various
component parts of the division are
stationed along the border from Fort
Bliss (El Paso), Texas, to Fort Clark
(Bracketville), Texas, a distance of
approximately four hundred miles. It
was necessary that these different organizations be concentrated at Marfa,
Texas, in the heart of the Big Bend,
as a starting point from which to engage in the tactical exercises.
The
maneuver as a whole was divided into
three parts, namely the march of the

troops from their home stations to the
maneuver area, the tactical problems in
the Big Bend District, and the return
march to home stations.
Throughout all stages of this period
it was absolutely essential that all elements of the division be in daily communication with one another and that
the division headquarters be in touch
with the Corps Area Headquarters. It
was impossible to take advantage of
commercial telegraph to handle this
traffic as the troops were only in the
vicinity of this service a small part of
the time, and too, the cost of this
means would have been prohibitive.
Hence it was necessary to rely upon
the field radio sets.
Communication on the march was
handled by employing stations at Fort
Bliss, Fort Clark, and Camp Marfa and
with each of the three marching columns which made up the command.
These columns were made up of the
First Cavalry Brigade which marched
from Fort Clark, the Second Cavalry
Brigade which marched from Fort
Bliss, and Division Headquarters and
auxiliary troops which also marched
from Fort Bliss. These columns
marched an average distance of two
hundred miles each and as the radio
sets with which the troops were
equipped have a working range of approximately one hundred miles and the
time of the year being rather poor for
operation due to unfavorable atmospheric conditions, it was necessary to
30

Cavalry Pack Radio set carried by a mounted
section in the field, and housed in
tent in
camp

establish two relay stations. This was
done by sending sets in motor trucks
to points about midway between Fort
Bliss and Camp Marfa, and between
Fort Clark and Marfa. These relay
stations continued in operation until
their column arrived at the place where
they were set up, at which time they
ceased to function and joined the
column. This scheme worked very
satisfactorily and traffic was well handled. In several instances when the
atmospheric conditions were favorable
it was found that the sets accompanying the troops could work through
without the use of the relay stations.
While the division was engaged in
the tactical exercises in the maneuver
area the radio fulfilled a two -fold mission.
In addition to furnishing a
means of handling traffic for the various commanders it was also employed
as a means of communication for the
umpire system. The division was
divided into two forces, the Browns
and the Whites, and these pitted one
against another. All problems were
controlled by a chief umpire who had
an assistant chief umpire with each
force and these in turn had numerous
assistants assigned to the various units
of that force. All messages handled
between umpires were in code so that
they were unintelligible to the troops,
which prevented them from getting information of their "enemy" in an unauthorized way. This scheme afforded
a very valuable opportunity to the
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umpires. Not only did the chief umpire who was probably located at some
place where he could view only a portion of the action know in detail what
was taking place on both sides continually, but also the assistant umpires
were familiar with the situation confronting the unit to which they were
assigned and could better judge the
manner in which the situation was
handled by the commander they were
observing.
Thus it is readily seen that this is
another instance where radio telegraphy
has played a large part in helping to
make an undertaking successful which
would probably not have been so without the use of radio.
There were several other instances
where radio entered into the events of
the day in an interesting way. During the world baseball series results
of the games were received at division
headquarters play by play over a commercial telegraph line and in turn
broadcast from there by radio telegraph so that all the units of the division were able to tune in and enjoy
the games.
Another time there was a troop of
cavalry detailed to go on a long reconnoitering mission. A pack radio section was detailed to accompany the
troop in order that the brigade commander might be in constant touch
with it. They had great luck in their
mission and kept pushing up closer to
the enemy several prisoners were
;

The pack radio set used by the Cavalry Division set up for operation under field conditions

captured and some valuable information obtained as to the enemy's posiHowever, the enemy soon
tions.
found out that this detachment had a
radio set and sent a man out who was
to let himself be captured and then
after being in the troop's camp to put
the radio set out of order. The prisoner not knowing much as to the whys
and wherefores of radio was at a loss
how to put the radio set out of order
after he was in the camp. Nevertheless he waited till after dark and being
paroled with the freedom of camp he
watched for his opportunity and when
the operator left the station for a few

The Radio Fan
Hence, loathed, noisome duties,
Of teachers, furnaces, and ebvvers born
In home and school forlorn,
'Mongst books and Fords and all else
lacking beauty.
Find out some uncouth hole
To live in foulest Hades, black as coal.
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minutes he managed to break all the
tubes. And while he was ignorant as
to the amount of damage he had done,
still in his overzealousness to carry out
his orders he had certainly rendered
the set, unserviceable for that day. And
later when the troop commander decided to remain in his position over
night, instead of being able to use his
radio to report his plans to the brigade
commander and to request food and
forage for his men and animals he
was forced to send a messenger about
ten miles with a written message, and
supplies did not reach them until late
that night.

-à la Milton
By Spencer S. Prentiss

But come, thou Pastime, free and fair,
Born of knowledge new and rare,
With thy tubes and jacks and plugs,
Oh come, thou joy of Radio Bugs!

Success that comes with any trials,
The joy of mounting knobs and dials,
The test of circuits old and new,
The fight to make the old junk do,
These are the pleasures I would court
And find in thee, thou greatest Sport.

The bell that sounds the joyous call
That rings in liberty for all
Permits me go as fast as might
To charge my batteries for the night.
And then until the evening meal
I work to overcome each squeal.
At eight o'clock the local stuff
I always tune in well enough;
In fact so well they always drown
The stations from without the town.
But when at last they leave the air
I get the distance great and fair.
I hear New York, St. Louis too,
It's great what one tube sets will do.
As hours get large and then get small,
The middle states, I hear them all.
The lark begins its song and flight,

-

Home -radio idea extended to apartment house. Operator tuning 4 -tube set that connects
with 72 apartments

Proclaims abroad the death of night,
When wearily at last I climb
To downy bed and sleep sublime.
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Some Prominent Broadcasters
Miss Winifred
Ayres broadcasts
talk on s p o r t
clothes from Atlantic City

I
Hughes broad
casts keynote
speech at N. Y.
State Republican
Convention

Chancellor
Mars, of Ger-

many, employs
radio to goo d
purpose

Former Senator Chauncey M. Depew appears
before the microphone

The Human Ear and Radio Reception
First Instalment

of a series of articles on

SOUND

IN ITS RELATION TO RADIO
By John P. Minton, B.S., Ph.D.

Radio Corporation of America
Consulting Engineer, Technical and Test Department,
Fellow, Institute of Radio Engineers and American Physical Society

HE transmission of

ideas or the communication of intelligence is one of the
most
functions of all
those performed by
the human race. The
social development
of the whole family
of races on the earth has been made
possible largely through this channel of
advancement. All this has been made
possible by the ear and the voice with
which nature has endowed us. This
development and application of these
two organs, extending down through
the ages, has been long and tedious.
Gradually, however, the process of
spoken words evolved as man developed conscious control over those parts
of which the mouth and throat are
composed.
Over this period of time of perhaps
many hundreds of centuries, a simultaneous development of the use of the
human ear kept pace with that of the
voice. These two developments must
of necessity have occurred simultaneously because they came about as a result of the necessity for the transmission of ideas of intelligence from one
individual to another. We can readily
imagine the confusion which would
have occurred had not both developments gone hand in hand. Our helplessness is altogether too distressing
even now when we find ourselves
among foreign people whose language
we may understand with great difficulty
or not at all.
Our languages today may not be
even remotely connected with the first
sounds spoken by the voice and recognized by the ear, as pertaining to a
definite communicated idea or thought.
The natural barriers with which nature
has separated one tribe or group of
people from another caused the development of numerous different languages, dialects or spoken and recognizable sounds, whichever way we
choose to designate them. No doubt
these developments of numerous languages occurred among the various
groups of people simultaneously, but,
of course, at different rates and in

important

different ways depending on the characteristics and environment of the various groups. These likenesses and unlikenesses of the languages and dialects
have continued down to the present
time. Radio broadcasting, however, is
destined, I believe with others, to
change ultimately this whole state of
affairs.
BROADCASTING WILL BRING
LANGUAGE

WORLD

In Europe where there are many
countries scattered over a small area,
speaking in terms of distances used in
broadcasting, there is already a recognizable need, which may become pressing, for a common universal language.
The use of a common language is certain to come and because of the rapid
development of broadcasting in America and England it is my prediction
that the universal language will be the
English language. Thus, after many
centuries when "The Lord did there
confound the language of all the earth"
the curse will have been removed and
again we may say "And the whole
earth was of one language, and of one
speech." Let us hope the human race
has at least developed sufficiently during these intervening centuries that it

will not again try to "build a tower,

whose top may reach unto heaven,"
and cause the destruction of our new
universal language for whose acquisition radio broadcasting will be responsible!
There is no scientific reason why
such a universal language cannot be
used throughout the entire world. In
all of them the same human mechanisms, the voice and the ear, are used.
These two delicate organs are the vehicles which have made possible the
carrying of ideas originating in one
mind to the minds of other people.
They play the leading rôle in radio
which is, itself, á link in this scheme
of transmission of intelligence. Of
course, we take the voice, the air and
the ear as a matter of fact because we
have not developed them. Nevertheless, their development is perhaps much
more wonderful than radio which has
been developed by man. Consequently
we praise ourselves for the latter and
say, "Behold, see what man hath done."
The former we pass over without much
consideration, until, of course, something goes wrong with the voice or the
ear. This group of articles, therefore,
on the general subject of acoustics,

acoustical apparatus and the transmission of intelligence as they are involved
in radio broadcast and reception is not
only timely, but of considerable general interest to the radio public. Such
articles, of course, as we shall present
are based on the highest type and most
recent results of physical research covering these fields of investigation.
THE EAR IS PART

Dr. John P. Minton engaged in testing the
acoustic properties of loud speakers
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OF THE RECEIVER

The human ear is as much a part of
a receiving set as the loud speaker or
head phones are. The former are taken
as a matter of course, the latter two,
however, since they were developed by
man, are considered intimate parts of
the set itself. Faults in the former,
however, are far more serious than in
the latter. In the latter cases the apparatus can be discarded for new ones
or themselves repaired, but in the former case repair or improvement can
scarcely be hoped for even with the
help of the best medical skill obtainable.
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Sound Is the Instrument That Radio
Plays Upon
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car mechanism resembles a small snail
shell which is about one -quarter of an
inch at its base and about the same
height. The basilar membrane containing the many transverse fibers is
wound around the snail shell throughout its entire length and divides the
interior of the shell into two compartments each filled with liquid. The
length of the fibers varies linearly from

The following brief description of
the normal ear will be sufficient to
make it possible for the reader to
readily grasp the results which will follow. The ear consists of three main
parts, known as the exEXTER NAL
ternal, the middle and
The
E AR
the internal ear.
former is familiar to us
all and consists of the external lobe, the ear canal
and the small drum membrane at the end of the
canal. For most people
this is about all there is
to the ear. This is far
from the truth, of course.

:MIDDLE
EAR

SECTION
INTERNAL EAR

The Ear Is As Important As the
Radio Receiver.

the small oval window where the shortest ones are located to the remote end
of the shell where the longest fibers
are found. The length of these fibers
varies from about 0.05 of an inch to
.
0.15 of an inch. All of
0F
them are covered over
U NFOLDED
by a thin membranous

substance to prevent the
passage between them of
liquid from one corn partment to another.
Midway from the ends
of each of these fibers is
attached one foot of a
small bony arch, the
other foot being connectThe accompanying
ed to the end of the
sketches, figures 1 and 2,
fiber where it joins the
illustrate the construcprojecting wall of
bony
Figure
1Diagram
of
Ear.
L
-Lobe;
C- Canal; D -Drum Membrane; H- Hammer; the internal
tion of the external ear, I- Incus; S- Stirrup; M- Middle
ear. The acEar Cavity; O. W. -Oval Window; R. W. -Round
as well as the middle and
Window; T- Tectorial Membrane; B- Basilar Membrane
companying sketch, figinternal ears, all in their
ure 2, will serve to illusproper relation to one
trate the constructional
another.
details. The sketch also
THE CONSTRUCTION OF
shows the auditory hair THE EAR
lets projecting out from
The canal of the exthe apex of the arches.
ternal ear is about one
Above the arches is the
inch long and the drum
tectorial membrane
membrane closing off its Figure 2- Diagram of Internal Ear unfolded showing
against which these thoutwo of Cortis Arches. T-Tecinterior end is about one- torial Membrane; B- Basilar Membrane; F- Bastler Membrane Transverse Fibers; sands of little hairlets
Arches; H-Auditory Hairlets Projecting Against Tectorial
and
quarter of an inch in di- C- Cortis
move and cause auditory
Connected to Nerve Endings; E-Nerve Endings; N- Auditory Membrane
Nerves
ameter and concave with
stimuli to be excited in
respect to the exterior lobe. That is,
the nerve endings in which the hairlets
the drum is bowed away from the exterminate. These stimuli are carried
terior toward the middle ear cavity as
from the nerve endings, through the
20.000 CYCLES=
shown by the sketch. The middle ear
auditory nerve cells and thence along
consists of three tiny bones, H, I and
the thousands of auditory nerves to
S. The first bony lever, H, called the
the acoustic center in the brain. In
8,000 ti - -hammer; because of its peculiar shape,
this construction of the internal ear we
is attached to the drum. The third tiny
see that there are several thousand
5,000
bone of the series, S, is called the stirtransverse fibers in the basilar memnip because of its resemblance to a
branes. There are a corresponding
3,500
stirrup. This stirrup is connected to
number of cortis arches and several
the hammer by means of the connecttimes this number of auditory hairlets,
ing link, I. The other end of the stirauditory nerve endings, nerve cells and
2,500 ^- --rup is connected to a thin membranous
nerves, all of which are laid out in a
substance called the oval window of
linear fashion and all of which function
the wall of the internal ear. This memin a beautiful manner as revealed by
brane window is about one -quarter of
recent physical research, to which the
an inch in the direction of the longer
1,200 ^
writer has been able to contribute in
axis and about three- sixteenths in the
some degree as a result of his own exdirection of the shorter axis.
tensive researches.
800 ^- ---The internal ear leads off from the
How THE EAR ANALYZES SOUND
oval window. It is an extremely comWAVES
rr--500
plicated, delicately constructed and a
Having presented a sufficiently cornwonderfully acting piece of human
prehensive description of the ear for
300 -s.---mechanism. Encased in its own hard
our purpose, let us see how it is possibony structure, well within the bony
ble for the ear to perform the most
walls of the head, it is completely pro150 ^ ---remarkable and astonishing function
tected from injury due to external
imaginable. I refer to the analysis or
causes. The main feature of the inseparation of sound waves, no matter
o
ternal ear which is of interest to us at
Figure 3- Locations of Various
how complex or mixed up, so to speak,
Frequency
Regions
on Basilar
present is the small membrane with a
into their component parts, so that the
Membrane. Distance from Oval
Window in Millimeters. (Total
few thousand transverse fibers. The
brain and mind can perform its even
Length 31 Millimeters
1.22
bony structure containing the internal
Inches)
more remarkable function of the cos

-

-
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EAR

ordination and interpretation of the
auditory nerve stimuli.
No matter how simple or complex a
sound wave, it is nothing more or less
than rarefactions and condensations of
the air ; that is, a decrease and an increase of the normal air pressure in
the atmosphere. These changes in air
pressure are brought about by some
vibrating body, such, for example, as
a violin string, a piano sounding board,
or a vibrating column of air like that
enclosed in an organ pipe. These increases and decreases in air pressure
are propagated away from the sounding body in all directions. They constitute a sound wave and the ear drum
responds to these minute changes in
pressure.
The air in the middle ear is confined
and maintained at a constant pressure
equal to the average air pressure in the
outside air. The pressure changes
causing the sensation of sound enter
the ear canal and cause corresponding
pressure changes on the ear drum. The
ear drum is caused to move back and
forth, or to and fro, in actual bodily
vibrations. The motion of the drum
is passed on by means of the chain of
hinged bones to the liquid of the internal ear. The liquid moves back and
forth in unison with the drum membrane. Motion of this liquid in turn
causes the transverse fibers of the
basilar membrane of the internal ear
to vibrate back and forth. This motion in turn moves the bony arches
attached to the fibers and thus causes
the auditory hairlets to stimulate the
nerve endings. Nervous energy, perhaps electrical in form, is thus released
and sends a definite auditory stimulus
to the brain, which in the final analysis
is the wonder of the whole operation
because it must interpret these auditory nerve stimuli and translate them
into concrete ideas. Thus, the remarkable and unexplainable process occurs
in the brain.
A single pure tone, such as is produced by the mouth during the expulsion of air out through a small orifice formed by the lips, sets up air
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Study of Radio Includes a Knowledge
of the Ear

pressure changes which follow the simplest known form of vibration, called
sine wave vibrating or simple harmonic
vibrations. These pressure changes
cause a corresponding motion of the
drum membrane, which motion is communicated to the fibers of the basilar
membranes of the internal ear. If the
tone is a high pitched one, those fibers
in the region of this membrane nearest
the oval window are affected more than
any other region. The lowest pitched
tones affect most the fibers farthest
removed from the oval window ; that
is, those fibers at the most internal
part of the internal ear. The former
fibers are the shortest ones and correspond to the high pitch region, while
the latter are the longest ones and correspond to the low pitch portion. The
arrangement, then, is similar to the
layout of strings of the piano and is
illustrated in the accompanying sketch,
figure 3. We can see, then, how the
numerous different tones set up when
an orchestra is playing in combination
with a chorus of many voices produce
a most complex pressure change on the
ear drum, how the corresponding motion of the drum membrane communicates its motion through the tiny middle ear bones to the basilar membrane
of the internal ear, and finally, how the
basilar membrane separates or analyzes
the complex pressure changes into the
hundreds of different simple harmonic
changes each of which are finally transmitted by its own individual auditory
nerve to the brain. The intbrnal ear,
then, with its several thousand individual parts in combination with the several thousand auditory nerves perform
this remarkable and astonishing function of analysis of any sound or
combination of sounds no matter how
intricate and complex they may be. No
other organ of the body performs any
function so marvelous.

L1 fOr
I

`

In order that we may have some
definite concrete impressions to retain
about the operation of the ear let us
present briefly a few of the physical
results which we have obtained to represent the average performance of a
large number of ears.
1. There is a lower limit of the pitch
of a sound below which the ear cannot hear. This lower limit is in the
region of 20 complete vibrations per
second. The reason for this may be
that there are no parts of the internal
ear to respond to this pitch or it may
be due to the fact that the stiffness of
the vibrating parts of the whole car is
too great for these low frequencies.
The analogy is similar to a head -phone
diaphragm being unable to vibrate at
these very low pitches because of its
stiffness. Again the cause may be due
to the liquid motion of the internal ear
being shunted around the basilar membrane and thus exerting no pressure on
this membrane.
2. There is an upper limit of the
pitch of a sound above which the ear
does not hear. This upper limit is
about 20,000 complete vibrations per
second. The cause of this upper limit
as well as the lower limit is largely a
matter of speculation. There may be
no parts to vibrate at these high pitches
or the weight of the whole ear system
may be too great to follow such rapid
changes in the pressure, acting on the
drum membrane.
3. There is a minimum intensity of
sound below which the ear cannot detect the presence of any auditory stimulus, or if it does, the brain cannot be
stimulated by it sufficiently to bring it
into consciousness. This lower limit of
audition varies with frequency in accordance with the accompanying curve
(see lower curve, figure 4). The air
dyne
pressures are shown in dynes
corresponding to about one-five hundred thousandth of a pound.
4. There is a minimum intensity of
sound above which the sound pressure

-a
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The Radio Joys

of a

Camp

The Companionship of
Friends in the Open Air
With Radio
By Sinclair Arthur

FOR several years Dr. Hobart and

have had a camp on Rye Lake.
Every week-end, winter and summer, we go to the "shack" for a rest
from the stress of city existence.
Our shack is a corrugated iron cabin
with a large living-room, a kitchen and
a screened sleeping porch. The interior is finished with bark woodwork.
Strings of tiny pine cones cover the
cupboards and hang in the doorways.
A large stone fireplace in the living room and the kitchen range furnish
enough heat to make the shack cozy
in the coldest weather. During the hot
summer months we live on the open
porch, going within only for our meals.
Our location is on a high point overlooking the lake with dense woods surrounding the other three sides. The
exposure is right for a constant breeze
throughout the torrid days of July and
I

August.

A flower garden planted in stone
terraces surrounds the shack. Winding
paths, rustic benches and stone seats
add a touch of artistry to our garden
in the heart of the wild.
Of late, we have enlivened this retreat with radio. The ever changing
programs of music and sports bring
to us a touch of the caprices of the
world beyond.
*

*

*

"Why is it," Dr. Hobart demanded,
"that my patients button -hole me to
spend the week -end at their surburban

homes ?"
We were sitting on the screened
porch listening to the strains of "Raggedy Ann" broadcast by Paul White man's Orchestra from WEAF.
"It seems so foolish," he continued.
"I have to sample their home -brew,
sleep in their uncomfortable guest
rooms, and get up early Sunday morning-not because I am awakened, but

CAMP CAUTIONS
In camping with a radio, if your receiver is one of the antenna type, erect
your aerial wire from the camp to a
branch of one of the tallest trees in the
immediate vicinity. If thunderstorms
are prevalent, it will be found advisable
to erect an additional antenna not over
ten to twenty feet off the ground.
That type of aerial is not so readily
influenced by atmospheric disturbances.
An aerial of this character can be of
any length from 100 to 200 feet.
See that you have a good ground
connection. If such cannot be obtained
at the camp, the equivalent of a good
ground connection can be had in the

use of a piece of wire 100 to 200 feet
in length laid over the surface of the

ground and directly underneath the
aerial.
Receiving apparatus in the camp
should be duly protected from moisture
and dampness.
The electrical constant of aerials
erected in a camp, may be quite different from the electrical constant of the
aerial used with the same set at home.
This means that stations formerly heard
at home will not come in at the same
point on the dials in the camp. It
should not be difficult to locate new
positions for such sets after the first
evening's operation.

because I feel guilty after listening to
footsteps for an hour -simply to visit
the garden, hear a long- winded dissertation on why beet seeds are planted,
or sowed, or whatever you do with
beet seeds, then to the attic, down to
the cellar, and after dinner, sight -seeing around the village square."
Dr. Hobart had a pained, quizzical
expression that seemed to concentrate
in a frown just between his eyebrows.
"Why is it, 6 he demanded again by
way of emphasis, "that I must always
be the sacrifice of good intentions? Do
you suppose my being a bachelor has
anything to do with it ?"
When I had managed to regain a
decent composure I ventured a guess
36

that he was merely a party to his own
outrageous tactics. Doc will insist upon
dragging his friends up to our camp,

sublimely unconscious of any possible
reluctance on their part.
*

*

*

At the Grand Central Terminal in
New York, take the New York Central to White Plains. Buy your groceries at the general market, stagger
aboard the one -man trolley, and get off
at Silver Lake. Then embark in a taxi
and direct the driver to Birch's Camp
-just below Carpenters'. The drive
is only three miles through tree-lined

back roads.
After you have paid your fare,
climb the rock -studded bank on the
right and follow the path that winds
through heavy underbrush. You can't
possibly lose your way. The path leads
up over ridges, down through swampland and finally brings you abruptly to
the foot of the stone steps leading up
to our camp. That is to say, if you
have been able to struggle through the
swarms of gnats and mosquitoes (with
both arms full of supplies) and managed the two -mile tramp without succumbing to heat prostration, or some
one of the other tortures of the trail.
Of course your hat has been knocked
off by low- hanging branches and your
shoes ooze -coated with swamp -mire and
rock- scratched.
But you have encountered comparatively few other discomforts, except a little mud spatter
on your new summer suit.
Having arrived, you deposit your
bundles on a rustic bench, mop your
brow, the while critically examining
your disheveled arrangement, and finally- according to your nature- reconcile or resign yourself to the rigors of
the untamed woods.
You will then, and surely, become
enraptured with the sweep of view
across the chain of lakes and woodland
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stretched below and melting into lavender outlines on the distant horizon. Off
to the right you can see a white ribbon
road winding around and up
a green mound. Across, and away to
the left on the shore of the furthest
lake, the corner of a secluded monastery peeps through the branches of a
thick verdure. At your feet, mountain
laurel, scrub oaks and dogwood, all in
a scramble, recede to the shore of Rye
Lake. A great rock here, and a pine
tree there, mark the tenacious grip of
the wild on the stealthily creeping fingers of the cultivated regions beyond.
Once you have drunk your fill of
nature in its virgin glory, you will pause
to wonder that you were capable of
such a thirst.
Then you may enter the cool,
"woodsy" interior of the shack and
step out on to the screened porch.
There you will find Dr. Hobart and I
comfortably ensconced in wicker
chairs, our pipes simmering, and our
lazy minds occupied with the broadcast
sports on our radio.
"Hello there, old -timer !" will probably be the Doc's greeting. "Come on
out on the bleachers- batter's up!"

-a

-

*

*

*

After a supper of juicy sirloin steak.
crispy French -fried potatoes, sliced
onions and lettuce, and real coffee, we
light our pipes and listen to the Dinner
Dance Orchestra broadcast from
WOR, basking in the comfortable indolence of appeased appetites. Our
dormant inclinations having been
humored, we dash down to the lake for
a plunge -back again-and standing
on a rock still warm with the day's sun,
we rub down with a Turkish towel,
laughing and bantering under the luxurious stimulant of carefree camp existence.
We then push our folding beds out
on the porch, set the radio, turn off
the lamp, and settle down to an evening of music in the quiet sanctum of
a dense wood.
The carpets of grass and moss are
bathed with a mellow glow of silvery
moonlight that streams through the
branches, casting shadows about in
spectral fantasies. A refreshing breeze
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rustles the leaves. The glow and flare
of a pipe, an occasional murmur, seem
to emphasize the companionship of
friends in the peace and rest of the
open air.
*

s

*

We are awakened by a phoebe bird
calling its mate. The clear morning
air is washed by the early sunlight and
is intoxicating. Dew -crystals gleam on
the rose petals. Everywhere life has
awakened to the invigorating freshness
of a new born summer's day.
Down to the lake and out in a boat
we fish the morning through. Our
radio is not tuned until Sol rides over
the zenith and time has lengthened out
to a blazing afternoon.
After dinner, we sling the portable
receiver over our shoulders and set off
for a hike through the woods. Wherever we stop, the radio is played. Part
of the time our fun is had in little more
than experimenting, trying for this
station and that station, always delighted with a newly discovered trick
in wayside reception. Often, we find
a sheltered nook where we may rest
and enjoy the baseball game broadcast
from a distant city. But always; we
find our old byways and haunts the
more pleasing because of our radio.
As evening approaches, we build a
fire for a camper's meal. With bacon
and toast, fire-baked potatoes and
coffee, and "Roxie" on the air, we
learn of the joys of camping life
truly pleasant life enhanced with the
broadcast programs of music and
sports.

-a

*

*

*

"And now," the Doc exploded as we
prepared for another radio evening on
The sets used in this camp are THE
WIRELESS AGE 3 -Tube (described
in March issue) and THE WIRELESS

AGE Uni- Control (described in December issue). Results in all cases
were satisfactory with an aerial wire
thrown over a high limb of a nearby
tree.
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the porch, "tell me that your friends
didn't enjoy this week -end more than
they would looking over the village
library and meeting the boys of the
volunteer fire -department."
Rain pattered on the corrugated iron
roof. A fresh, cool wind had come up,
forcing us under the covers. The deep
intonation of an organ prelude broadcast from WGY kept time with the
staccato rhythm of the rain drops. I
thought of the remarks I had heard
expressed at random-but always centered around the associations with
which each was most familiar.
"To tell you the truth, Doc," I replied, "every blessed one of them used
this week-end for a basis of comparison. What they most enjoyed were
the attendant discomforts of our particular camp. They will now go home
to their own radio sets, and between
times dinning, will think of reasons
why it would hardly do to visit us up
here again. They all have their own
ideas about what a camp ought to be
like."

-

Approved
The WIRELESS AGE
"Uni- Control" in a
Bureau of Standards
Package
By S. R. Winters
No antenna; dry cell
batteries.
You can
use it immediately in
hotel or camp

IF

Simple

to

operate;

only one control. Powerful amplification provided. Sensitive and
selective

you are a devotee of Izaak Wal- sisting of a square wooden frame ly reduced to minimum.
For instance.
ton and go a- fishing this summer, around which are wound twelve turns two dry-cell aunits
are
employed
for
or if you are among the multitudes of fine wire. The loud -speaking unit "A"
in this particular equipthat camp on. the 156,000,000 acres of is built of wood and fits snugly in the ment.batteries
course, dry cells are used
woodland reservations of the Federal open framework of the loop antenna. for the Of
"B" batteries since the transGovernment, radio entertainments may
This self -contained radio -telephone
of storage batteries would
attend your out-of-door recreational receiver is comprised of three stages portation
contribute materially to the weight and
activities. This assurance does not of radio-frequency, two stages of cumbersomeness
of any portable outfit.
imply that your "excess baggage" limi- audio-frequency, and a detector. The
Once the covers of this suitcase are
tations will be exceeded by the inclu- types of radio- frequency and audio- shut,
the contents are cleverly dission of 100 feet of antenna wire, frequency transformers used in this guised. Other
than two tuning constorage batteries, a loud trols placed near the handle
speaking horn, and a cab READERS who are practiced and skilled in the of this leather container,
inet for containing the radio
construction of sets will have no difficulty in the knobs or rheostats
instruments.
are not markedly discerniThese things, in a man- making this portable receiver, which is worthy of ble,
ner, are provided. But, their best efforts and will reward such efforts richly. is the outward appearance
conspicuously absent of
with the refinements in th? For those who desire
more assistance with the con- any radio "ear marks." It
manufacture of vacuum
is not excessively heavy,
tubes which makes possible struction, the article describing the construction of weighing
THE
WIRELESS
AGE
Uni- Control Receiver in the 50 pounds,probably less than
their operation from dryand may be carcell batteries, there has been December, 1923 number will be very helpful.
The ried
introduced the compact ra- latter article, although describing the set as con- place about from place to
as if it only contained
dio receiver. In fact, so structed by the
designer in a layout different from wearing apparel, the origlittle space is required for
that followed by the Bureau of Standards, gave inal purpose for which this
a complete radio receiving
container was designed.
set that all the necessary minute construction details and valuable suggestions
This compact receiver
with
respect
to
wiring,
testing
units may be enclosed in
and operating. meets
the demands of suman ordinary leather suitcase. Finally, our "Information Desk" is always ready to mer -when
radio goes to
This portable outfit, some- render assistance.
the country. The pleasure
times referred to as a "Porof receiving concerts in a
tafone," was designed and built by the portable outfit duplicate those employed remote region,
a hundred miles or more
Radio Laboratory of the Bureau of in the set built and demonstrated by removed
from a broadcasting station, is
Standards, United States Department THE WIRELESS AGE in its laboratories not
to be discounted. However, as
of Commerce.
several months ago
that is, the great
Self- contained, is the word fittingly former were made by the Radio In- the an outdoor sport as this may be,
merriment caused by introducing
descriptive of this equipment, since not strument Company and the latter by
suitcase radio receiver in a village
only the vacuum tubes, batteries, trans- the General Radio Company. The this
unacquainted with the marvels of radio
formers, and wiring are enclosed be- type of electron tube originally used telephony
is even greater.
tween the covers of this suitcase but a in this suitcase receiver was Radiotron
This
loop antenna and loud -speaking unit WD-1 1, but Radiotron UV -199 is pre- method "Portafone" is a convenient
of taking radio to the great
are similarly accommodated. The lat- ferable. The low filament consumption out -of -doors
the automobile route.
ter two units are contained in one of the latter makes it especially adapted In fact, testsbyhave
demonstrated its
section of the suitcase. The loop or to service in portable outfits where the capaçity
to intercept ether waves and
coil antenna is simply constructed, con- number of batteries used are necessari- convey
speech and music to persons

-
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Just what you need for
vacation time

Portable Receiver
In
o

Out

.0005

c

to+ 4

to Potentiometer slider

Figure 1
4F

A.F

DE7

R.F.

-

+Bo
A.F.

.002
20 ohms

4 Bat switch-

while traveling in an automobile. The
experiments were conducted at short
range from broadcasting stations and
though the ignition of the fuel in the
automobile engine was a slight disconcerting factor, the clarity and reliability of the radio signals was
unmistakable:
The fisherman, who sits on a bank
all the day long anticipating the catch
of a big fish, would find this portable
outfit a means of relieving the monotony, provided his pastime was negotiated in close proximity to a broadcasting station. The city-dweller, who
flees from brick walls, paved streets
and clanging trolley cars, for a seques-

tered spot in the wilderness, may invite
the companionship of this "Portafone"
for keeping in touch with the civilization he left behind. The automobile
tourist with no pre-determined destination in view may hear concerts, news,
and the speeches of the great and neargreat as he travels, if his suitcase is
filled with radio instruments. The Boy
Scout, too, need not forsake his hobby
when hikes call him over stony ways
and through a wilderness. A suitcase,
chockful of radio apparatus, is the one
connecting link between the city he left
behind and the rough -hewn paths
which are being explored.
The possibilities of this and similar
radio apparatus in compressed forms

A

Figure

2

400 ohms

o4T l!o

The
portable outfit, whether contained in a
suitcase or comprised of several units.
is calculated to explode the claim that
radio is an exclusive indoor sport. The
loop antenna, dry-cell vacuum tube

are too numerous to recount.

EQUIPMENT
One .0005 (500 mmfd.) variable condenser with a mechanical vernier.
One 400-ohm potientiometer; the
specified resistance is not essential, but
it should be as high as possible.
Three audio frequency transformers,
all low ratio.
Two radio frequency transformers
covering the range of 220 -550 meters.
Six vacuum tube sockets.
One battery switch.
One .002 mfd. fixed condenser.
Two .00025 mfd. fixed condensers.
Bus bar, wire, tubing, mounting
screws, etc.

ACCESSORIES
One loop wound tautly with

12

turns

of solid No. 20 copper wire spaced Vz
inch.
Six UV -199 or C -299 vacuum tubes.
One plate battery of 67% volts.
One "A" battery of three dry cells.

One loud speaker.

and the dry -cell battery itself, have
brought the country nearer to the city
and made of the isolated region a potential radio receiving station.
39
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The six tubes occupy considerably
less room than most one -tube receivers.

There are two stages of radio frequency amplification, a detector and
three stages of audio frequency amplification ; inter -tube coupling is provided through suitable radio and audio
frequency transformers.
The circuit is so arranged as to permit the grids of the three audio frequency tubes to be at 3 volts difference
with respect to the negative terminal
of their filaments ; necessity for a grid
battery is thus obviated. Moreover.
by this arrangement the voltage on the
grids of each radio frequency amplifier
is the same.

A positive acting cut -off switch and
a high resistance potentiometer are the
only extra equipment in the filament

circuit.
In figure 1 particular attention is
directed to the radio and audio frequency transformer connections. On
the transformers G and P represent
the outside terminals of the secondary
and primary winding ; F and +B the
inside terminals of the same coils.
Great care must be taken that the
grid return leads are exactly as shown.
On the R.F. tubes they both are connected to the potentiometer slider ; on
the detector to the positive "A" battery
(Continued on page 88)

-

Peeps Into Broadcast Stations

Spanish Nights
French Nights
Gertrude Bryan
broadcast from
WJZ

-

Five Language Events
The Opera "Faust"

Entertainment en route
The League of American

-

Pen Women
Detection of Tuberculosis by Radio
Training for Negro Spirituals
Broadcast Programs Broaden
to International Scope

Digest of Outstanding Broadcast Events
IX 1884, George Westinghouse

started a small plant in Garrison
Alley, Pittsburgh, Pa. He staked his
judgment on the alternating current
system of electric generation, weathered the spectacular war that was
waged between alternating and direct
current advocates, harnessed Niagara
Falls for electrical power, produced
the first successful single- reduction
street car motor, electrified great railroad systems, and after a score of
other remarkable achievements, erected
four first class broadcast stations.
Although George Westinghouse did
not accomplish all that individually, he
was at least the founder and promoter
of what the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company has produced.
*

*

*

the pioneer broadcast station
IKDKA,
of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., has inaugurated
the first real approach to international

broadcasting.
The Spanish programs recently
started by KDKA are in answer to a
real and definite need for such programs as evidenced by hundreds of
letters from South America. KDKA
has a stable range and the radio listener
in Buenos Aires can hear KDKA every

night, but if he is an Argentinian who be kept informed of the progress of
speaks only Spanish, the program is the program.
meaningless because it is spoken in
For the Spanish programs, one of
English. So the Argentinian writes a the employees, Señor D. Santini, whose
letter in Spanish to the program man- birthplace was Santa Fé, Argentina,
ager telling of his good receiving was trained for the announcing.
apparatus, but also stating that he
Mr. T. P. Gaylord, acting vice
wants to hear a program in his own president of the Westinghouse Comlanguage.
pany broadcast the opening announceSuch letters come with every mail ment to the Spanish speaking people
and after the Westinghouse Company of the United States, Central and
had installed its repeating station South America. Señor Corriola, vice KFKX, at Hastings, Nebraska, more consul of Spain then followed with a
letters than had been received before message to the people who speak his
were found in the mail.
native language.
Long before the first Spanish proThe big news associations of the
gram was broadcast, the officials in United States carried dispatches on the
charge of the station were aware of its South American wires previous to the
international range. When KDKA special broadcast. Thus every radio
co- operated with the British Broad- fan in those countries was notified of
casting stations in relaying its programs the day and of the hour.
first transmitted on the extremely short
The government of Cuba ordered all
wave lengths, letters were received not broadcasting stations to shut down duronly from the people living in the ing the hours KDKA broadcast in
European countries adjacent to Great Spanish.
Britain, but also from India, Turkey,
Thus when the great event was under
the Balkans, even the northern part way there was a Spanish-speaking
of Africa.
audience whose size probably has
The first program that consisted en- never been equaled.
tirely of Spanish music was announced
The success of the Spanish program
in both English and Spanish so that was cabled to KDKA from all parts of
the people of the United States would South America and Mexico.
'
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Señor F. M. de Stefano, owner and awarded to Miss Agnes Miller of 150
editor of the "Havana Life," the first East 72nd Street, New York, for her
publication in the world to print radio comedy drama of business life, entitled
news in Spanish, dictated a ringing "A Million Casks of Pronto."
The object of the competition was
commendation to the broadcast station
in behalf of the Republic of Cuba. He to develop a type of play especially
also remarked on the clear reception adapted to radio presentation, a type
of KFKX which re- transmitted the of play that will tell its story through
an appeal to the ear and imagination
KDKA program.
The second program broadcast in just as the screen play is directed exSpanish included two former residents clusively to the eye. Miss Miller's
of Buenos Aires to feature the pro- play was selected from nearly three
gram. These artists were the Señor hundred manuscripts as the best origiand Señora Narud. Señora de Narud nal drama submitted and she will rewas the former Ada Lia Virasoro, ceive a cash prize of $500.
Miss Miller is a native of New York.
daughter of one of the most prominent
families, politically and financially, in She was graduated from Barnard ColArgentina. Señor Narud was born in lege and later received her master's
Christiania, Norway, but later entered degree in comparative literature from
the business world in Argentina where Columbia University. For eighteen
months, during the war, she served
he was married.
Again, as on the
occasion of the first
program, the South
Americans plainly
heard the program,
and responded with
thousands of letter,
of appreciation.
So today Spanish
programs have come
to be a fixture on the
broadcasts of KDKA
and will continue to
be so for an indef inite period in the future.
Even those who
do not understand
Spanish should listen in. Purchase a
book on the rudiments of the Spanish
language, or a book
of elementary lessons. Then listen in
,again. Read about
the Spanish peoples.
Compare what you
learn with what you
know about your
own people. Ibañez
and Jacinto Benevente have written
much that is worth
while. There is a
great deal you can
learn through broadcasting.
*

*

George Westinghouse

*

put over a five -lan-

recently
WBZ
guage program

in

which

folk

songs, Italian, Scotch, French, Russian
and German were featured. The Annual French Program night was broadcast a week later.
*

FIRST

*

*

prize in the Radio Drama
Competition conducted by WGY,
the Schenectady Broadcasting Station
of the General Electric Company, was

with the United States Naval Reserve
on foreign language censorship. Some
of her experiences in this work furnished the groundwork for her successful radio play.
WGY was the first station to introduce the drama to the air and the
players have offered one production
weekly since October, 1922. The radio
drama has proven one of the most successful and popular features offered by
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the Schenectady station. The Radio
Drama Competition was inaugurated
for the purpose of stimulating interest
among writers in what is destined to
become a new branch of dramatic art.
Writers were advised to bear in mind
that the radio audience gets a play exactly as a blind man would receive it
in a theater and they were urged to
take full advantage of "Noise Effects"
as a means of creating atmosphere.

BROADCAST stations are exerting

every means available for the making of programs of a valuable character. WGY launched a contest for
radio drama material. WLW staged a
Radario contest. Both stations have
employed capable directors.
Fred Smith, studio director at Crosley Radio WLW had the good fortune
to travel in Europe
for eight years. Most
of his time was spent
in Spain-five years
in all -and the remaining three years
in France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany
and England.
During those years
Smith spent all his
spare time in studying the languages,
arts and institutions
of the countries
where he was living.
When he came back
to America two years
ago he brought with
him a wealth of
background for the

exacting require-

ments of broadcasting.
Since he has joined
the Crosley Staff,
Mr. Smith has diligently applied himself to the development of the Radario
the radio play is
broadcast from

WLW at frequent
intervals.
*

*

*

opera of
THE
"Faust," arranged
by Edgar Wise

Weaver and presented by the Women's
Glee Club and Orpheus Club of Mankato, was broadcast from WLAG direct from the auditorium in the Mankato armory.
"Faust," created in the distant past,
tells the story of man buying wealth
and love at the expense of his immortal
soul.
Goethe has taken this symbolized being and placed him permanently in
literature, while Gounod has sung this

THE WIRELESS AGE
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story through years
of time and his opera
is the most popular
of all operas and
Gounod's fame rests
largely on "Faust."
Faust-an aged

philosopher,

organizations of the
Twin Cities. The
station is supported
by confidence born
of civic pride and
community spirit.
W LAG has performed a real service ; thousands of
people in the great
mid -west have tasted
of grand opera.
A few years ago
Minneapolis was the
gateway to the north
-the flux of lumberjacks and Sioux
Indians. Music halls
were the center of
attraction. Radio
has been the shortcut from cabarets to

has

grown weary of life
in his vain effort to
understand the real
essence of existence.
His vigil lasts
through the night
and as he sees the
light of a new day
he seizes a cup of
poison to end his life.
His hand is stayed
by the sound of
Easter carols sung
by passing maidens.
It tells of the joy of
living.
Then enters Mephistopheles. He offers Faust gold,
glory, power- youth,
all he has hitherto
missed-and with a
vision of Marguerita
before him, Faust
signs the contract
the devil is to serve
Faust here -but the
relations are to be
reversed below in
Hades.
Then Faust successfully woos the
maiden Marguerita
with the aid of
Mephistopheles.
But Valentine,
Marguerita's brother, returns from war
and upon learning of
his sister's betrayal attempts to kill
Faust, but is mortally wounded in the
combat. Marguerita seeks consolation
in prayer at the church, but is taunted
by the fiend.
The distraught maiden slays her
child and is thrown into prison. Faust
follows her and implores her to fly with
him but Marguerita, seeing his companion, Mephistopheles, falls on her
knees and in an agony of remorse implores the pardon of heaven.
The prison walls open, angels of
heaven appear and bear the soul of
Marguerita with them as they sing
their song of redemption-Christ is
arisen again.
Three microphones hung in the
Mankato armory transmitted the sound
waves over 106 miles of wire to the
broadcasting station at Minneapolis,
whence the music went out onto the air.
Another complete telephone circuit
kept the operators at the armory in constant touch with the Minneapolis sta-

"Faust."

ABOARD the pri-

vate car "Boston"

on its way to the an-

-

nual Motion Picture
Convention in Frisco, was a party that
was not experiencing
the monotony of long
rail travel. Adolph
Zukor, of the Famous Players-Lasky
F i m Corporation,
was dean of the delegates from New
York. Their private
car was equipped
with a Radiola Super- Heterodyne set
which, according to
telegraphic reports
filed at the various
cities on the route,
furnished music and
entertainment continuously to the party
all the way from New York City.
Another party left New York City
in an automobile equipped with radio
for the long journey to the Pacific
coast.
Travel has become very fast. But
apparently not fast enough. By train,
by automobile, and probably by airplane in the near future; we will find
the agent to greater speed by employing our time en route. Radio will very
likely concentrate the vast number of
things we now find too many for consumption in the few daily hours. We
can now absorb a great deal in broadcast reception.
1

Lilyan Tashman broadcast from WOR

tion.

Two men were busy at the
armory switchboard all through the
performance, amplifying here, diminishing there, so that the volume of
sound broadcast might be constant
throughout.
This is the most pretentious feat of
remote control -broadcasting that the
Minneapolis station has attempted and
Mrs. Poehier, the director, Mr. Sweet,
the mechanical superintendent and
everyone else were anxious that it be a

complete success. Both they and the
Free Press are grateful to Manager
Ferguson and his staff of the Citizens
Telephone Company and to Mr. Marshall of the Mankato Storage Battery
Company for assistance and materials
furnished.
The volume and character of response received was sufficient testimonial to the signal success of broadcasting grand opera.
WLAG is an enterprising broadcast
station backed by several live -wire
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*

*

*

WILLY LAMPING,

one of
Europe's greatest musicians and a
far -famed master of the violoncello, is
a director of the German Violoncello
School, founder of the Bruehl Castle
Quartet, Kurkoein, artistic conductor
of the Rhenish Chambermusik Festi-

PEEPS INTO BROADCAST STATIONS

JULY, 1924

vals at Cologne and the castle at
Bruehl, and organizer of the International Music Festivals.
Lamping is in America in the interest
of the International Chamber Music
Association. He included in his tour
a musical program broadcast from
WI P.
Such festivals have been pretty well
confined to music lovers' circles, probably because most of us do not have
time to learn something of the history
of various musicians. In this case, the
announcer furnished a brief outline of
the individual. It aroused interest and
engaged the respect of an audience
largely foreign to concert halls. The
recital then had a sympathetic audience
much greater than a concert hall could
possibly hold.
Strict attention to the announcers'
introductions is usually important if
we wish to get the most from broadcast programs.
*

*

*

League of American Pen WoTHE
men is a national organization of
woman writers and composers, with
chapters in almost every state in the
Union. Its national president, Mrs.
Louis Geldert of Washington, has appointed state presidents, which in turn
have been developing radio affiliations
whenever possible. In New York City
and Washington, radio broadcasting is
being done regularly, and in Kansas
City and several other cities, radio
chairmen are appointed, but as yet the
work has not been constructively regular. Chicago is the first in the west to
arrange for a weekly program of the
members' work.
Each program, which is given on

Tuesday evenings between 8 o'clock
and 8:15 from WGN, consists of cuttings from the writings of Illinois
literary members, short stories, poetry
and reviews of longer books, and musical numbers composed by Illinois
members. Visiting league members
from time to time address the radio
listeners, and the contact with members
over the state and in adjoining ones is
highly beneficial for furthering creative
work within Illinois.
near Wilkensburg, Pa.,
listener to the
series of talks broadcast from Pittsburgh on the activities of the Bureau
of Animal Industry. One of the talks
was on the subject of tuberculosis
eradication. His interest thus aroused
turned to one of his own cows which
had been noticeably unthrifty and af-

AFARMER
had been a regular

fected with a bad cough.
He went to the local office of the
Bureau of Animal Industry for advice.
The inspector in charge informed the
State representative of the case. The
State man then made three futile attempts to reach the farm by following
the directions which the farmer left.
Failing to reach the inquirer in this
manner, the ' farmer was "paged" by
radio from station KDKA. It was
announced that efforts had been made
to reach him and if he were listening
in to get in touch again with the office.
Two days later the farmer came to
the office. Arrangements were then
made to conduct the State representative to the farm for an examination of
the suspected animal. The symptoms
were suspicious and arrangements
were planned for an official test.
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HARRY BURLEIGH, leading crea-

tive genius of the Negro race in
music, both as composer and interpreter, was heard by radio listeners in
an exceptional program of negro

spirituals when station WJY of the
Radio Corporation of America broadcast the anniversary vesper service
from Old St. George's Episcopal
Church. The service commemorated
the 30th anniversary of Harry Bur leigh's entrance into the St. George
choir, and presented many of Bur leigh's spiritual compositions, sung by
Mr. Burleigh both unaccompanied and
assisted by the full choir and organ of
the church.
Only because of the genuineness of
Harry Burleigh's musical gift has he
been able to attain his remarkable success, for he has had to overcome the
apparently insurmountable difficulties
of poverty, self- education and the
handicap of Negro blood. From the
time he was sixteen he sang in church
choirs on Sunday, working outside of
school hours and during vacation. Not
until he was twenty-six was he able to
obtain any real musical training, when
he obtained a scholarship at the National Conservatory of Music. For
four years Burleigh studied under the
greatest masters in the country, receiving particular attention and encouragement from Dvorak, the greatest of
Bohemian composers. In 1894 he won
the position of baritone soloist at St.
George's from sixty other applicants,
his voice outweighing in the minds of
Dr. Rainsford and the vestrymen any
objections that could be advanced to
the color of his skin.
-W. A. H.

in New York City. and is also the "official" orchestra for
Clef Club Orchestra, broadcast from WOR. This orchestra plays at the Hotel Clarendon
successful Spanish ball following the war. Their ability to inject
all Spanish functions of any prominence. They first came into the limelight at asecret
of
this orchestra's popularity
is
the
including
jazz,
music,
real melody into any

WORLD WIDE

WIRELESS

RADIO NEWS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
Hungarian Station
EW radio station has been
erected at Szekesfehervar, receiving station at Tarnok, which will be
open for general public correspondence. Call letters: HAR.
This radio station in co- operation
with the old station at Csepel is intended for maintenance and development of radio communication with the
European countries.

AN

ering the whole country. In this country of more than fifteen millions of inhabitants, the establishment of a satisfactory telegraph net work seems to
be a tremendous undertaking and evidently a wireless installation is necessary. Forty -two radio stations are
planned. Four stations will' play the
rôle of central stations, having a power
of two to four kilowatts. They will

Both these radio stations, Szekesfehervar and Csepel are operated from
the central telegraph bureau at Budapest.

Mexico's Need for Radio
Communication
TAMPICO, MEXICO, and its envi-

rons have been subject to the
troublesome exploits of bandits. The
jungle country which spreads between
the oil fields and the plain of Tampico
offer the bandits a field of activity admirably suited to their purpose. One
band in particular has succeeded in
evading the rurales for a number of
months. Finally it was discovered
that the bandits were provided with
field telephones which were tapped into
the private lines of the oil companies,
thus keeping themselves well informed
of the dispositions adopted for their
capture and also informed them as to
the companies' arrangements for paying their men. The companies tried
to overcome the difficulty by sending
pay rolls by aeroplane, but the telephone lines gave away the secret. The
paymaster was captured before even
he had reached the aeroplane. In face
of such a situation the government
was forced to take action. So the
authorities have thought to handicap
the operations of bandits by installing wireless.
The last paymaster captured was
forced to turn over to the bandits 42,000 pesetas which he was carrying.
Of the two Americans accompanying
him, one was killed and the other
wounded. The Mexican Government
proposes to increase the facilities offered to commerce and industry by the
existing paucity of telephone lines by
organization of a net work of radio
stations of the most modern type, cov;

Station SPS mounted on top of the Serrath
mountains and known as the highest radio
station in the world. It is located in Santos,
Brazil

work on wavelengths of from 600 to
3000 meters with umbrella antennas
comprising two separate sections, one
for the longer wavelengths.

Radio World's Fair

THE First Radio

World's Fair which
Square
Garden, New York City, Sept. 22nd
to 28th, under the auspices of the
Radio Manufacturers' Show Association, with U. J. Herrmann as Managing Director and James F. Kerr as
General Manager, is attracting universal attention throughout the country.
Leading newspapers here and abroad
is to be held in Madison

are devoting columns to the coming
show.
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As nine-tenths of the exhibiting
space in Madison Square Garden has
already been contracted for and as the
remaining ten per cent. is oversubscribed, it is practically a certainty
that the exposition will be forced to
spread out and take in the 69th Regiment Armory, located just across the
street, upon which the R. M. S. A. has
just taken an option.
Among the new features to be introduced this season will be a "Foreign Division" in which many of the
important radio interests abroad will
be represented by carefully selected
official exhibits. The European manufacturers and inventors are said to be
making elaborate preparations for this
their initial invasion of America and
they promise to furnish the radioists
of this country with a few real surprises.
A special "Board of Radio Authorities," now being chosen with great
care, will award suitable prizes to the

most meritorious wireless inventions
perfected during 1924. The competition will be open to all and no entry fee
will be charged. in addition to presenting each successful inventor with
a medal, a diploma or cash, the jury
of experts will also endeavor to assist each inexperienced successful inventor to market his or her invention
to the best possible advantage at no
cost. Public demonstrations and tests
of the new inventions will be held daily,
and many novel devices will probably
be brought to light.
Two hours per day will be set aside
for the exclusive transaction of business between exhibitors and wholesale
buyers. The general public will be
admitted at one o'clock every afternoon and the show will remain open
until eleven o'clock every night, including Sunday, Sept. 28th, which is
the closing day.
The Amateur Builder's Contest,
which will be of an international character this year, will be a good sized
exhibition in itself. Entries are already coming in from Europe, South
America and kllistant points in this
country. Space enough to display several hundred sets has been reserved
and twenty -five valuable prizes will be
awarded to the winners.
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ket and exchange reports. Economic casions during the early spring, WGY's
intended for a small clientele, programs have been rebroadcast by the
THE Third Annual National Radio data,
will consist of foreign prices of com- British Broadcasting Company in LonShow will be held this year in Grand modities and stocks, tariff rates, freight don and thus made available to the
Central Palace during the week of rates, and other important economic British Isles as well as to France and
November 3.
reports. These reports will be given other continental countries. This is
Plans are under way for holding a in code, which will be changed every only one of the many experimental
convention of radio enthusiasts in week so as to avoid listening in by developments to which WGY has contributed.
connection with the annual Radio those not entitled to the service.
Week. This convention will embrace
The tax for a radio set will be 10
members of the trade as well as the gold crowns collected by the federal
army of fans. Celebrated scientists post offices. To cover the expenses
and important figures in the radio in- of the broadcasting station, every
dustry will participate in this congress. owner of a radio set will have to pay
a yearly fee of possibly 50 gold crowns.
Austrian Broadcasting
This fee will be reduced considerably
demonstrations of broadcasting in cases of hospitals, associations, and
THE
by the Technological Trade Mu- schools. Motion picture houses and
seum have made radio very popular other public places, where radio is used
in Austria. In view of the great ecofor advertising purposes, will pay a
nomic and social importance of broad- higher rate.
casting, which has created a new industry in Austria, a permanent service New General Electric Station
has now been undertaken by the
experimental radio staOesterreichische Radio-Verkehrs-Ak - ALARGE
tion will shortly be built by the
comthis
At
present
tiengesellschaft.
General Electric Company for a more
pany co- operates with the Austrian complete investigation of radio phePostal authorities in the matter of nomena and broadcasting. It is untransmission.
derstood that the cost of the experiIt is proposed to use the radio in- mental station will be approximately
the
War
of
building
the
stallation on
$150,000, and that it will be located on
Ministry for the first broadcasting sta- land recently acquired by the company
A. Pawelek, radio engineer of the S.S. Columtion. Experiments have already been in Schenectady.
bus. holding the latest type of apparatus for
testing spark gap of wireless transmitting set.
made with a normal sending power of
a power house
that
Its construction is similar to a miniature
understood
It
is
lengths
wave
Different
kilowatt.
crystal radio set. Antenna is enclosed in
one
will be constructed capable of deliverwood block with crystal detector and headbroadcast25,
March
will be used ; on
phone plug in base
frequencies,
various
at
high
power
ing
on
a
ing took place for the first time
and antenna structures will be erected
Spanish Radio Broadcasting
for a wide range of wave lengths so
that systematic investigation can be THERE is considerable evidence of
the spread of radio interest in
made of the advantages of various
wave lengths in solving the many prob- Spain. The Radio Society of Spain
lems with which radio now has to deal. has in its recent radio concerts done
The requirements of the'present -day particularly well. Radio fans in Engbroadcasting program, including stock land received the speech of the Count
reports at noon, an afternoon program of Alba de Yeltes, transmitted in Engfor those at home, evening stock and lish and in Spanish from the society's
market quotations, weather reports, station. Radio concerts have been
musical programs, plays and religious given by the station at Ciudad-Lineal
services, have filled up the available under the direction of D. Antonio
time. It has also been found that the Castilla. A selected program of music
space available in the power house and and song was received by many peroperating section of the big broadcast- sons all over Spain, who returned cards
ing station is not sufficient to permit to this station announcing the recepexperimental work without interfering tion of its program.
with the regular programs. On this
Scandinavian and German
account a new station was considered
Movies and Broadcasting
necessary for intensive experimental
COMBINING motion pictures and
work.
broadcasting, an interesting experThe broadcasting station now known
the world over as WGY was originally iment is reported from Europe in
built, several years ago, for experi- which the new German radio station at
mental purposes. Those familiar with Königswusterhausen broadcast a techBrookher
from
broadcasting
Columbus
S.S.
lyn pier. This voice was heard upon the
the workings of the station know that nical talk which was illustrated by a
arrival of the ship, giving information to the
the regular programs have been broad- film run simultaneously in Copenhagcountry that the Columbus is the newest ocean
liner, arrived in America
cast for many months at two wave en, Gotenburg, Christiania and several
This first attempt at
1200 -meter wave length. On Easter lengths -the regular wave length of German cities.
with illustraanother trial took place and regular 380 meters available to those using combining broadcasting
picture was made an
broadcasting is to be started on July 1. standard receiving outfits and also a tion by motion
11th. The broadcasting was done
It is planned to broadcast general lower wave length of 107 meters which May wave
length of 2600 meters. This
on
well
a
particularly
found
been
has
permusical
programs comprising
opens up interesting possiexperiment
transmission
long
distance
to
adapted
for
chilformances, lectures, fairytales
dren (in the evening), weather, mar- for rebroadcasting. On several oc- bilities.

Third National Radio Show
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Trans -Atlantic Radio Telephony Development
a demonstration in
by the offi-

FOLLOWING
January, 1923, made

cials of the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company and the Radio
Corporation of America, in co- operation, radio telephone speech was transmitted for two hours from New York
to London, the British Post Office appointed a committee to investigate
trans -Atlantic telephony. This committee has recently recommended that
the British Post Office establish a 200
k.w. radio telephone plant at their new
radio station at Rugby, England. The
committee recommends that this plant
be of a type similar to that which has
been used by the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company and the Radio
Corporation of America in the experiments which they have been carrying
on for the last eighteen months in
transmitting speech across the Atlantic.
If this work is carried out, it is the
expectation that under favorable atmospheric conditions during the winter
months, it will be possible to connect
telephone subscribers in the United

States to telephone subscribers in London, and in this way permit them to talk
to each other as they do over ordinary
telephone circuits. In doing this the
subscribers at each end would be connected to their respective radio stations by the wire telephone lines.
The British Post Office, to cooperate in this work erected a special
form of receiving antenna, and pending the erection of a telephone transmitting station, have been carrying out

careful measurements of the energy
which they receive under various conditions from the telephone transmitting station in America, and also from
certain telegraph stations.
The tests which will be possible
when the British transmitting station
is completed will form another important step in the work which has been
carried on for many years in the development of radio telephony across
the Atlantic Ocean. The first successful telephone transmission across the
Atlantic was in 1915, when engineers
of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company succeeded in talking
by radio telephone from the United
States Naval Station at Arlington. Virginia, across the Atlantic to Paris,
while the same
messages were
heard 5,000 miles
to the westward
at Honolulu.
Another step

in this work
which created
much interest

took place January 14, 1923, at

which time Mr.
H. B. Thayer,
President of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
and other officials of that com-

Above:
Radio station aboard the
S.S. Leviathan showing special duplex
receiving apparatus which enables two

operators to work simultaneously and
independently.
Radiograma can be
sent to and received from American
and European coastal stations, or
ships, at the same time.
Below: Radio staff of the S.S. Leviathan (left to right) E. N. Pickerill,
chid; Geo. E. Sinclair, 1st asst.;
Henry F. Bollendonk, Oscar L.
Goerta Paul W. Karr, Earl F. Whiddon, Leslie Veader, Roy W. Jones,
and two messengers.
This staff
handles a large volume of messages.
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pany, talking from their offices at 195
Broadway, New York City, were heard
by a group of well -known engineers
and others assembled at New Southgate, England. These tests were made
possible by cooperation between the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company and the Radio Corporation
of America. The tests were very successful, the voices being clear and distinct, and easily recognized by the men
at the receiving end who were acquainted with the speakers. The drcuit remained very constant during
the two hours for which speech was
transmitted. Reception was carried
out a part of the time through loud
speaking receivers, and reporters present took down many of the messages
verbatim.
The tests which have already been
carried out, and the additional tests
which will be made when the new
British station is erected, will give information as to the practicability of
establishing transatlantic telephone
service, the best operating methods to
be employed, the attitude of the public
toward such a service, and many other
factors to be determined before the
opening of any regular commercial
service.
Briefly, the news from London indicates that preparations are well under
way for transmission from London to
New York, and that when completed
two -way talking, at least experimentally, will be possible. It will be remembered that transmission from New
York to London was successfully accomplished in January, 1923, the answers from London being telegraphed
by cable.

A

Moroccan Broadcasting

`IILITARY station at Tetuan, in
northeast Morocco, is giving concerts and talks every afternoon from
5 to 5:50 by means of gramophone.
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German Coastal and Ship
Stations Rates
coast station rate of all Gerstations, shown in the Official
List of Radiotelegraphic Stations open
for general public correspondence, will
be 30 centimes per word, minimum Fr.
2.40 per radiogram.
Ship tax of all German stations
shown in the above mentioned list open
for general public correspondence
(with the exception of the naval stations, the ship station Hertha DHQ
and Odin DOQ) will be 40 centimes
per word, minimum Fr. 3.20 per radiogram.
The interior rate will be 15 centimes
per word, minimum Fr. 1.20 for ordinary radiograms and 45 centimes per
word, minimum Fr. 3.60 for urgent
radiograms.

THE
man

powerful in South America, located at
Argentine government radio station, one of the mostharbor
of Darsena Norte
Buenos Aires in the entrance of the

where they will be rebroadcast from
an antenna that is being erected close
to the larger antenna of the high power
station. The studio of the present staof transmitting radio tion whose call letters are LOZ, loPOSSIBILITY
messages in a "beam" between Eng- cated in Buenos Aires, will also be conland and Australia -an airline distance nected by cable with this transmitter
likely to at Monte Grande. The engineers claim
in excess of 8,000 miles
be demonstrated, according to an an- that the installation of this broadcastnouncement in the Australian House ing station will not interfere with the
of Representatives by Premier Bruce. present transoceanic station. This repThe Premier is quoted in a Mel- resents the first commercial installation
bourne despatch as saying the whole of broadcasting on a considerable scale.
position of radio transmission had been
Two new broadcasting stations of
radically changed "within the last fort - an official character have recently been
night."
established in the Argentine -one at
Senator Marconi, inventor of the the University of La Plata and one of
wireless, announced development of a equal power in Mendoza. Both these
system of directional radio transmis- stations are expected to cover a wide
sion early last December. The electric range.
waves carrying the message, he said,
could under the new scheme be turned
Secret Radio Wave
in any desired direction, like the beam
of a searchlight, as opposed to the pres- JOHN HAYS HAMMOND, Jr., the
ent system whereby the waves are sent
American inventor, has demonout in all directions.
to the British Admiralty his
strated
He announced that communication latest device in radio transmission. He
had been successfully carried on by has entered into a contract with the
this means between England and St. Italian Government for a number of
Vincent, one of the Cape Verde is- transmitting and receiving sets of a
lands, a distance of 2,250 nautical new system, to be constructed in the
miles. Only a fraction of the electri- United States.
cal energy hitherto found necessary
This system permits of secrecy in
was employed.
radio transmission and enables each
station to send more than one message
on the same wave
Argentine Broadcast Progress simultaneously
length. Great utility in wartime is
NOT only are Monte Grande and claimed for it because it makes use of
Villa Elisa to be centers for trans- certain combinations of wave lengths
mission and reception respectively of which must be known before a mestrans -Atlantic radio telegraph mes- sage can be picked up.
sages, but these particularly favorable
sites are to be utilized for the installaBelfast Broadcast Station
tion of a powerful broadcast receiving
Belfast, a new broadcast station
receiving
The
and sending station.
IN
be added shortly to the preswill
Elisa
station is being installed at Villa
Co. installawhich will be capable of getting North ent British Broadcasting will have the
American broadcasting stations. The tion. This new station
transmit on
programs from these stations will then call letters 2BE, and will
meters.
435
of
length
wave
a
Grande,
Monte
to
be relayed by cable

Directional Transmissions to
Australia

-is
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Danish Wireless Association
Formed
a recent meeting
ATrepresentatives
of

in Copenhagen,

all the provincial radio clubs resolved to form a na-

tional association of such clubs. The
general object of the association is to
safeguard the interests of radio amateurs. The task of the association is
to provide funds for the establishment
and operation of a modern and powerful broadcasting station in Denmark.

Radio at the Political
Conventions
latest developments in radio
the new method of transmitting photographs by telegraph were
used to make the proceedings of the
Republican National Convention audible and visible to millions of Americans, distant from Cleveland during
the period of the convention.
Arrangements were perfect for
sending the convention speeches broadcast from radio stations as far west as
Kansas City and for amplifying the
voices of the speakers so that they
could be heard distinctly by every one
of the audience.
Extra microphones were installed to
prevent any possibility of mishap. In
addition to a regular amplifying set
which remained permanently in the
hall, a duplicate emergency set was
installed to be switched on in case
there should be any unforeseen accident to the regular apparatus. Among
the stations broadcasting the proceedings were : WRC and WCAP, Washington ; WEAF and WJZ, New York;
WNAC, Boston ; WGY, Schenectady ;
WGR, Buffalo ; KDKA, Pittsburgh;

THE
and

WJAX and WTAM, Cleveland;
WLW, Cincinnati WLS and WGM,
Chicago ; KSD, St. Louis, and WDAF,
;

Kansas City.

AFOUR -TUBE set adapted for Summer use
stages of radio frequency
amplification, a crystal detector and two stages of
audio frequency amplification gives ample distance
and volume.

-3

The Wireless Age Portable Reflex
It
Not So Big, But

Gets the "Sigs"

By Robert Alan
SUMMER

is here again and the
exodus from the cities has begun. Those who have spent the
long winter evenings listening to their
favorite broadcasting station, will miss
a great deal of pleasure if they depart
for the summer months without a radio
set in the trunk. Now those who do
pack a set along with their blankets
and swimming suits are not going to
make that set the five -tube neutrodyne
or the 10-tube "super" which they
have used all winter. What they will
take is a nice little portable outfit that
really is portable. It's going to be
portable in every respect, the antenna,
the batteries and the loud speaker.
First of all there is no loop which
meets our idea of thorough portability, so we won't use a loop. The set
must be much more sensitive than your
home outfit because wherever you are,
on the yacht, or camping in the mountains or at the shore, the chances are
that you are going to be a distance
from a broadcasting station. Your
portable summer set must be able to
bring in the city stations with as much
satisfaction as you are accustomed to
in the city. In order to do this it must
have at least three stages of radio frequency amplification. Considering all
things we have decided to adapt the
four -tube set described in the April issue of THE WIRELESS AGE for Summer use, and make it as portable as is
possible. The only way this new set
differs from the April set is in the antenna. Instead of using a loop we
have incorporated a vario- coupler in
its place, so that it can be used with
an outside antenna. Now this antenna
can be most anything in the shape of a
single wire stretched out between two
trees, or between your tent pole and
a stake driven in the ground about
forty feet away. Because of the sen-

sitivity of the set it will be possible to
obtain results with a very poor antenna. With the poorest kind of antenna it will still give better results
than the loop will. We are going to
use a crystal detector because we like
crystal detectors in reflex sets, and
because it will save us one tube and
because we have found a very good
one. The set will include three stages
of radio frequency amplification, crystal detector and two stages of audio
amplification, the first of which is reflexed back to the third radio tube.
This set when finished will be possibly
six inches deep and twenty-one inches
long and can be very easily placed in
the suit case or placed in a cabinet with
a carrying strap.
THE PANEL LAY -OUT
In drilling the Formica panels, start
with the three holes for the screws
which secure the panel to the baseboard. These are placed three- eighths
of an inch from the edge of the panel

LIST
1
1

4
3

2
1

9
1

2
1
1

Paragon vario- coupler
Na -Ald UV -199 sockets
Acme Radio frequency transformers (R -2) (R -3) (R -4)
Acme Audio frequency transformers
General Radio Potentiometer 400
ohms
Binding posts (Eby)
Pacent single circuit phone jack
Quinby frames
Formica 7" x 21" panel
Formica strip 2" x 14"

1

.001

2

.002

8

4
1
1
1
1

OF MATERIALS

.0005 Cardwell variable condenser

Dub. Micadons

Lengths bus wire
Lengths spaghetti
Base board 7" x 20"
Foote fixed crystal
Marco panel mounting tap switch7 points
Carter jack switch for A battery
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and one centered along its length and
one on each end, two inches from the
edge. This provides a good stable support for the panel The vario- coupler
is mounted along its extreme left end
with its center hole three inches from
the left hand edge. The variable condenser, Cardwell .0005, is mounted
next with its center hole eight and
one -half inches from the left end. Next
drill the holes for the Filkostat and
General Radio potentiometer. The potentiometer is located three and one half inches from the right end and the
Filkostat seven and one -half inches
from the right end. Four-inch dials
are used on the tuning instruments because they afford greater ease of adjustment and closer tuning. Assemble
the instruments on the panel, then lay
it aside and mount the transformers
and sockets on the baseboard. The
radio frequency transformers are
mounted in echelon fashion at a forty five degree angle with respect to the
rear of the baseboard. The tube sockets
are mounted between the transformers
and flush against the rear of the baseboard. Starting at the left the first
socket is centered two inches from the
left hand edge.
A transformer
mounted next, the second socket six
and three -quarter inches from the left
hand end and so on down. The sockets
are four and three -quarter inches between centers. This affords room at
the left hand end for mounting the
second audio frequency transformer.
The first audio frequency transformer
is mounted between the potentiometer
and the Filkostat up against the rear
of the panel. You will find the Filkostat of considerable value in the regulation of these UV -199 tubes which
we are going to use and a very critical
adjustment can be had. Follow the
photographs closely in mounting the
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instruments as the arrangement represents much experimentation in providing general all around efficiency. This
arrangement keeps the grid and plate
capacities as low as possible and the
radio frequency amplifier as stable as
possible. Do not attempt to hook up
a radio frequency amplifier with wires
running criss- cross. If you do you
will cause the amplifier to oscillate beyond the control of the potentiometer.
Directly above the Filkostat on the
panel will be found the Foote crystal
detector. This is an exceptionally good
one and will be found to give satisfaction. Thus the output of the third
stage of radio frequency amplification
is sent right into the crystal detector
and the reflex audio transformer. The
audio frequency tube of the third radio
frequency tube is then sent into the
second stage of audio frequency
whence it goes into the loud speaker.
The first connections to be made after
connecting all the instruments are the
filament leads. These connections are
plainly shown in one of the illustrations. Run one of these leads to the
rheostat and from there to the binding post on the sub-panel in the rear
of the baseboard. Connect the other
lead direct to the other "A" battery
binding post. Now before going further connect up your three dry cells to
these terminals and place all four tubes
in their sockets and make sure that
they all light properly. If this is done
now it will obviate retracing your filament connections in case of an error
later on. Now connect up your transformer leads. If the transformers are
mounted correctly, the grid and plate
leads will probably he less than one
inch long which is what we have been
striving for. Be sure not to omit the
small fixed condensers shown in the
diagram. One of the .002 mfd. fixed
condensers is shunted directly across
the B battery binding posts on your

The front panel arrangement is made with a view to economy
of space combined with facility in operating the receiver
terminal strip and acts as a bypass
condenser around the B battery. The
B battery with its long leads and inherent high resistance must have some
sort of bypass for the radio frequency
currents. The other .002 fixed condenser serves the same purpose with
respect to the primary of the second
audio frequency transformer. The
.001 fixed condenser acts as a by -pass
condenser across the primary of the
first audio frequency transformer performing the same function as a phone
condenser in an ordinary hook -up.
Connect the variable condenser
across the secondary of the variocoupler and then run leads from the
stator plates to the grid of the first
radio frequency tube and from the
rotor plates to the arm of the potentiometer. There are seven taps on the
primary of the vario- coupler which
are connected to the panel mounting
tap switch shown on the panel. This
tap switch is mounted conveniently between the condenser and coupler. Be
sure that the condenser plates are connected as stated, for this will eliminate
any hand capacity effects-there being
no difference in potential between your

hand on the dial and the potential of
the filament circuit. There is a point
on the plate current -grid voltage curve
of every tube where that tube will amplify to its greatest extent with a minimum of distortion. If we use sixty seven volts on the plates of our
amplifier tubes we must use a threevolt "C" battery to carry out this conThis will keep our plate
dition.
current low and save our "B" battery.
The leads from the audio frequency
transformer posts marked F minus or
A minus are brought to the negative
C battery binding posts on the terminal strip mounted on the rear of the
baseboard. A connection is then made
from the positive C battery binding
posts to the negative filament lead.
YOUR PORTABLE ANTENNA

About the simplest form of a portable antenna consists of about one
hundred and fifty feet of No. 18 bell
wire. When you take this out you
roll it up on a spool and put the two
insulators in your pocket, and you have
a good antenna all ready to put up.
Fasten one insulator to a tree branch
(Continued on page 84)
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Circuit diagram of The Wireless Age portable reflex receiver
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Condensers

Radio Frequency and the Design of an Efficient Condenser

By Donald Gordon Ward

Associate Member, Institute of Radio Engineers

PART

IN

the first of this series of two artides which was published in the
June, 1924, issue of THE WIRELESS AGE attention was called to some
of the general requirements which
should be met in the construction of
condensers and several points which
should be specified by the manufac-

turer. The points which were previ-

II

oil in the contact offers a very high
resistance to the passage of the radio

frequency currents. One great disadvantage of this type of connection
lies in the fact that this resistance is
not always present and that as a result
the resistance comes and goes produc+ + + +

i

ously mentioned referred to the maximum and the minimum capacity being
marked upon the condenser so that a
Figure 1
purchaser will know if the condenser
which is offered him is of the proper
nealrol/zcapacity range to fit with his induciwwwM t\ ing each other
tances to give him a circuit of the
+ + ++
wave length range which he wishes to
Two units of charge ,+1Ihave in his receiver.
left an condenser
Another quality of a condenser
Figure 2
which is very important to understand
is that of the value of the radio f re+ + ++
++
quency resistance that is present in the
condenser. In order to thoroughly explain this phenomena and to explain
Figure 3
why it is a vital consideration in the
design of an efficient condenser it is
Stationary Plate
first necessary to make a few general
Stationary Plate
,Support
Sapporf
statements with regards to radio
theory.
In a tuned radio frequency circuit
the effect of resistance is to broaden
the tuning of the circuit and the higher
the resistance of the circuit, the greater
the extent to which the tuning is broadened. It is therefore highly important,
especially in view of the increasing
..Rotary
number of broadcasting stations to
P/ate Support
have a receiver which tunes as sharply
Finare 4
as possible. Resistance may be the
result of many conditions in a circuit,
Stationary P/afe
.Neta/
such as loose joints in the antenna, unStohanory P/ate
End Plate-'\
Support'
soldered connections, which have become corroded, or resistance in the
coils, but we are going to confine ourselves to an exposition of resistance in
condensers, with special reference to
variable receiving condensers.
One of the first causes of resistance
in a variable condenser is in poor coni'--"
'
tact between the rotary plates and the
Connected to Rotary Plates
terminal of the rotary plates. Where
the condenser depends for its contact
Figure S
upon a shaft with a conically cut end
Elements entering into high and low loss
resting in a concave bearing it will be
condensers
found that owing to oil having been ing a condition that
is one of the most
used when the shaft was turned to difficult to
trace. Very often this
size that some of the oil which during trouble comes on slowly as
the cutting process had been secreted gradually worked out into the oil is
the bearing
in the pores of the material gradually and oftentimes it comes
so slowly that
works out of the pores of the shaft as its action is not appreciated
until after
it is rotated, after the condenser has it is found that the receiver
begins to
been put into use and that this layer of bring in a lot of interference
and that
50
_ _
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in many cases signals come in and go

out with startling abruptness as the
condenser is rotated, sometimes accompanied by a slight scratching noise.
It is therefore advisable when purchasing a variable condenser to pay
particular attention to the type of contact that is provided for the rotary
plates. This is often corrected by providing the condenser with pigtail connections to the rotary plates and at the
same time installing stops upon the
condenser so that it may only be rotated one complete revolution as otherwise the pigtails would be gradually
twisted off. Another method of making connection to the rotary plates is
by means of a contact joint of large
surface area. In this case, of course,
the very large surface area of the joint
will prevent any trouble which might
be due to poor contact and in addition
when a large joint is employed there
is less likelihood of having short circuits develop owing to a poor bearing
which allows the plates to move from
side to side.
As will be noted, aluminum is the
metal which is most commonly employed for plates in a variable condenser with brass a fairly close second. The reason for this is that the
radio frequency currents travel only
on the surface of the conductor, and
therefore the resistance which any material offers to the radio frequency currents lies in its surface. Every metal
when exposed to the air gradually becomes oxidized and in some cases this
oxide forms very rapidly while in
others it takes a considerable length of
time for the oxide to form. The metal
itself and its oxide very often have
radio frequency resistance values which
are considerably different. It is therefore advisable to use as a metal for
plate construction one which has a
radio frequency resistance of the metal
closely approaching the radio frequency resistance of the oxide itself
or else to use a metal which oxidizes
very quickly and has as low as possible a radio frequency resistance of
the oxide of the metal. In the case of
aluminum the oxide forms almost immediately after cutting and it has as
low a radio frequency resistance as it
is practicable to obtain in a metal
which oxidizes rapidly. There are
naturally many grades of aluminum
and though the author is not aware of
any recently published data on the
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rubber, providing that it is of the very
best grade. The one disadvantage of
hard rubber lies in the fact that it is
not so strong mechanically as some
other substances and therefore some
manufacturers prefer other compounds
which though not so efficient electrically are to be preferred mechanically.
Other "insulating" materials many of
them of the so-called "Moulded mud"
variety are best left alone though no
doubt some of the moulded compounds
are quite satisfactory, but here again
the entire matter would be settled by
the manufacturer giving a guaranteed
statement of the resistance of his condenser and then if a moulded substance were employed it would have to
be of a certain grade or otherwise the
demand for that condenser would fall
off after the public came to realize that
it wanted a condenser with a low resistance in order that the radio receivers would tune sharply.
The method of supporting and insulating the rotary from the stationary plates is an important consideration in the condenser which is designed
with a view to low losses. In connection with this a rather amusing experience which the author had a couple
of summers ago while on his vacation
might be included as an example of
what one manufacturer's idea was con(This man's
cerning condensers.
product has since disappeared from the
market.) During his vacation in one
of the New England States he had occasion to go into a radio store to make
one or two minor purchases and the
statements given here were overheard
as this manufacturer's ideas regarding
variable condensers. At the time he
was attempting, rather unsuccessfully,
to sell his product to the owners of
the store. One of the first statements
that he made, in reply to a question
as to why he did not use aluminum
end plates was that his condensers
.vere made with moulded composition
because he wanted to put the best into
his condensers and that the manufacturers who used milled aluminum end
Laboratory type of low loss condenser
plates did it because it was cheaper.
is even slightly aclieved to be open to question as solder To anyone who
manufacturing process
with
quainted
radio
to
resistance
high
very
a
offers
moulding a subfrequency currents as it contains lead of a mere matterbeofpoured into place
can
that
stance
currents
frequency
and the radio
and accurately
traveling as they do on the surface of as against a carefully
this sounds rithe conductor will therefore naturally milled aluminum plate
extreme. Another
flow over the surface of the lead and diculous in the
effect that as this
the condenser will have a high resis- statement was to thewas a better insuinsulation
moulded
them
uses
which
tance and the receiver
lator than aluminum, which I think
will be found to tune rather broadly.
were better to use
The final radio frequency resistance everyone admits, itlarge amounts than
in
insulation
this
insuof
type
in
the
lies
consideration
as is the case in
lation that is used between the rotary be economical with itcondensers. The
plate
end
metal
much
the
how
plates,
and the stationary
sparing a manuof it there is, and where it is placed. point is that the more
insulating material
The very best type of insulating mate- facturer is with his
rial that has been used so far is hard the better will be his product.

radio frequency resistance of different
grades of aluminum there is every reason to believe that it differs greatly
with the grade of aluminum employed
and therefore it is advisable to employ brass in condensers instead of
using a grade of aluminum which is
any less than the best. These ideas
should be taken as general statements
and not as specific ones as it must be
realized that improvements in the refining of metals are being made daily
and if other metals are employed in
condensers other than aluminum it is
reasonable to suppose that the manufacturer of that condenser has made a
study of the adaptability of the various grades of metal. If he has neglected to consider this point he will
find that after the man who builds
his own commences to demand a statement as to the radio frequency resistance of his product preferably tested
by some standardizing laboratory that
the demand for that condenser is falling off rapidly and it will be soon
found necessary to stop its manufacture.
It has been noted lately in several
articles on condensers that brass as a
metal for the construction of variable
condensers has been preferred to
aluminum. The reason advanced was
that brass could be soldered and aluminum could not and that therefore brass
should be preferred, providing that the
plates were carefully soldered to the
supports. The advisability of this
type of condenser manufacture is be-
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Commercial type of low loss condenser

The condenser is a device that is
used to store up electrical energy in
the form of electrostatic lines of force
and we want to be sure that it stores
them all up and that none of them are
permitted to leak away as in the latter
case our condenser loses in efficiency.
This action results in two charges being stored up on the plates of the condenser as per figure 1. We will say
that the charge on one set of plates
is positive in character and the other
is negative in character. The natural
tendency of these two charges is of
attraction and if all of the charge on
the positively charged plate can pass
over to the negatively charged plate
the result is that the electrostatic lines
of force have disappeared and when
we want to use this energy to operate
our detector tube it is no longer there.
One of the most important of these
resistances is in matter of fact a lack
of resistance between the plates thus
permitting our energy to pass from
one plate to the other in the form of
a leakage of current. For example
let us suppose that we have as illustrated in figure 1 four units of charge.
In this case let us use a perfect insulating material. The four units are
then held in the condenser in the form

of electrostatic energy and are available for use in our detector a minute fraction of a second later when
we want to use them. Now let us suppose as per figure 2 we have such a
leakage path between the plates of the
condenser, presumably caused by a
poor dielectric or insulating medium,
or the insulation in the wrong place,
etc., that two of these units pass
through the insulation and cancel two
of the negative units on the opposite
plate, then when we come to use the
(Continued on page 92)

Antennas and Grounds
Proper Installation

Regulations for the
of Lead -in Conductors, Ground Switches,
Fuses and All Wiring-The National Electric Code for Radio Receivers
ANTENNA and counterpoise out-

side buildings shall be kept well
away from all electric light or
power wires of any circuit of more
than 600 volts, and from railway,
trolley or feeder wires, so as to avoid
the possibility of contact between the
antenna or counterpoise and such wires
under accidental conditions.
Antenna and counterpoise where
placed in proximity to electric light or
power wires of less than 600 volts, or
signal wires, shall be constructed and
installed in a strong and durable manner, and shall be so located and provided with suitable clearances as to
prevent accidental contact with such
wires by sagging or swinging.
Splices and joints in the antenna
span shall be soldered unless made
with approved splicing devices.
The preceding paragraphs shall not
apply to light and power circuits used
as receiving antenna, but the devices
used to connect the light and power
wires to radio receiving sets shall be of
approved type.
LEAD-IN CONDUCTORS

Lead -in conductors shall be of copper, approved copper -clad steel or
other metal which will not corrode excessively, and in no case shall they be
smaller than No. 14, except that bronze
or copper-clad steel not less than No.
17 may be used.
Lead -in conductors on the outside
of buildings shall not come nearer than
4 inches to electric light and power
wires unless separated therefrom by a
continuous and firmly fixed non-con-

Proper installation of the
antenna system for a receiver located indoors

ductor which will maintain permanent
separation. The non- conductor shall
be in addition to any insulating covering on the wire.
Lead -in conductors shall enter the
building through a non-combustible,
non -absorptive insulating bushing slanting upward toward the inside.
Each lead -in conductor shall be provided with an approved protective device (lightning arrester) which will
operate at a voltage of 500 volts or less,
properly connected and located either
inside the building at some point between the entrance and the set which
is convenient to a ground, or outside the
building as near as practicable to the
point of entrance. The protector shall
not be placed in the immediate vicinity
of easily ignitible stuff, or where exposed to inflammable gases or dust or
flyings of combustible materials.
ANTENNA GROUNDING SWITCH

If an antenna grounding switch is

employed, it shall in its closed position
form a shunt around the protective device. Such a switch shall not be used
as a substitute for the protective device.
It is recommended that an antenna
grounding switch be employed, and that
in addition a switch rated at not less
than 30 amperes, 250 volts, be located
between the lead -in conductor and the
receiver set.

FUSES

If fuses are used, they shall not be
placed in the circuit from the antenna
through the protective device to
ground. Fuses are not required.
GROUNDS

The protective grounding conductor
may be bare and shall be of copper,
bronze or approved copper -clad steel.
The grounding conductor shall be not
smaller than the lead -in conductor and
in no case shall be smaller than No. 14
if copper nor smaller than No. 17 if of
bronze or copper -clad steel. The
grounding conductor shall be run in
as straight a line as possible from the
protective device to a good permanent
ground. Preference shall be given to

water piping. Other permissible

grounds are grounded steel frame of
buildings or other grounded metal
work in the building, and artificial
grounds such as driven pipes, rods,
plates, cones, etc. Gas piping shall
not be used for the ground.
The protective grounding conductor
shall be guarded where exposed to
mechanical injury. An approved
ground clamp shall be used when
grounding conductor is connected to
pipes or piping.
(Continued on page 84)

Radio Aids Sociability in the Home
His Loud Speakers as a Lamp and a Fruit Bowl
Disguises
Blaricom
Mr. Van
Contest"
A Prize Winner in "The Wireless Age Radio in the Home Picture

Radio for Veterans inStates Hospitals
Veterans Bureau
General Frank T. Hines, Director of the United
Is Arranging Complete Radio Installation for the Disabled Veterans

ADIO brings a new form of

remedy to disabled veterans
of the World War," declared
General Frank T. Hines, Director of
the United States Veterans Bureau, recently, in discussing the effect of radio
on the sick and disabled ex- service
men in the Veterans Bureau hospitals.
"The minds as well as the bodies of
our disabled soldiers must be made
well and the great growth of the radio
industry provides entertainment and
education that heretofore has been
denied. It must be remembered that
many of our patients are bed- ridden.
Others are suffering from tuberculosis
and still more are afflicted with nervous
and mental disabilities. Radio is a
means of entertainment for these shell torn veterans which will take their
minds from their afflictions. The educational lectures which form a great
part of many of the radio broadcasting
programs are enlightening and serve
as a medium of keeping the bed- ridden
patient in touch with the doings of the
outer world."
Orders have recently been issued by
General Hines which will provide each
of the U. S. Veterans Hospitals with
complete radio equipment. This is in
keeping with the established procedure
of providing every possible assistance
to enable the veterans of the World
War to regain their former health.
The general plans for the installation
of radio equipment call for one master
set located in a central point of a hospital. This master set, preferably a

By Charles W. Swan
neutrodyne or super- heterodyne receiver, will be under the direct supervision of the medical officer in charge
and operated by employees of the hospital. Leads will be run from the
master set which will also be provided
with suitable amplification for the various wards and assembly rooms where
loud speakers will be located. For the
bed -ridden patients, the plans call for
leads to be run parallel with their beds
and phone plugs and connections with
head sets at each of the beds. These
sets will be able to receive programs
broadcast from a minimum distance of
1,000 miles.

tion trips," declared General Hines,
"and many of these were made by the
patients themselves. At Mt. Alto
Hospital in Washington, there are
many types of radio receiving sets
ranging all the way from the small
crystal receiver to a huge super- heterodyne which is being completed by one
of the patients at the present time.
Radio has brought entertainment to
these men in our hospitals who need
diversion and I expect very shortly to
have all of our hospitals with complete
equipment to care for the veterans'
needs.
I feel sure that the installation of
radio sets will be a boon not only to
bed- ridden patients, but to all of the
disabled men in the hospitals."
.

At the present time some thirty seven of the U. S. Veterans Hospitals
paJeffery,
have been equipped, many by private Ernest
tient at the U. S.
agencies, and it is expected that the Veterans HospitalD.No.
C.,
Washington,
remaining institutions will have their 32,"builds
his own"
equipment installed by July 1st of this
year.
The plans for the installation of
radio equipment in the U. S. Veterans
Hospitals are necessarily varied and
conform to the type of hospital and the
class of patients in the hospital. Loud
speakers will be installed in many
wards of various hospitals while in
others, particularly the institutions caring for tuberculosis patients who are
bed- ridden, head sets will be provided
with bedside terminals.
"I found many radio sets in quite a
few of the hospitals during my inspec53

ment side of the tube. It will help to
understand why. The grid element of
the tube is the most sensitive of all
parts of the tube. Nothing should be
connected to it which would produce
any extraneous effects other than those
desired or required. Now if a capacity
is connected to the grid side of the
tube some of the speech currents will
be shunted or by- passed through the
capacity to the loss and detriment of
the amplifier. Now the turns of the
secondary winding of the transformer
which are nearest the iron core have a
greater capacity to earth than the turns
which are on the outside of the winding. Thus the inside turns should be
kept as far from the grid as possible.
This requires connecting the outside
terminal of the secondary to the grid.
While transformers are not marked
this way it is very easy to tell which
terminal is the outer terminal by simply examining the transformer and
noting which terminal comes from inside the winding and which from the
outside. This precaution in connecting
transformers is really quite important
and determines to a considerable extent
the tone and loudness of the signal. A
similar precaution holds for the connection of the primary winding. The
terminal nearest the transformer core,
namely, the inside terminal, should be
connected to the plus side of the plate
battery, and the terminal farthest from
the core, namely, the outside terminal

Continuing a Summary of the
Entire Subject of Amplifiers

A complete review of the principles of correct design
By Louis Frank
PART III

Transformer Coupled Amplifiers
Part I appeared in the May issue and treated single stage
resistance and inductance amplifiers, tuned circuit amplifiers and amplifiers;
tuned radio frequency. Part II in the June number continued this subject with multi
-stage
amplifiers; resistance coupled, impedance coupled, audio and radio frequency
and choke coils.

IN

our treatment of the subject of
amplifiers we now come to the final
type of amplifier, the transformer
coupled amplifiers. The transformer
coupled amplifier has one great virtue
over all other types, namely it gives
more amplification for your money.
With properly designed circuits the
transformer coupled stage will give
from three to five times as much as any
other type of amplifier. The reason
for this will be seen from the following.
Figure 1 illustrates the circuit
Audio
diagram for a twostage audio freFrequency quency
amplifier.
Each stage is coupAmplifiers
led to the following
one by means of an
audio frequency amplifying transformer. In such an amplifier there are
really two amplifying processes taking
place in each stage. In the first place
the signal is amplified by the audio
frequency transformer because the
voltage is stepped up in the secondary.
A transformer having a ratio of three
to one raises the signal three times,
while one with a ratio of four to one
raises the signal four times. In the
second place amplification takes place
in the tube itself, just as it takes place
in the other amplifiers previously described in THE WIRELESS AGE. It is
the added amplification of the transformer which makes this type of amplifier superior to all others. Now the
amplification of the tube itself inevitably takes place if the tube has no defects. But unless the transformer is
properly built, not only may amplification not take place in the transformer,
but if it is not properly fitted to the
tube the amplification of the tube itself
may be destroyed.

Most transformers as built today
give quite good amplification characteristics. This is because they are built
to match the properties of standard
vacuum tubes such as the UV -201A
and UV -199 tubes. For maximum
amplification to be obtained from the
tube it is necessary that the transformer inductance be very great as compared with the tube resistance and the
transformers marketed meet with this
requirement to a considerable extent.
r

Tuner

2 Step

A.F.

transformer Amplifier
-t

Loud
Speaker

ó

Circuit diagram of

a

two -step audio frequency amplifier

If the builder of a receiving set buys
one of the standard, well -advertised
makes of transformer he will secure
satisfactory results. It is not recommended that he try to build the transformer himself, as there are so many
factors to take into account that it is
not likely a home -made transformer
will prove very successful.
But assuming that the transformers
are secured, what makes for success
or failure in an audio frequency amplifier are the small details. First there
is the manner of connecting the secondary of the transformer to the grid
circuit of the tube. The correct way

to connect it is as shown in figure 2,
the outside turn being connected to the
grid, the inside turn which is nearest
the core of the transformer to the fila54
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of the primary, should be connected to
the plate. These proper connections
are shown in full detail in figure 2.
We now come to
an important detail
C
which is very largely overlooked by
Battery
broadcast listeners
Voltage
building their own,
namely, the use of
a negative "C" battery on the grid of the audio frequency
amplifiers. This is absolutely necessary if the quality of speech and music
received is to be good. It is best to
accept this statement as gospel truth
and build on that basis. For those
readers who are skeptical and like to
know the why and wherefore, figure 3
shows the reason. This figure gives a
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characteristic curve of the vacuum
tube, and the curve simply shows the
response of the tube for different values of grid voltages. When a speech
voltage is applied to the grid of a tube
it swings equal distances on either side
of the average grid voltage. Thus figure 3 (a) shows an alternating speech
voltage applied to the grid when the
grid voltage is zero. But the response
of the tube or plate current does not
swing equal distances on either side of
the average plate current, because the
characteristic curve is really curved in
the neighborhood of zero grid volts, as
shown by the heavy part of the curve.
This unequal response of the tube for
equal voltages on either side of the
zero grid voltage mark results in distortions and very poor quality. Suppose, however, that we put a negative
volts and
voltage on the grid of
now apply our speech voltage to the
grid. The situation now has the appearance shown in figure 3 (b). This
time the response of the tube, or plate
current, varies equally on both sides of
the average plate current when a
speech voltage is applied. The reason
is that we are working on the straight
line portion of the characteristic curve
where maximum amplification and distortionless amplification are secured.
The exact value of negative grid voltage to use depends upon the plate voltage used and the tube manufacturers
generally state these values. A safe
value for almost all audio frequency
volts negative.
amplifiers is about
There is yet another advantage, and
an important one, to be gained by using
a negative voltage on the grid. The
life of the plate battery is thereby increased two to three times. Figure 3
shows that the plate current at zero
grid voltage is much greater than when
the grid voltage is negative. The more
negative the grid voltage the less the
plate current. The greater the plate
current, however, the sooner is the
plate battery used up, resulting in increased maintenance. Hence by using
a negative grid voltage on the amplifier tube the added advantage is se-

4/

4/

A.F Transformer
2 ?° Amplifier

/st Amplifier

figure 2

Diagram illustrating the proper connections of the A. F. transformer

cured of increasing the life of the plate
battery considerably.
The use of transformer coupled amplifiers enables the maximum effect to
be secured from the plate battery. For
the amplification increases as the effective voltage on the plate increases. Inasmuch as the resistance of the primary
winding is relatively small compared
to the resistance of the tube practically
the entire voltage of the plate battery
is effectively applied to the plate, hence
the maximum amplification possible
with the given plate voltage is secured.
While it is entirely possible to
use three or four
Limit
stages of resistance
to Two
coupled amplifiers
without much or
Stages
any difficulty it is
not possible to do
this stunt with the transformer coupled
audio amplifier. In the first place
when the amplification is made very
great there is a tendency on the part
of transformer coupled amplifiers to
howl ; that is, they generate audible
signals which interfere with reception
and produce distortion. In the next
place other tube noises are introduced
which also interfere with reception.
There are always present certain irregularities in tube operation, as for
example irregularities in the filament,
which become evident as a change in
plate current, which ultimately causes
a noise or signal in the telephones.
These changes are very minute and are
not very noticeable when the amplification is kept below a certain point. As
w
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the amplification increases these noises
become more and more evident. It is
therefore not recommended that more
than two stages of audio frequency
transformer coupled amplification be
used. This number is the equal of
three or four stages of resistance or
reactance coupled amplification and is
quite sufficient to give good loud speaker operation.
Unless the best type of transformer
is used distortion is very likely to result. Transformers do not respond
equally well to all the frequencies in
speech and music. They may exaggerate some frequencies or diminish
others in varying proportions. Hence
the signal output may be very much
different from the signal input into the
amplifier. No advantage is therefore
gained in the long run by buying transformers whose only virtue is cheapness. The best audio frequency transformer when it comes to the reception
of speech and music is none too good.
In conclusion it would be desirable
to make a brief comparison of the three
types of audio frequency amplifiers,
namely, the resistance, reactance and
transformer coupled types. The resistance coupled amplifier is, without
doubt, the best from the point of view
of quality of reproduction. When
properly built it is distortion free.
However, it gives the least amplification of all three types, hence will require more tubes for the same signal
strength than the others. The reactance coupled amplifier, if properly
built, also can give practically distortionless quality, but generally it will
be found that the resistance is superior
to it. As between the two the resistance
coupling is best. The transformer
coupled amplifier, though not up to the
standard of the resistance coupled amplifier as far as quality goes, nevertheless gives quite good reproduction. It
has the advantages of giving the maximum amount of amplification per tube,
and therefore requiring the least
amount of apparatus. For those who
are extremely fastidious or desire to
make speech comparisons the resistance coupled amplifier will commend
itself. For good all- around results the
transformer coupled amplifier is without comparison.

THIS -tuner constitutes a somewhat new
development along receiver lines and
has shown its efficiency in the results obtained. The station of the well known
French amateur Leon Deloy, call letter
f -8AB has been copied with excellent audibility without any amplification attached. Stations KDKA and WGY were
received on their low wave lengths with
sufficient signal strength to operate a loud
speaker in New York.
We attribute the excellent results entirely to the construction and apparatus used.

A Low Loss,

Short Wave Tuner

Reception on the 100 -meter wave is better than on the broadcasting bands. Three powerful stations are transmitting on
short waves already, and others will probably do so. I t is a
simple matter to make a receiver to get this super- broadcasting
By R. A. Bradley
TO begin with

we are going to

brag about this tuner. It really
has delivered the goods and we
are rather proud of it despite the fact
that we have not tacked our name on
it or informed the world that we have
discovered something new and that the
circuit employed is as old as the hills.
In the May issue of THE WIRELESS
AGE we presented Mr. Bourne's article
on a short wave tuner, originally designed to cover the wave length range
of 80 to 225 meters, with several modifications that made it possible to be
used for the broadcasting wave band.
The discovery of a new variable condenser led us to believe that we could
improve upon Mr. Bourne's tuner,
which in itself is quite an assumption
since Mr. Bourne's tuner was exceptionally well designed.
Another addition to 100 -meter
broadcasting stations has lately been
made.
At present KDKA at East
Pittsburgh, Pa., WGY at Schenectady,
N. Y., and KFKX at Hastings, Nebraska, have inaugurated the ultra low
wave broadcasting by retransmitting
their higher wave programs through a
specially built low wave transmitter.
Up to a year ago little was known of
the regions below 150 meters and due
to the difficulties in making transmitters oscillate at this low wave and due
to the lack of apparatus that would
work efficiently at such very high frequencies, not much work was carried
on until recently. A few months ago
QST, the official organ of the American Radio Relay League, came out with
four or five low wave low loss tuners.

Since that time a great deal of interest

has been shown by the amateur field

While in this country we venture to
say that the London station, 2L0, has
not been heard by more than a dozen

in the general downward trend.
For various economic reasons this people in the whole United States with
country has paid more attention to per- its army of broadcast listeners. So it
fecting transmitters than it has receiv- is apparent that we have much to learn
ers. This is probably due to a large
in the receiving line.
extent to the very liberal regulations
Some of us have just awakened to
which our Department of Commerce the fact that it is possible to build a
has given us. In England and France
better receiver by the incorporation of
conditions are quite the reverse. They low loss tuners and low loss variable
have been very closely restricted in condensers. So when we ran across
the
transmission of radio signals and in "Bruno" ultra -vario condenser we desome countries there is no amateur ex- cided to make a good tuner to go
perimental work carried on in the with it.
transmitting field. As a direct result
Realizing the difficulty in the spider they have specialized in receivers and web method of winding coils. we enhave developed them to a high degree deavored to discover some means
of
of efficiency. It is a very common oc- securing practically the same results
currence in the British Isles to hear with apparatus which the experimenter
Pittsburgh, Schenectady and Troy on and home builder had at hand. The
a detector with one stage of radio frecircuit shown in the accompanying
quency amplification on ahead of it. diagram is the ordinary tuned secon-

The circuit used

is shown here

-an

ordinary tickler
feedback with an
untuned inductively coupled primary
-not an aperiodic" primary. We
haven't discovered
how to make one
It
of those yet.
may be to advantage to connect
the positive filament to ground in
order to prevent
the slightest body
capacity in tuning.

However,

II

Rotor 0/ates

we

found it unnecessary in this set
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dary tickler feed back with the addition of an untuned primary. For the
tuning unit an old variocoupler was
used. After removing the windings

which were on the variocoupler, the
circumference of the stator coil was
divided into 21 segments. The form
was then slotted at these markings
with a hack -saw and the alternate segments cut out. The stator coil was
approximately three inches long and
the slots were made two and one -half
inches deep. The rotor coil was slotted
and treated in a similar form. A half inch at the bottom of the coil was left
to give strength to the form. A pound
of No. 16 double cotton covered wire
was then secured and the winding
started. Two stator coils were made
up in this fashion. The one was wound
in a straight ordinary fashion and the
other was wound in and out of alternate segments in a spider-web star
shaped winding. The advantage of
the first was a minimum of dielectric
in the magnetic fields of the windings
and the advantage of the latter was the
lower distributed capacity. The former
method was easier to wind and proved
quite as satisfactory as the more complicated method of winding. The
primary coil consisted of six turns on
the end of the coil nearest to the panel.
To the end of the six turns a tap is
taken off which later goes to the ground
and filament side of the circuit as
shown in the accompanying diagram.
The winding is continued with 15 more
turns which form the secondary coil.
The end of this winding then goes to
the grid condenser. This keeps the
high potential part of the tuner as far
away from the hand of the operator as
possible.
Now we will have to tell you some

more about the variable condenser.
One of its good features is that it actually covers the capacity range which its
manufacturers claim -from .0005, or

.00025, or .000125 maximum to
.000006 mfd., which is going down
some. Did you get the "or" in the last
sentence ? Well, that is the prize feature in this condenser. That word "or"
means that either the capacity of a 23plate, 11- plate, or 7 -plate variable condenser may be had at any time by cutting in or out half of the stationary
plates. This means that when you get
down to wave lengths below 100 meters
where a degree on the condenser means
a tremendous change in frequency, you
may, by turning a switch employ the
whole 180 degrees of the dial in tuning
from 75 to 120 meters. If you have
had any experience with a short wave
tuner the value of this will be readily
seen. Tuning on these extremely low
wave lengths is an art, and unless you
have an excellent vernier on your variable condenser, or unless you use this

The panel layout shows but
two controls and
the phone jack.
This keeps all

high

potential

leads and parts
instruments
of

far away from
the hands as posIt also
sible.
as

simplifies adjustment. The rheostat, once set,
does not need to
be moved nor is
a vernier necessary on it

type of condenser you will probably
pass over the station without knowing
it.
After going to the trouble of securing a really good tuning unit, don't
spoil it all by using a paper grid condenser and a "guess- at-it" grid leak.
In the fixed condensers use only ones
that are mica insulated and know that
you are getting the best. Porcelain
sockets are to be recommended in connection with this set, and for lowest

losses at these high frequencies they
should be used. Do not bring the battery and aerial and ground leads out to
the front of the panel to binding posts,
but mount the posts on a small sub panel in the rear of the set. This keeps
them away from the hands of the person operating the set, and keeps low
any hand capacity effects. And one
thing more, remember that any old
kind of a variable condenser will not
make this set function.

Super- Ducon
New Device for Utilizing Electric Light Current
Harry W. Houck,

ANtheinvention
radio inventor
by

who was as-

sociated with Major E. H. Armstrong
during the World War and worked
out with the latter the "Second Harmonic" principle now employed in the
superheterodyne, brings nearer the
realization of a very general hope to
obviate the necessity for batteries in
connection with radio receiving sets.
This invention, which is termed the

"super -ducon," consists, according to
report, of a transformer to step down
the voltage of the alternating current
house electric supply, with Fleming
valves as rectifiers and a filter system
of iron core choke coils and high capacity condensers.
It will only be necessary for the
radio fan to plug in to the electric light
line and receive immediately the power
for the operation of his set.

Houck (right), radio inMr. Dubilier (left), radio manufacturer. and Harryof W.
the super- ducon, the new deventor, with the original and the perfected models
of radio receivers
vice which is designed to replace the batteries used in the operation

orkshop Fs Laborat
LOUD SPEAKER RESULTS.

A New Type Coupler
By ERNEST H. REYNOLDS

A

PATENT has just been granted
on a coupler or tuner, the design
and functioning of which are somewhat out of the ordinary. Spark or
code interference is eliminated and local broadcasting stations are tuned out
to a marked degree for the reception
of distant points. Tuning in general
on all wavelengths is very sharp. The
construction in general of this coupler
follows absolutely new lines, there being a rectangular frame, flat sided and
hollow in the center. In this center is
pivoted a ring- shaped secondary. The
windings of this secondary are placed
in spiral formation around the ring.
The ring in turn is mounted on a divided shaft, the two ends of winding
thus connected to shaft. This core
rotates inside the primary winding.

Many fans have used a Baldwin Receiver in the bottom of some type of
horn for loud speaker results. A drop
or two of shellac on the pin in the
center of the mica diaphragm, as shown
in this picture, will prevent the rattle
and resultant distortion frequently encountered.

wireless and other interferences to a
high degree.

Mounting Meters

THE

Around the rectangular framework is to be the close relation
of the primary
wound the primary.
and secondary which produces induced
The method in which this coupler currents of greater
strength and the
is used is quite similar to that followed
fact that the adjustment follows apwith other types of variable induc- proximately
linear
tances, namely, that the number of a sine curve awhich law rather than
causes the adjustturns of primary, the angular position ment ratio to be substantially
uniform
of the secondary, and the capacity in throughout the
entire
range
of
adjustcircuit therewith are mutually adjusted ment of the secondary.
until a condition of resonance exists in these two conditions As a result of
the secondary circuit which corre- comes very accurate the tuning beand enables the
sponds to the wavelengths of the sig- selective reception
of signals which
nals sought to be received. The appa- vary by comparatively
narrow waverent advantages of the coupler seem lengths and
also the elimination of
All windings on the coupler

are No. 22 single

silk. The frame and rotor are of soft wood,
hard rubber being used wherever possible

ease with which the state of
charge of the filament battery may
be determined with a voltmeter rather
than through use of a messy hydrometer syringe has led many amateurs to
install voltmeters on the panel of their
receiving sets.
The majority of these measuring instruments are of the "panel mounting"
type : i. e., a large hole has to be drilled
into which the body of the meter fits,
leaving only a thin flange on the surface of the panel.
However, these flanges are rather
large, being between 2 and 3 inches,
so that often this method of mounting
destroys the symmetry of the panel
layout.
A much better method of mounting
panel meters is suggested in the sketch.
Here a hole, identical with the observation window in the meter, is cut from
the panel-the meter is then mounted
entirely behind the panel.
The hole may be cut by drilling a
close series of small holes along a
scratch outline. The center section
may be knocked out and a half or quarter round file used to straighten the
edge.
Incidentally in the use of meters for
this purpose, one should take a reading
only when the battery has been under
normal load for at least five or ten
minutes.
Battery manufacturers will gladly
give a list of average voltage readings
for all battery conditions.
Meter mounted behind the panel

AFLO TAN4 SHORE WITH THE OPERATOR
1PP.
S. Fitzpatrick
with vaseline to dry.
it
rub
set and
Just as they had the set in operation
they were ordered to life boats, in
which they were taken ashore.

By W.

E read the honor roll of
wireless operators, and thrill
to their exploits in guarding
ocean travel. Their record of distinguished service stands through the
years unmarred by failure of men or
``

equipment."
Thus a writer expresses in different
words that old unbroken tradition familiar to us all: "Wireless men never
fail."
Many are the men who have gone
down with their ships in upholding this
tradition. To them is due the greatest
mark of honor and respect.
While contemplating the bravery of
these men who have passed from our
ranks we should not forget, however,
the many who performed similar
heroic deeds though they did not lose
their lives. These men merit applause,
and to present a few of the names
and deeds of such heroes is our present
purpose. They are still radio men and
might be called upon at any time to
repeat, even at the sacrifice of life.

*

FRED

*

*

DICKELY, chief operator
of the United American Line passenger steamer Resolute, performed
C.

heroic work when
fire

broke out

aboard the S. S.
Sudbury, December 7, 1920, when
over two hundred
miles off the California coast. The
fire was in close
proximity to the
vessel's f u e oil
tanks and there was
additional danger of
it reaching a deck load of highly inflammable material. Dickely not only
did his radio work, getting in touch
with a naval vessel and having a fire
boat come out to meet the ship, but
* * *
also assisted on deck in cutting holes
hose.
E. CURTIS, operator on the in the hatch and handling fire the
vendown
going
smoke
OTTO
Thick
press
was
copying
S.S. Sugillenco,
work
made
room
engine
the
to
tilators
March
on the Kershaw at 10:30 p. m.,
ing there extremely hazardous, and
12, 1918, when with
with steam being used to check the
a terrific jolt the
fire, the vessel's speed was cut to less
ashore
vessel went
than five knots an hour. Dickely was
at Montauk Point.
in the radio cabin and on deck twenty The transmitter
seven hours and won through his courwas so badly shaken
ageous work much praise and admirathat it was neces* * *
tion.
other
the
for
sary
GORDON G. MACINTOSH. senior
operator, Muldoon.
operator on the Calvin Austin, did
to hold the coupgood work when the City of Rockland
ling handle while
ran ashore on the
Curtis sent SOS.
coast of Maine in
When a response
1923.
was obtained he tied the coupler with September,
rope and continued his watch steadily He stood by in the
for nineteen hours, during which he radio cabin until
was able to bring two coast guard cut- the apparatus was
ters which, upon arrival transferred rendered useless by
water reaching the
the passengers to safety.
After his trying ordeal Curtis lay generator. During
down for a much needed sleep which this time he was in
was broken a couple of hours later by peril as the guys to
a cry of "Get up quick" from Mul- the smoke -stack
doon. Jumping out of his bunk Curtis and masts had
snapped, which meant that the radio
landed in eight inches of water.
A few minutes later a wave about cabin was likely to be smashed in at
fifteen feet high flooded the radio any moment.
Macintosh had two previous expecabin, knocked Muldoon to the floor
and left enough water in the place to riences ; once when the Shipping Board
put the apparatus out of commission. freighter Cedar Springs sprang a seriIt was necessary to drain the water ous leak in 1920, and again when the
from the room, wipe the salt from the tanker J. E. O'Neil caught fire in 1921.
1
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WILLIAM F.

C. HERTZ, who has
been running between New York
and European ports on the S.S. Editor
for the past three
years, showed his

sticking qualities
when the Munairies
was rammed by a
ship on
August 29, 1919.
After sending out
SOS calls he remained at his post
while all on board,
with the exception
of the captain and
ten of the crew, took to boats, from
which they were rescued by the other
ship. One quartermaster lost his life.
When asked why he had not gone
with the others Hertz replied that he
was so busily engaged in sending out
the distress calls and listening to answers that it had not occurred to him.
Help came through his work and the
ship was towed into port.
This was the second time Hertz
acted the hero part. On February 22,
1919, he sent SOS when the Paloma
went ashore off the coast of Cuba. At
that time also he remained on duty
making no preparations to leave and
with thoughts only of attracting help
in the interest of the ship and the
crew, rather than thinking of his own

British

safety.
*

*

*

WILLIAM H. BARRY,

a well
known operator running out of
New York, was on the S.S. Aledo enroute from Falmouth, England, to
Jacksonville, Fla., during January,
1921, when the vessel encountered a
hurricane which lasted a week. The
mountainous seas shifted the cargo
keeling the ship almost to her stability
point. Water poured into the port
holes and the pumps were going continuously. To add to the difficulties
the vessel began to
leak and several
life boats were
smashed. Barr y
kept a watch for
fifty straight hours
with only a package
of hard -tack and a
can of condensed
milk to sustain him.
(Continued on
page 77)

Best Bets in Humor
SNOODLES -HE MAKES A FEW RADIO ADJUSTMENTS

BY HUNGERFORD

TUNU4
OUT MORE

NOISE

-I

--.\'.

f [t

Dear Mr. EDITOR
am a little 10
year old girl, poor but onest. My
father made me a radio mashine which
theys always a squeel and howl into it.
I think my radio mashine aint all there.
Please where can I get a ohm or a
ampere what want cost to much?
Last nite a grass hopper build a
spider web on my condenser and I dont
no what to do ? Its bad luck to bust a
spider web.
MARGOLD CARDILLO.
P. S. Whats cats wiskers got to do
with radio?

Y.

I :7 ening

Mad

RAY D. O'FAN MAKES THE MOST
OF SUMMER

opinion that she has qualified for an
honest answer to her questions. It
might be -but we apologize -that she
,b\
made a point of honesty for our benefit.
00:-'70
..R R
To begin with, the radio market has
%
..
been
inexplicably depleted of slightly
1..
..1.
!'i,,.1
used ohms or amperes. Since THE
WIRELESS AGE does not encourage
-^1\
price-cutting we must virtually insist
I.
,
that Miss Cardillo purchase these two
commodities at list price.
As to the spider -web, we confess
that at last we are at a loss to know
-r
w
*
what to advise. Our experience in
IA
Fortunately, Margold cleared the
"busting" spider webs is limited. We'd
prefer to bust the grasshopper one in
way for a complete understanding of
his antenna.
her social batting average. Poor, but
MR. EDITOR.
9
.1
none the less honest. We are not cerP. S. It just occurred to us that Mar Of A
tain whether she meant to imply' that
inquisitive nature may have
^ gold's
being poor and honest all at the same
prompted
her to pull the cat's whiskers.
v
Ly_
time was rather a remarkable achievey¡;
If so, the howls in her radio machine
`A.,
f1./L.
/P 'gV,:
ment, or simply that she is poor be`7['. lyl.
would be accounted for. It sounds to
cause she is honest. However, it is our
-Federal Telephone
Telegraph Co.
us like the "cat's meow" anyway.
CICERO SAPP
BY FRED LOCHER
BARNEY GOGGLE
BY DE BECK
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The \larconi magnetic drum recorder is an instrument operated on a
new magneto -mechanical principle. It
is primarily a recording and relaying
instrument for high -speed commercial

The antenna system of the beam transmitter

at Inehkeith

THE Marconi stand in the Elec-

trical Engineering Section of the
Palace of Engineering at the
British Empire Exhibition, contains a

great variety of exhibits representing
the latest developments and appliances
in all branches of wireless science.
The most prominent feature of the
stand is the model of a wireless beam
transmitter which is mounted on the
roof and rotates slowly when in action.
This apparatus represents one of the
latest developments in applied radio
work and is intended to enable all
classes of coastal shipping fitted with
an appropriate receiver, including vessels which do not carry wireless operators, to obtain bearings during fog
when in the neighborhood of dangerous points. As it revolves, it signals
to every two points of the compass a
different Morse letter. These signals
are transmitted on a very short wavelength, and are picked up by special
receiving apparatus which is kept permanently tuned. By observing the
Morse letters which his instrument receives the navigator is able to tell the
direction of the transmitter, and by
taking a succession of readings at
intervals he can accurately chart his
course.
In practice, the arc covered by the

cable receiver.

Type V -2 Marconi broadcast receiver with loud
speaker

Radio

at the
British Empire
Exposition
The Marconi Company
Exhibit at Wembl ey
beam emanating from the transmitter
is about 20 degrees at full strength,
with a 10- degree fringe of about half
strength each side. "Long" letters are
transmitted at every two points of the
compass, and "short" letters such as
T or I at the intermediate points and
half points. The navigator will therefore receive a range of letters such as
Q I T I L I T. Since the letter
Q stands for East -North -East, the first
sound heard -the first I -will be a half
point to the northward of East- NorthEast, and the last sound heard -the
last T -will be a point to the southward of East. Halfway between these
two will be the exact bearing, which is
thus obtained within a quarter of a
point.
At the present time one of these
projectors is operating on the Island
of Inchkeith in the Firth of Forth, and
another is being erected at the South

reception, but it can also be
recording the time intervals
electric impulses. and can be
rectify and oscillate and so
perform electro-mechanically the same
operations that a thermionic valve does
electrically. It is extremely robust and
many times more sensitive than any
other form of electro- magnetic recorder. Its performance is unaffected
by the rolling of a ship. shocks or vibrations, and it is therefore especially
suitable for use at sea.
Other exhibits include the Marconi
Wireless bell for use in wireless telephone apparatus designed to reduce the
number of operators required in communication with lightships ; aircraft
transmitters and receivers of several
types and a new airplane direction
finder ; field sets and pack sets for military use ; a "popular" radio set suitable
for the colonial farmer isolated from
the centers of population ; many kinds
of marine wireless installations including the new Marconi wireless installation for ships' lifeboats. This set has
been specially designed to be used
under the most adverse weather conditions and in a very confined space.
wireless
used for
between
made to

-I

The Marconi microphone used in British broadcasting stations. With this instrument it is
possible to speak in a natural voice more than
30 feet away and get perfect transmission

Foreland.
After the beam transmitter, the most
striking exhibits are two "valve pillars." The "valve pillar" is the latest
design of electric oscillation generator
which has been developed by the Marconi Company for use in high -power
wireless stations.
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150 -watt

telephone or telegraph aircraft apparatus in the Marconi esnibit

To reanimate a Dead deceiver
What to Do When Your Set Goes Dead

This is the third of a series of articles on radio troubles and their remedies by the
author. The first of this series dealt with set noises and the second with squeals
By R. A. Bradley
the past two issues we have endeavored to give
reader a general outline of procedure in eliminating various sources of trouble in a radio receiver.
In most cases the receiver in question gives forth
some noises or squeals which can be identified and
which can be traced to the disturbing source by the
character of the sounds. But most of us are completely stumped when no sign of life can be heard
from the receiver. In other words, when the set
goes dead the indications of trouble are scarce and
less definite. In this instance the owner of the set
must go through a series of experiments in order to
determine the fault.

the "A" battery connections we go next to
FROM
the "B" battery. On any set an instant indication

IN
the

of a properly hooked up "B" battery circuit is a
pronounced click in the receivers when the plug is
inserted in, or removed from, the phone jack. A
click here indicates that the "B" battery circuit is
complete, but it does not indicate the voltage of the
"B" battery. Again our voltmeter comes into use.
The "B" battery may be dead or in the last stages
of exhaustion and this can be readily determined by
the reading of your voltmeter. The most prominent
"B" battery manufacturers recommend that when a
45 -volt "B" battery drops below 37 volts, it should
be discarded, as its effective life is exhausted. Likewise when a 22% -volt "B" battery has dropped to
17 volts it is time to junk it. Too low a detector
"B" battery will, in some cases, prevent any signal
from coming through the set. Some hard tubes on
the market require a "B" battery in tip -top condition
in order to function at all. Likewise an audio frequency amplifier or radio frequency amplifier will
not function when the "B" battery voltage has
dropped much below 45 volts. So you see, your
voltmeter in both the case of the "A" battery and
"B" battery is an important factor and a very necessary part of any radio owner's equipment.

of all the natural question is, "Do the tubes
r, IRST
light ?"and analagous to that is the question, "Do

they light to their proper brilliancy ?" As we suggested before this cannot always be determined by
the eye unless one has had much experience in this
particular method of testing. Right here is where
the pocket voltmeter plays its most important part.
The average pocket meter on the market has two
contacts, one on a short piece of insulated wire, the
other, the case of the iristrument. We have found
it particularly helpful to solder, or fasten by some
other means, a length of insulated wire, preferably
stranded and flexible lamp wire, to the case of the
voltmeter so that the two leads can be tucked into
corners and cramped spaces in the process of testing
out your circuits.

.FOR some reason the manufacturers of voltmeters

have added an ammeter attachment to read direct
This is of absolutely no use to
the owner of any radio set. In most cases this volt
ammeter reads from 0 to 10 volts and 0 to 30 amperes. The chief delight of the "consulting radio
engineers" whom we find in the corner radio store
seems to be to place the ammeter across your prospective purchase of a dry cell or "B" battery. This
tells nothing, does no good and a great deal of harm.
An ammeter is a direct short in any circuit. In other
words, it is a continuous circuit. A voltmeter is
not, and for that reason a voltmeter reading may be
obtained from your "B" battery or "A" battery and
mean something. An ammeter reading across a
new dry cell will generally give a reading of from
20 to 30 amperes. This means nothing, as the life
of the battery is directly dependent upon the usage,
the frequency of the drain and the amount of the
drain. If both of these are small amounts, the life
of the battery is then practically equal to its shelf
life. It has been shown by actual test that to short
a No. 6 dry cell (which is the same as putting an
ammeter on it) for two minutes has an effect on its
life equal to approximately two weeks continuous
drain at one -quarter ampere. Hereafter when you
buy your dry cells, just before the clerk puts his
ammeter test on the battery, take a well aimed swat
at him.

current amperes.

of all trace out the filament c:rcuit from
FIRST
the battery to the binding posts on the set. From

there follow the circuit through the rheostats to the
socket terminals. Do not stop here, but make the
test on the very contacts of the socket itself, that is,
where the tube prongs touch the spring contacts. If
you happen to have a blown-out tube a handy way of
immediately determining this is to break the glass in
the tube, place the remnants of your $5 in the socket,
turn on the "A" battery switch and take your voltmeter reading across the two filament leads protruding through the glass stem of the tube. If the
trouble is in your filament circuit somewhere on this
route it will be clearly indicated by the voltmeter.
If this circuit indicates that the voltage has reached
the terminals of the tube and the tube still fails to
light, the one answer is
defective tube.
This is a most conclusive test and any trouble in
the filament circuit will be indicated by the failure
to obtain a reading on the voltmeter or a subnormal
reading. In making the test be sure the contact
with the voltmeter and the circuit is good and firm
as otherwise the circuit may be complete and yet
the reading on the voltmeter will show to the con-

-a

trary.
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RADIO RECEIVER REMEDIES

TO get back to our dead set, in
testing out the "B" battery leads
follow them through the circuit
as you did the "A" battery leads and

through the audio and radio frequency
transformers. If the current does not
pass beyond any one of the transformers in turn, you can generally be
sure of an open circuit in that transformer. To be sure of this put your
phones on and connect one side of the
phones to a dry cell and then run leads
from the other side of your phones
and other side of your dry cell, first
to the terminals of your primary transformer and then to the terminals of
the secondary winding. In doing this
never use more than 1% volts as it is
both detrimental to your phones and
to the transformer. A loud click
should be heard in the phones if the
circuit is complete. In the case of the
secondary winding, however, the click
is not so marked. But any click at all
here means a complete circuit.
TESTING THE TUBE SOCKETS

Now place your voltmeter with one
terminal on the plate and the other
on the negative lead of the "B" battery. If the circuit is complete a reading should be obtained on the voltmeter equal to, or nearly so, the voltage of your "B" battery. In any receiver except a neutralized tuned radio
frequency set or a reflex set signals
should not be heard after one tube is
removed from the socket and when we
say one we mean any one, detector or
amplifier. If the tubes make poor contact with the prongs in the socket or
do not make contact at all, the tube
may light up, but the grid and plate
connections may not be made. This
must be remedied by placing the fingers in the socket and bending the
prongs up so that they make good, firm
contact. As we mentioned last month,
a socket can cause a lot of trouble. It
pays to have good ones in your set
with good stiff springs making the contacts.
In a multi -stage audio frequency
amplifier trouble may often arise which
can be definitely located by plugging
in the various jacks. For instance, if
you have a two -step audio amplifier
and you get no signals out of the second step jack, plug in the first step
and detector. If you get signals in the
first step, the trouble is in the second
step and likewise if you plug in the
first step and get no signals and the detector is working all right then the
trouble is in the first step of amplification. Now this trouble may be in the
jacks or in the transformers. Most
generally it will be in the jacks. Sometimes the springs wear out and refuse
to close the circuit through the transformer, in which case the signal in the
detector tube never reaches the output

of the second transformer. Good jacks
do not give this trouble and have good
stiff springs that always make contact.
When you purchase a jack in a store,
test the springs with your finger tips
and be sure that there is plenty of life
in them. It is hard to understand why
people will put six or seven dollars into
a stage of amplification and connect to
the output of the detector with a ten cent V&X jack. A jack is a delicate
instrument and the best are none too
good for the purpose.
If the trouble does not lie in the
jack then it is bound to be in the transformer. There are some makes of
transformers on the market which use
very fine wire in both the primary and
secondary and which are very easily
blown out. These are very good transformers, as a rule, so far as amplification is concerned, but are not very
rugged. In removing or connecting
the "B" battery to your set it is always
well to have the tubes turned off, otherwise the condenser formed by the
transformer windings accumulates a
charge which upon the removal of the
"B" battery discharges or back -surges.
This discharge generally has a voltage
much higher than the voltage of a "B"
battery and is injurious to the windings in some cases. Of course, the
only remedy is to buy a new transformer as it is practically impossible to
repair a blown out winding.
Another thing which can make an
audio frequency amplifier go dead is
the reversal of the "A" battery connections. This can generally be indicated by plugging in the detector and
various amplifier jacks. It will be
noticed that the normal amount of signal strength is present, but when you
plug in the first jack the signal is
greatly diminished instead of amplified. In the second stage no signals
will be heard at all. The remedy for
this, of course, is reversing the "A"
battery connections.
Trouble in the tuner proper or in
the detector circuit can be readily recognized by the sound in the phones
when plugged into the detector jack.
A hum in the phones like a motor generator indicates an open in the grid
circuit that is somewhere between the
grid of the detector tube and the filament return lead. An open in the
plate circuit is indicated if there is no
click present when the phones are inserted or removed from the jack. This
click should be heard as the phone plug
tip touches the contact spring of the
jack. An open in the antenna or
ground system, providing the detector
circuit is O. K., can be noticed by the
removal of the antenna wire from the
binding posts and its replacement.
When the antenna is disconnected from
the ground it acts as a condenser with
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respect to the ground and, in fair
weather especially, accumulates a
charge of electricity. When the antenna is then grounded to the set it
discharges at the moment of making
contact and a slight click should be
heard. In this test for an open circuit
in the primary, the click indicates either poor aerial or ground connection.
In case this click is not heard one
must also suspect a grounded aerial.
This very often happens through cheap
and unreliable lightning arresters. In
purchasing a lightning arrester for
your receiver, the fact that the Board
of Underwriters has O. K.'d it is sufficient guarantee that it will operate
satisfactorily for you.
Phone cords are another source of
trouble in this line. Never allow your
phone cords to come near the storage
battery. A drop of acid on the phone
cords will introduce a short circuit
which will render the phones dead.
This will not be denoted until after the
acid has had a chance to eat well into
the cords and the cotton or silk has
started to become frayed.
In conclusion, when your set goes
dead, stop a moment and think things
over. Don't rush around, turning
knobs and rheostats. That generally
results in more trouble. If the set has
been operating O. K. up to the present,
consider that, in your search for the
trouble. If the set has been idle look
over your batteries first. Remember
this, that if the set has worked the
correction of whatever trouble exists
will put the set back into operation
again. Don't junk it first and then
reconsider.

Marconi Suggests Medical
Diagnosis by Radio
MEDICAL diagnosis by wireless
telephony is the prophecy made
by Senatore Guglielmo Marconi.
"Is it too much to suggest," Senatore Marconi says, "that at no distant
date a doctor will be able to diagnose
The necessity for that
by wireless?
may arise very naturally. A man in
London, let us say, may require urgently the services of a particular doctor who at that moment is hundreds or
perhaps thousands of miles away. To
get the doctor to the bedside would
involve delay that might be fatal.
"Who can say that in the future
some means will not be perfected to
permit the doctor, in certain circumstances, to study his patient and diagnose his complaint by wireless? Now
that it is demonstrably practicable to
send the sound of heart -beats through
the ether so clearly, one cannot regard
such developments as mere imagination.
"The achievements already recorded
are probably only a tithe of what will
be accomplished in the future."

Radio Without Batteries
Development of Thermo -Electric Transformer to Make
Possible Operation of Radio Receivers From Electric Light Current
A New

THE problem of replacing bat-

The "Thermoformer" can be arteries, especially storage batteries ranged to operate the filaments of a
and rechargers by means of number of vacuum tubes, which is the
drawing directly upon the electric light more difficult task, as well as the high current is one that has engaged the voltage plate circuits which usually
interest of many experimenters and call for the so- called "B" batteries.
engineers. Until recently results have Even the grid -biasing or "C" battery
not been specially encouraging. The hum resulting from
the generator in producing
electric lighting current was
difficult to eliminate and
there have been other obstacles.
R. E. Sabin, chemical engineer, of Somerville, N. J..
with the co- operation of Mr.
L. G. Pacent, radio manufacturer and engineer of New
York City, seem to have
worked out the practical
M.t N
SABIN DICTRICAL PRODUCTS
solution of harnessing comLG1n.
mercial electric light current
J.eu <V CITV N.J.
to the usual radio receiving
set. They have worked out
an indirect method of harnessing commercial lighting
current, in which such current is merely used as a
..................... .....................,
----source of heat, rather than
The Thermoformer that makes possible the operation of tubes
as electrical energy.
or D. C. lighting circuits
Each bimetallic unit cornprises a specially shaped casting of energy can be supplied by the "therspecial metal for the hot member, and moformer." There is no hum or buzz
a channel -shaped piece of metal sheet- or other indication of the lighting curing in contact with the upright leg of rent used to operate the tubes.
the hot member. The end of the
Their thermoelectric power transhorizontal leg of the hot member is in former consists of a number of pairs
close thermal relationship with, but yet of dissimilar metals in contact, one
neutrally coupled electrically with, an junction being in close thermal relaelectric resistor element which is oper- tionship with, but neutrally coupled
ated directly on the commercial light- electrically from a resistor element in
ing current. To make the utmost use the power or lighting circuit. The
of the electrically- produced heat, the difference in temperature between the
heating unit is made in the form of a metal members causes the flow of curflat unit placed between two rows of rent, and while the potential of a sin thermo- couple members. It requires gle thermo-couple is quite low, any
about eight thermo -couple units con- desired potential may be obtained by
nected in series to produce one volt of using a battery of bimetallic units conpotential, so that for the type UV -199 nected in series.
tubes, requiring about
volts for the
Novel adjustments of the electrical
filament, the "Thermoformer" com- resistances, thermal conductivities,
prises 32 units heated by two heater emissivities, radiation, etc., of the varistrips.
ous parts have been made, all conThe entire assembly of thermo- tributory to the final perfected result.
couple units and heater strips is
The perfected thermoelectric transmounted in a metal case with perfo- former device, which has been given
rated top and bottom plates, so as to the significant name of "Thermoformprovide the proper circulation of air. er," consists of a neat pressed metal
The thermoformer for six UV -199 container in which are placed the sevtube filaments, which is the number for eral rows of bimetallic units, as well
the present -day superheterodyne sets, as the electrical resistor element. The
occupies less room than the standard lighting current is led directly to the
6-volt storage battery.
resistor element, which operates in
64

much the same manner as the heating
element of an electric iron. This heat
is brought to bear, without any substantial electrical coupling, on special
electrode castings, while the other end
of each of these special castings is in
contact with a strip of metal which
comprises the other member
of the thermo-couple. The
thermo- couple units are all
joined together so that their
individual electrical outputs
are combined for the desired
output.
Furthermore, the
container is provided with
screened top and bottom to
permit the passage of air to
carry away the undesired
heat.
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Radio Generation of
Inaudible Sounds
generation
THE
dible sounds"
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on A. C.

of "inauor, more
accurately, super- audible vibrations, has been found
recently to present decided
possibilities in the realm of
safety at sea. These vibrations are those of over 6,000

per second, just above

audibility by the human ear, and
their use has enabled the measurement
of the depth of the sea and the distance
of obstructions. The method used is
to project these vibrations in water in
a definite direction and measure the
time elapsing before an echo returns,
this being the scheme proposed to the
French government by Mr. Chilowsky.
This has even been used for the detection of submarines.
Recently Mr. Langevin has developed a new method, making use of a
high frequency generator similar to
that used in radio.
His apparatus,
when immersed in water, transforms
the high frequency electrical energy
into super- audible waves in the surrounding water, in the form of a beam
that may be directed at will. The part
of the apparatus that transfers the vibrations to the water corresponds to
the antenna of a radio station, and may
be used for both sending and receiving.
In operation, a ship in motion may
send out a beam of these waves at will
in any desired direction, and within an
instant the return of the echo will announce the presence of an obstacle, if
there is any. The speed of these waves
is relatively slow, and measurement of
the time is therefore easy and accurate.
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United States Stations
KD

KA

KDPM
KDPT
K DYL
KDYM
KDYQ
K DYX
KDZB

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co E. Pittburgh. Pa.
Westinghouse Elac, & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.
Southern Electric Co
San Diego. Calf.
Newhouse Hotel
Salt Lake City, Utah.
San Diego. Calif.
Savoy Theater
Oregon Institute of Technology. Pentland, Ore.

Star Bulletin
Frank E. Siefert

Honolulo.Hawail
Bakersfield, Calif.
Seattle,

K D2

Rhodes Co.

KDZI

Electric Supply Co
Wenatchee.
Nichols Academy of Dancing....Denver.
Bellingham Publishing Co., Bellingham,
McArthur Bros. Mercantile Co-Phoenix.
State College of Washington ..Pullman.

K DZQ

KOZR
K FAD
K FA

KFAF
KFAJ
K
K

FAN
FAR

KFAU
KFAW
K FAY
KFBB
KFBC
KFBE
KFBG

KFBK
KFBL
KFBS

KFBU
K FCB

KFCF
KFCH
KFCV
KFCY
KFCZ

KFDA
K FCP

KFDD
KFDH

KFDI
KFDD
K

FOR

KFDV
KFDX
KFDY

KFDI
KFEC

KFEL
KFEQ
KFER

KFEV
KFEK
KFEY
KFEZ

KFFB
KFFE
KFFO
KFFQ
KFFR

KFFV
KFFX
KFFY
KFFZ
KFGC
K FGD
KFGH

KFGL
KFGQ
KFGB
KFGX
KFGZ
K FHA
KFMB
KF HF

KFNH
KFH1
K F H R

KFHX
KFI

(Fin
KFIF

326
270
244
360
280
360
360
240

Wash.
Wash.
Colo.
Wash.

270
360
360

Aria.

360
330
360
360
360
280
270
280
283
360
278
242
380
283

Wash.
Denver. Colo.
Western Radio Corp
Boulder. Colo.
University of Colorado
The Electric Shop
Moscow. Idaho
Studio Lighting Service Co..Hollywood. Calif.
Boise. Idaho
Boise High School
The Radio Den
Santa Ana, Calif.
Medford. Ore.
Virgin's Radio Service
Havre, Mont.
F. A. Soares, & Co
W. K. Azvill
San Diego. Calif.
Ban Luis Obispo. Calif.
Reuben H. Horn
Tacoma, Wash.
First Presbyterian Church
Sacramento. Calif.
Kimball -Upon Co
Everett. Wash.
Leese Bros.
Trinidad Gas & Electric Supply Co. and The
Chronicle News. Trinidad. Colo.
The Cathedral
Laramie. Wyo.
Phoenix. Ariz.
Nielsen Radio Supply Co
Walla Walla. Wash.
Frank A. Moore
Electric Service Station (Inc.) -Billing'. Mont.
Houston. Tex.
Fred Mahaffey. Jr
Le Mars. Iowa
Western Union College
Omaha, Nebr.
Omaha Central High School
Baker. Ore.
Adler's Music Store
Ralph W. Flygare
Ogden. Utah
Boise. Idaho
St. Michael's Cathedral
Tucson, Arta.
University of Arirona
Corvallis. Oro.
Oregon Agricultural College
Boseman, Mont.
H. Everett Cutting

Bullock's Edw. & Sporting Goods. York. Nebr.
Fayetteville. Ark.
Gilbrecht & Stinson

First Baptist Church

261

224
360
283
238
360

360
360
252
258
360
360
252
268
360
248
360
360
360

Shreveport, La.
South Dakota State Collego..Brookings. B. Dak. 360
Minneapolis. Minn. 231
Harry Q. Iverson
Meier & Frank Co
Portland. Ore. 248
Denver. Colo. 360
Winner Radio Corporation
Oak. Nebr. 360
J. L. Scroggln
Auto Electric Service Co
Fort Dodge, Iowa 231
Felix Thompson Radio Shop
Casper. Wyo. 263
Minneapolis. Minn. 281
Augsburg Seminary
Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concentrating
Co..

Kellogg.

Idaho 360

Associated Engineering Societies of St. Louts.
St. Louts. Mo.
Boise. Idaho
Jenkins Furniture Co
Pendleton. Ore.
Eastern Oregon Radio Co
Hillsboro. Ore.
E. H. Smith

Markehefel Motor Co....Colorado Springs. Colo.
State Journal
Sparks. Nev".
Limoni. Iowa
Gnceland College
Omaha. Nebr.
McGraw Co
Alexandria. La.
Pincus & Murphy
Dallas. Tex.
Al. O. Barnes Amusement Co
Louisiana State Univenity....Baton Rouge, La.
Chickasha Radio & Elec. Co.. Chickasha. Okla.
Nevada

Leland Stanford University. Stanford Univ., Calif.

248
240
360
229
360

KFIO
KFIQ
KF1U

KFIX
KFIZ
KFJB

Kf1C
KFJF
(F11
KFJK
KFJL
KFJM
KFJQ
KF1R

KF1V

KFIX
KF1Y
KFJZ

KFKA
KFKB
KFKQ
KFKV
KFKX
KFKZ
KFLA
KFLB
KFLD
KFLE
KFLH
KFLP
KFLQ
KFLR
KFLU
KFLV
KFLW

KENT
KFMU
KFMW
KFMX
KFMY
KFMZ
KFNC
KFNF
KFNG
KFNH

KFNI
KFNL
KFNV
KFNX
KFNY
KFNZ
FOA
KFOC
K

360
278
275
226

KFDD
KFOF

248
360

KFOH
KFDI
KFOL
KFON

Arlington, Ore.

234

K FOP

Iowa
Utica. Nebr.
Heidbreder Radio Supply Co
Orange, Tex.
First Presbyterian Church
Emmanuel Missionary Coll-Berrien Spas. Mich.
Western State College of Colo.. Gunnison. Colo.
Rialto Theater
Hood River. Ore.
Shreveport. Le.
Central Christian Church
Ambrose A. McCue
Neah Bay, Wash.
Fallon & Co
Santa Barbara. Calif.
Star Electric & Radio Co
Bestle. Wash.
Robert W. Nelson
Hutchinson. Kane.
Earle C. Anthony (Inc.)
Los Angeles, Calif.
Ross Arbuckle's Garage
Iola, Kane.
Benson Polytechnic Institute
Portland, Ore.

226

K

Snell & Irby
Crary Hardware Co

Boone,

224
250
286
252
280

FPB
KFQE
KFQF
KFSG
KGB

266

KGG

261

KG N

360
283
229
469
246
360

(GO
KGU
KGW
KGY

KHl
(HQ

240
273
248
270
252
252
233
242
280
280
258
224
229
246

254

Salt Lake City. Utah
Cedar Rapids. Iowa

261

Little Rock. Ark.
Bissell Radio Shop
University of New Me:tee..Alboquerque. N. Mex.
Rio Grande Radio Supply House, San Benito, Tex.

261

A.

T.

Rockford, Ill.
Mont.
Tex.
Dak.
Iowa

Frykman

Little Rock. Ark.

KFMQ
KFMR
KFMS

242
226

273
286
250
283
341

Erickson Radio Co
Everette M. Foster

University of Arkansas
Momingeide College
Freimuth Department Store
George W. Young
Stevens Bros.
M. O. Bittern

...
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KLI
KNT
KNX
KOB
KOP
KPO
KQP
K

KQW
KRE
KSD

KTW
KUO

KUY
KWG
KWH
KYO
KYW
( VA
KZV
W AA
WAAC
WAAD
W AA

240
254
236
229
204
240
231

273

Ark.
Iowa

261

Minn.
Minn.

275

Tex.

240

Echo Park Evangelistic Assn Los Angeles. Calif.
Tacoma, Wash.
Tacoma Daily Ledger
Matlock Watson Radio Service Portland. Ore.
Portland. Ore.
Northwestern Radio Mfg. Co
General Electric Co
Oakland. Calif.
Honolulu. Hawaii
Marion A. Mulrony
Portland Morning Oregonian -Portland. Ore.
Lacey. Wash.
St. Martins College
Los Angeles, Calif.
Times -Mirror Co
Seattle. Wash.
.
.
¡mash R'semer

K LX

KIN

5farrs.

San

Love

K1S

KLS

283
248
234
268

Fayetteville.
Sioux City.
Duluth.
Minneapolis.

Houghton. Mich.
Northfield. Minn.
College
Long Beach. Calif.
Boy Scouts of America
Roswell Broadcasting Club. .Roswell. N. Mex.
Corsicana. Tex.
Alonzo Monk, Jr
Shenandoah. Iowa
Henry Field Seed Co
Coldwater. Mies.
Wooten's Radio Shop
Springfield, Sto.
State Teachers College
Warrensburg Electric Slop Warrensburg. Mo.
Radio Broadcast Association-Paso Robles, Calif.
Santa Rosa. Calif.
L. A. Drake
Peabody. Kans.
Peabody Radio Service
Helena. Mont.
Montana Phonograph Co
Burlingem, Calif.
Royal Radio Co
Seattle, Wash.
Rhodes Co
Whittier. Calif.
First Christian Church
Wallace, Idaho
The Radio Shop
Marshfield, Ore.
Rohrer Electric Co
Portland. Ore.
Radio Bungalow
Moberly High School Radio Club, Moberly. Mo.
Marengo. Iowa
Leslie M. Schafbuch
Long Beach. Calif.
Echophone Radio Shop
Dallas. Tex.
Willson Construction Co
Seattle, Wash.
Edwin J. Brown
Dickenson -Henry Radio Laboratories.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Donald A. Rouit

K MO

KIR

234,

254
263

Carleton

KMl

Stockton. Calif.
O. Gould
Seattle. Wash.
Northwest Radio Service Co
Bible Inst. of Los Angeles. Los Angeles. Calif.
Warner Bros. Radio Supplies Co., Oakland. Calif.
Oakland. Calif.
Tribune Publishing Co
Denver. Colo.
Reynolds Radio Co
Fresno. Cal.
San Joaquin Light & Power Corp

Kitt
234
252

Colorado State Teachers' Coli,...Greeley. Colo.
Brinkley -Jones Hospital Assn.. Milford. Kans.
Conway. Ark.
Conway Radio Laboratories
Butte. Sien.
F. F. Gray
Weetinghouae Elec. & Mfg. Co.. Hastings. Nebr.
Nassour Bros. Radio Co.. Colorado Springe. Colo.
Butte. Mont.
Abner R. Wilson
Menominee. Mich.
Signal Electric Mfg. Co
Franklinton, La.
Paul E. Greenlaw
Denver. Colo.
National Education Serle.

Missoula Electric Supply Co-Missoula,
Galveston.
KFLX
George R. Clough
Fargo. N.
Fargo Radio Supply Co
KFLY
Atlantic.
KFLZ Atlantic Automobile Co
KFMB Christian Churches of Little Rock.

226

254

Vindiech Elec. Farm Equip. Co..
Louisburg. Kane.
North Central High School -Spokane. Wash.
Yakima Valley Radio Broadcasting Association.
Yakima, Wash.
Alaska Elec. Light & Power Co., Juneau. Alaska
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints. Independence. Mo.
Daily Commonwealth and Oscar A. Huelaman.
Fond -du -Lac. Wis.
Marshalltown. Iowa
Marshall Electric Co
Seattle. Wash.
Seattle Past- Intelligencer
National Radio Mfg. Co.. Oklahoma City, Okla.
Astoria, Ore.
Liberty Theatre
Bristow. Okla.
Delano Radio & Electric Co
Ottumwa, Iowa
Hardsacg Manufacturing Co
University of North Dakota. Grand Forks. N. D.
Electric Construction Co., Orand Forks. N. Dak.
Ashley C. Dixon & Son....Stevensville. Mont.
Dexter, Iowa
Thomas H. Warren
Iowa State Teachers College..Cedar Falls. Iowa
Fort Dodge. Iowa
Tonwall Radio Co
Texas Nat'l Guard. 112 Car Fort Worth. Tex.

231

266
283
229
250
234
266
254
236
234
240
234
240
261
231

455
236
224
240
283
246
234
234

288
224

278

252
380
360
312
360

492
258
395
360

C.

WBBO
WBBP
WBBQ
W BB
WBBS

WBBT
WBBU
W BBV
WBBW

360
360
509
360
248
360
263
360

Tacoma. Wash.
Electric Co
Kukak Bay. Alaska
Walter Hemrlch
Electric Lighting Supply Co Los Angeles. Calif.
New Mexico College of Agriculture & Mechanic
Arts. State College, N. Men. 360
Detroit, Mich. 286
Detroit Pollee Department
San Francisco. Calif. 423
Hale Bros.
Hood River. Ore. 360
Apple City Radio Club
Pittsburgh. Pa. 273
Doubleday -Hill Electric Co
San Jose. Calif. 360
Charles D. Herrold
Berkeley, Calif. 275
Berkeley Daily Gaaete
'et
Louis. Mo. 546
Post Dispatch
Seattle, Wash. 360
First Presbyterian Church
Examiner Printing Co....San Francisco, Calif. 380
El Monte. Calif. 256
Coast Radio Co
Portable Wireless Telephone Co., Stockton. Calif. 360
Los Angeles Examiner.. ..Los Angeles, Calif. 380
Honolulu, Hawaii 270
The Electric Shop
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg Co.. Chicago. Ill. 536
Oakland. Calif. 380
Allen
D.
Preston
Salt Lake City. Utah 288
Cape & Johnson
Wash. 360
Wenatchee,
Motor
Co.,
Bat.
&
Wenatchee

New Orleans. La.
Valdemar Jensen
New Orleans. La.
Tulane Univenity
Cincinnati. Ohio
Ohio Mechanics Institute
Chicago Daily Drovers Journal....Chicago. III.
Newark. N. J.
WA AM I. R. Nelson Co
Columbia, Mo.
WA AN University of Missouri
Omaha. Neb.
WAAW Omaha Grain Exchange
Lake Forest, Ill.
W ABA
Lake Forest College
WABB Harrisburg Sporting Goods Co.,Harrisburg. Pa.
Dayton. Ohio
WABD Parker High School
Washington. D. l'.
W ABE
Y. M. C. A
Jacksonville. Fla.
WABG Arnold Edwards Plano Co
Sandusky. Ohio
Lake Shore Tire Co
WABH
WABI
Bangor Railway & Electric Co....Bangor. Me.
W ABL
Connecticut Agricultural College..Storrs. Conn.
WARN F. A. Doherty Automotive & Radio Equipment
Co.. Saginaw. Mich.
La Crosse. Wis.
WABN
Ott Radio (Inc.)
WABO Lake Avenue Baptist Church-Rochester. N. Y.
Dover. Ohio
WABP
Robert F. Weinig
Haverford College Radio Club. . Haverford. Pa.
WABQ
Toledo.
Ohio
Scott High School
WABR
Newark, N. J.
WAGS Essex Mfg. Co
Washington. Pa.
W ABT
Holliday -Hall
Camden, N. J.
Victor Talking Machine Co
WABU
Nashville. Tenn.
WABV John H. DeWitt
Wooster. Ohl.
WABW College of Wooster
Mount Clemens, Mich.
WABX Henry B. Joy
Philadelphia. Pa.
W ABY
John Magaldi. Jr
WABZ Coliseum Place Baptist Church .New Orleans. La.
West Lafayette, Ind.
WBAA Purdue University
51inneapolie. Minn.
The Dayton Co
W BAH
Paterson. N. J.
Wireless Phone Corporation
WEAN
Decatur. Ill.
WBAO
James Milllkin University
W BAP
Wortham- Carter Pub. Co. (Star Telegram).
Fort Worth, Tex.
Columbus, Ohio
Erner & Hopkins Co
W BA
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
WBAX John H. Stenger. Jr
New York. N. Y.
Western Electric Co
W BAY
Newark. Ohio
WBBA Newark Radio Laboratories
Reading. Pa.
WBBD Barbey Battery Service
Syracuse. N. Y.
WBBE Alfred R. Marcy
Atlanta. Ga.
W BB
Georgia School of Technology
Mattapoisett. Mass.
WBBG Irving Vermiiya
Port Huron. Mich.
W BB II
J. Irving Bell
West Palm Beach, Fla.
W8131
Neel Electric Co

WBBL
WBBN
WBBN

273
283

Richmond, Va.
Covenant Church
Lincoln. Ill.
Flank Atlas. Produce Co
Wilmington, N. C.
A. B. Blake
Mich.
Co..
Rogers,
&
Chem.
Michigan Limestone
Petoskey, Mich.
Petoskey High School
R.
1.
Pawtucket.
Frank Crook
Rossvllle. N. Y.
Peoples Pulpit Association
New
La.
Orleans,
First Baptist Church
Philadelphia, Pa.
Lloyd Bros.
Monmouth. III.
Jenks Motor Sales Co
Johnstown, Pa.
Johnstown Radio Co
Norfolk. Va.
School
Ruffner Junior High
Grace

288
360
360
286

263
254
380
288
266
283
283
275
240
240
283
254
244
252
268
261

270
244

252
226
263
234
270
242
263
360
417
244
360
476
390
360
492
240
234
248

270
240
246
258
283
226

275
250
248
252
244
250
234
224
248
222
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WBBY
WBBZ
WBL
WSB

WBT
WBZ
WCAD
WCAE
WCAG
WCAH
WCAJ

WCAK
WCAL
WCAM
WCAO
WCAP
WCAR
WCAS

WCAT
WCAU
WCAV
W CA

WCAZ
WCBA
WCBC

WOOD
WCBE
WCBG
WCBH

WCBX
WCBZ
WCK

WOAG

WDAH
WDAK
WDAO
WDAP
WDAR
WDAE
WDAU
WDAY
WDBC

WDBL
WDBP
WDM
WDZ
WEAA
W EAF
WEAN
WEAL
WEAL

WEAN
WEAN
WEAO
WEAP
WEAR
EAU
EA

WEB
WEV

Y

WE W

WFAA
WFAB
WFAM
WVX

W FA H
W FAl
W FAN

WFAQ
WFAT
WFAV
W FI

WGAL
WGAN

WGAQ
WGAW
WGAZ
WGI
W GL

WGR
W

G V

WGY

WHA

WHAB
WHAD

W HAG

WHAH
WHAK
WHAM

WHAP
WHAR
WHAS
WHAV
WHAZ
W

H B
W H K

WHN

WIAB
WIAC
WIAD
WIAF
WIAI
WIA1

WIAK
WIAO
WIAQ
WIAS
WIAU
WI K

WIL
WIP
WJAD
WJAG
WJAK
W1 AM

WJAN
WJAQ
WJAR
WJAS

WIAT

WJAX
WJAZ
W1 D

WJX
WJY

Sprin
Canon, N. Y. 280
Pittsburgh, Pa. 462

University

Kaufmann & Bauer Co
Clyde R. Randall

Entrekin Electric

Of
Vlllanova
St.

Co

Wesley. UnlvenBy.

Nebraska

Alfred P.

New Orleans, La.
Columbus. Ohio

University Place. Nebr.

Daniel

Houston,

College
College

Sanders & Stamen Co
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel.

Tu.

Northfield, Minn.
VII!anora, Pa.
Baltimore. Md.

Co..

Southern Radio Corp. of Texas, \B.IAnttoonio, Tex.
William Hood Dunwoody InduetriI Institute.
South Dakota State School

ofMines

lie, Minn.

Rapid City, S. Dak.
Durham & Co
Philadelphia. l'a.
J. C. Dice Electric Co
Little Rock. Ark.
University of Vermont
Burlington. VL
Carthage College
Carthage. III.
Charles W. Helmbach
Allentown, pa.
University of Michigan
Ann Harbor, Mich.
Wilbur G. Votive
Zion. W.
Uhalt Radio Co
New Orleans
Howard S. Williams
Pascagoula. Mies.
University of Mississippi
Oxford, Mise.
Radio Shop of Newark
Newark. N. J.
Coppotelli Brothers' Muck House
HI.

L.

G000ldss

268

286
380
263

60

360
360
360
280
240
288
360
360
246
280
280
345
263
268
242
233

Co.$elghts,
St.

WDAE
WOAF

W

St. Lawrence

Stix -Baer & Fuller Dry

WCM
WCX

W

Washington Light Infantry
l'harleston, S. C. 268
Noble S. Watson
Indianapolis. Ind. 227
T. & H. Radio Co
Anthony, Kens, 261
P. W. May (Inc.)
Newark. N. J. 360
Southern Radio CorloraUon...Charlotte, N.
C...360
Westinghouse elec. & Mfg. Co

University of Texas
Ausin,s Tes.
Detroit Free Press
Detroit, Mich.
Tampa Daily Times
Tampa, Fla.
Kansas City Star
Kansas City. Mo.
J. Laurance Martin
Amarillo.
Trinity Methodist Church (South). El Paso. Tex.
Tes.
The Courant
Hanford, Conn.
Automotive Electric
Board of Trade

Lit Brothels

Samuel A.
Slocum &

Co

Dadas, Tex.
Chicago, III.

Philadelphia,

P.

33880

517
360
411

263
268
261

360
360
395
360

Waite
Worcester. Mas.
Kilburn
New Bedford. Maas. 60
hallo Equipment Corporation.
Fargo. N. Dak. 244
Kirk, Johnson & Co
Lancaster, Pa. 258
Immanuel Lutheran Church of Valparaleo,

Superior State

Normal School, VSupperior. Wis.
Church of the Covenant
Washington, D. C.
Tuscola, III.
Flint. Mich.
American Tel. & Tel. Co
New York. N. Y.
Wichita Board of Trade
Wichita. Kans.
Corn ell University
Ithaca, N. Y.
University of South Dakota.. Vermillon, 8. Dak.
Borough of North Plainfield,
North Plainfield, N. J.
Bhepanl Co
Providence. R. 1.
Ohlo State University
Columbus. Ohio
Mobile Radio Co
Mobile,
Evening News Publishing Co....Baltimore, Ala.
Md.
Davidson Bros. Co
Sioux City. Iowa
Irls Theatre
Houston, Tex
Benwood Co
Sy, Louis. Mo.
Hurlhurt-Still Electrical Co
Bouton. Tex.
St. Louie University
Bt. Louie. Mo.
Dallas News and Dallas Journal..Dallas, Tes.
Carl F. Woese
Byracuee. N. Y.
Times Publishing Co
8y, Cloud, Minn.
H. C. Spratley Radio Co...Poughkeepsie. N. Y.
Electric Supply Co
Port Arthur, Tex.
Hi -Grade Wireless Instrument Co..
Hutchinson Elec. Service Co Hutchinson, N.
Missouri Weeleyn College
Cameron. 31o.
New Co:umhus College
Sioux Fails. S. Dak.
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebr.
James L. Bush
Frank D. Pataln

234
278
250
492
280
286
283
252
273
360
360

L.

WMC
WMU
WNAC
WNAD

WNAL
WNAN
WNAP

WNAQ
WNAR
WNAS
W NAT

WNAV
WNAW
WNAX
WNl

WOAC
WOAD
WOAE
WOAF
WOAG
WOAH
WOAI
W OA

WOAD
WOAP
WOAR
WOAT
WOAV

W OA W

WOAX

261

WOC

360
360
273
360

WOO

261

476
234
273

360
236
360
360
258
275

Strawbridge & Clothier
Philadelphia. Pa.
Lancaster Elec. Sup. & Coney, Co., Lancaster. l'a. 395
248
Cecil E. Lloyd
Pensacola, Fla. 360
Glenwood Radio Corporation
Shreveport. La. 252
Ernest C. Albright
Altoona. l'a. 261
South Bend Tribune
Wroth Bend,
American Radio and Research Con oration, Ind. 380
Madfu
Hillside
Thomas F. J. Howlett
Philadelphia, lea. 360
Federal Tel. & Tel Co
BuRSIO, N. Y.
319
Interstate Electric Co
New On ceno. Le. 242
Genera Electric Co
Schenectady. N. Y. 380
University of Wisconsin
\ladlsen, Wls. 360
State
Iowa
ICiiveston, Iowa 360
k W.ivThompson
Marquette Unlvereity
Milwaukee, Wis. 280
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 222
Hafer Supply Co
Joplin. Mo. 283
Robera Hardware Co
Clarksburg, W. Va. 258
University of Rochester (Eastman School of
Music), Rochester. N. Y. 283
Otta and Kuhns
Decatur. III. 360
Seaside House
atlantic City, N. J. 231
Courier- Journal and Louisville Times.
Louisville. Ky. 400
Wilmington Elect. Spec. Co., Wilmington. Del.
360
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inalltule....Troy. N. Y. 380

Sweeney School Co
Kansas City Mo.
Radlovox Co
Cleveland. Ohio
George Schuhel
New York. N. Y.
Joslyn Automobile Co
Rockford, Ill.
Galveston Tribune
Galveston. Tex.
Bowan! R. Miller
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gustav A. DeCortin
New Orleans.
Deer Stores Co
Bpeinefield, Mo.
Fox River Valley Radio Sup. Co.. Neenah, Wis.
Journal- Stockman Co
Omaha, Nebr.
School of Eng'g of Milwaukee. Milwaukee W'Ig.

WIZ
Radio Corporation of America, New York, N. Y.
WKAA H. F. Paar
Cedar Rapid.. Iowa
W KAD
Charles Looff (Crescent Perk),
E. Providence, R. I.
WKAF W. S. Radio Supply Co
Wichita Falls. Tu.
WKAN United Battery Service Co
Montgomery, Ala.
WKAP Dutee W. Flint
Crandon.
I.
WKAQ Radio Corporation of Porto Rico, San Juan, R.
P. R
WKAR Michigan Agri. College, East Lansing. Mich.
WKAV Laconia Radio Club
Laconia, N. H.
WKY
WKY Radio Shop
Oklahoma. Okla.
WLAG
Cutting & Washington Radio Corporation.
Minneapolis. Minn.
WLAH Samuel Woodworth
Syracuse, N. Y.
WLAI Worn Electrical Supply Co
Waco. Tex.
WLAK
Corp., BelloTUlu.
WLAL Naylor Electrical
Electricals Cone
Okla.
WLAP W. V. Jordon
Louisville. Ky.
WLAQ Arthur E. Schilling
Kalamazoo, Mid,.
WLAV Electric Shop
Pensacola, Fla.
WLAW Police Dept.. City of N. Y.. New
York. N. Y.
WLAX Putnam Electric Co
Greencastle, Ltd.
WLB
University of MInneeom.... Minneepolls.
WLBL Wisconsin Dep't. of Markets.Btesens Point. Minn.
Wis.
WLW
Crowley Mfg. Co
Cincinnati, Ohio
WMAB Radio Supply Co
Oklahoma. Okla.
WNAC Clive B. Meredith
Casenovia, N. Y.
WMAF Round Hills Radio Corp
Dartmouth, Mass.
WMAH General Supply Co
Lincoln, Nebr.
WMAI Drovers Telegram Co
Kansas City, Mo.
W MAK
Norton Laboratories
Lockport. N. Y.
WMAL Trenton Hardware Co
Trenton. N. J.
WMAN First Baptist Church
Columbus. Ohio
WMAP Utility Battery Service
Easton, Pe.
WMAQ Chicago Daily News
Chicago, Ill.
WMAV Alabama Polytechnic Institute.... Auburn,
WMAY Kingehlghw.y Frothy. Church. 8t. Louts, Ala.
Mo.

411

283
360

252
360
254
234
252
224
278
360

Chronicle Publishing Co
Marlon. Ind. 726
Home Electric Co
Burlington. Iowa 283
American Trost Savings Bank Le Man, Iowa 360
K. & L. Electric Co
McKeesport. Pa. 234
Continental Elec'1 Supply Co -. Washington, D. C. 360
Gimbel Bros
Philadelphia, Pa. 509
Jackson's Radio Ens's Laboratories-Waco, Tex. 360
Norfolk Dairy New.
Norfolk, Nebr. 283
Clifford L. White
Greentown, Ind. 254
D. M. Perham
Cedar Rapid., Iowa. 268
Peoria Flier
Peoria. Ill. 280
Capper Publications
Topeka. Kans. 360
The Outlet Co
Providence. R. I. 360
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House, Pltt.hurgh, Pa. 250
Kelley- Vawter Jewlry Co
\larshall, Mo. 360
Union Trust Co
Cleveland. Ohio 390
Chicago Radio Laboratory
Chicago. III. 448
Denison University
Granville, Ohio 229
Deforest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co. New York. N. Y. 360
Radio Corporation of America. New York, N. Y. 405

WOI
WOK
WOG
WOR
WOS

WPAB
WPAC
W PAJ

WPAK
WPAL
WPAM
WPAP
WPAT
WPAU
WPAZ
WQAA
WQAC
WQAE
W GAF
WQAL
WQAM
WQAN
WQAO
WOAG

WgAß
WQAW
WQAX
WQl

WRAA
WRAF
WRAH
WRAL
WHAM
WRAN
WRAO

WRAV
WRAW
WRAX
WRAY
WRC

WRK
WRL
WRM
WRR
W RW

WSAB
WSAC
WSAD
WSAG

WSAI
WSAI
WSAN
WSAR
WSAT
WSAW
WS4X
WSAY
WSSZ
WSB

WSL
WSY
WTAC
WTAF

Commercial Appeal
Memphis, Tenn.
Doubleday-Hill Electric Co., Washington, D. C.
Shepard Stores
Boson, Mau.
University of Oklahoma
Norman. Okla.
1y, J.
Rockwell
Omaha, Nebr.
Syracuse Radio Telephone Co.. Syracuse N. Y.
Wittenberg College
Springfield. Ohio
Charleston Radio Elec. Co
Charleeton, S. C.
C. C. Rhodes
Butler.
Texas Radio Corp., and Austin Statesman, Mo.
Tex.
Leonine Brother. Co
Philadelphia.
People. Tel. & Telg. Co
Knoxville,
Henry Kunsmen....Box 16T. Fort Monroe,Tenn.
Va.
Dakota Radio Apppparratus Co., Yankton, S. Dak.
Shoton Radio Mfg. Co
Albany, N. Y.
Page Organ Co. (M. P. Maus)
Lima. Ohio
Frlady Battery & Elect. Corp.. Slgoumey.
Iowa
Midland College
Fremont, Neb.
Tyler Commercial College
Tyler, Tex.
Appollo Theatre
Belvidere, Ill.
Palmetto Radio Corporation...Charleston.
Southern Equipment CO....San Antonio. S. C.
Tex.
lames D. \ aughn
Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
l.yradlon Mfg. Co
M[Wtawaka, Intl.
Kalamazoo College
Kalamazoo. Mich.
Henry P. Londskow
Kenosha, WI..
Boyd M. (lamp
Wilmington,
Pennsylvania Nat. Guard. 112th In( .. Erie. Del.
Pa.
Woodmen f the World
Omaha. Neb.
Franklyn J. Wolff
Trenton, N. J.
Palmer School of Chiropractie..Doeenport.
Iowa
Iowa State College
Amee, lown
line Bluff Co
Pine Bluff. Ark.
John
\Nonsmoker
Philadelphia, l'a.
\Vestern Radio Co
Kansas City, Mo.
L. Bomberger & Co
Newark. N. J.
Missouri State Market ft Be., Jefferson
City. Mo.
Pennsylvania State College...8tate College.
Pa.
Donaldson Co
Okmulgee. Okla.
Doolittle 'hullo Corp
New Haven. Conn.
North Dakota Agricultural College,
Agricultural College, N. Dakota
Avery & Loeb Electric (o
Columbus, Ohio
Auerbach & Guettel
Topeka, Kami.
Theodore D. l'hllllps
Winchester. Ky.
St. Patrick's Cathedra
El l'as, Tex.
Concordia College
Moorhead, Minn.
John IL Koch
Charleston, W. Va.
Ilorace A. Reale, Jr
l'arkesburg, Pa.
E. B. Gish
Amarillo. Texas
Moore Radio News Station
Springfield, Vt.
Sandusky Resister
Sandusky Ohio
Coles County Tele. & Tales. Co
Mattoon. Ili.
Electrical Equipment Co
Miami. Fla.
Scranton Times
Ser.on, Pa.
Calvary Baptist Church
New York. N. Y.
W. Trvas Radio Co. (Abilene Dairy Reporter)
Abilene, Texas
Prince- Walter Co
Lowed., his
Catholic University
Washington. D. C.
Radio Equipment Co
Peoria, III.
Calumet Rainbow Broadcasting Co.,
Chicago. Ill.
Rice Institute
Houston. Texas
The Radio Club
Stanley N. Read
Providence. R. I.
Northern States Power Co.. St Croix Falls.
Lombard College
Galesburg, Ill.
Black hawk Electrical Co
Waterloo, Iowa
St. Louis Radio Service Co
St. Louis. Mo.
Antioch College
Yellow Springs. Ohio
Avenue Radio Shop
Reading. Pa
Flexon's Gange
Gloucester City. N. J.
Radio Saes Ceoporatlon
Beranton, Pa.
Radio Corporation of America, Washington, D. C.
Doron Bros. Electrical Co
Hamilton, Ohio
l'nion College
Schenectady, N. Y.
University of Illinois
Urbana, Ill.
City of Dallas, Police and Fire Signa Dept.
Dallas , Texas
Tarrytown Radio Res'rch Lab., Tarrytown. N. Y.
Southeast Missouri State Teachers College.
Cape Ginnlesu, Mo.
Clemson Agricultural Col.. Clemson College. S. C.
J. A. Foster Co
Prodding., R. I.
Loren V. Darla and George Prstman, Sr..
St. Petersburg. Fla.
United States Playing Catd Co.. Cincinnati, O.
Grove City College
Grue City. Pa.
Allentown Radio Club
Allentown. Pa.
Doughty & Welch Elec. Co., Fall River, Mau.
Donohoo -Ware Hardware Co
Plainview, Tex.
John J. Long. Jr
Canandaigua. N. Y.
Chicago Radio Laboratory
Chicago, Ill.
Port Chester Chamber of Commerce,
Port Chester, N. Y.
Chase Electric Shop
Pomeroy. Ohio
Atlanta Journal
Atlanta, Ga.
J. & 3f. Electrical Co
Utica. N. Y.
Alabama Power Co
Birmingham. Ala.
Penn Traffic Co
Johnstown, Pa.
Louis J. Gallo
Now Orleans. La
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JuLY,1924
455
268
240
360
226
360
360
280

251

60

417
234
360
360
360
283
254
360
231

60
309
360
261

360
254
275
360
256
286
246
448
250
280
500
261

278

380
266
286
275
360
231

33660

236
360
244
360
266
360

360
360
273

WTAH
WTA1

WTAL
WTAM
WTAP

CJCD

CFCU
CFLC
CHCS
CHYC
CFCF
CECO
CHNC
CKCH
CJCM

LHXC
CHCE
CKY
CKCD
CFCA
CFAC

CKAC
CFCH

CFRC

405
441

283

330
268

286
244
212

280
231

283
283

60
226
360
360
227
236
244
273
517
280

CFCQ

CFDC
CJCA
CFCK
CJCE

CFCL
CISC
CFYC
CFXC
CKCI
CFOC

CHBC

Wilkinson Electric Co., Ltd

Calgary. Alta. 400
T. Eaton Co.. Ltd
Toronto, Ont. 410
Jack V. Elliot, Ltd
Hamilton. Ont. 410
Chu. Guy Bunter
London, Ont. 430
The Hamilton Spectator
Hamilton. Ont. 410
Northern Electric Co., Ltd....Montreal, P. Q. 341
Marconi W/T Co. of Can., Ltd. Montreal. P Q. 140
Dr. G. M. Oeldert
Ottawa, Ont. 400

Toronto Radio Research Society, Toronto. Ont. 350
Canadian National Railways
Ottawa, Ont. 135
J. L. Philippe Landry
Mont Joli. P. Q. 312
J. R. Booth, Jr
Ottawa. Ont. 435
Western Canada Radio Supply. Victoria. R. C. 400
Manitoba Telephone System.... Winnipeg. Man. 450
Vancouver Dally Provinee....Vaneouver, B. C. 410
Star Publishing & Printing Co.. Toronto, Ont. 400
The Calgary Herald
Calgary. Alta. 430
Presse Publishing Co.. Ltd.. Montreal. P. Q. 430
Abitibi Power & Paper Co.. Ltd
Iroquois Falls, Ont. 400
The News Record
Kitchener. Ont. 295
London Free Press Printing Co , Ltd..
London. Ont. 430
Queen's University
Kingston. Ont. 450
Radio Specialties Ltd.
Vancouver. B. C. 450
Sparks Company
Nanalmo, B. C. 430
The Edmonton journal, Ltd
Fdmonon, Alta. 450
Radio Supply Co., Ltd
Edmonton, Alta. 410
Sprott Shaw Radio Co
Vancouver, B.
400
Centennial Methodist Church. Victoria, B. C.
C. 400
The Evening Telegram
Toronto. Ont. 430
Victor Wentworth Odium
Vancouver, B. C. 400
Westminster Trost Co..New Westminster, B. C. 440
Le "Solid" Llmitee
Quebec. P. 0.
295

L

The Electric Shop. Ltd
The Albertan Publishing Co

Saskatoon,

Soak.

Calgary, Alta.

400
410

British Stations

360
286
360
360
360
360
273
360
234
275
240
258
283
280

242
254
280

Canadian Stations
CKLC

CJCF
CIGC

242
526
240
484
380
380
509
360

Providence, R. I. 258
Belvidere. Ill. 236
Portland, Me. 236
Toledo. Ohio 252
Cleveland. O. 393

Cambridge Radio & Electric Co..Cambridge. Ill.
S. IL Van Gorden & Son
Osseo, Wis.
Reliance Electric Co
Norfolk. Va.
Chariee E. Erbsteln
Elgin, Ill.
Edison Electric Illuminating Co.. Bonton, Mass.
Ruegg Battery & Electrlo Co..Tecumeeh, Nebr.
Agricultural and Meeh.leal College of Texas,
College Station. Tex.
WTAX Williams Hardware Co
Streator. Ill.
WTAY lobar -Oak Leaves Broadcast. Sta.. Out Park. Ill.
WTAZ Thomas J. McGuire
Lambertville, N. J.
WTG
Kansas State Agri. Coll
Manhattan, Kane.
WWAB Hoenig. Sworn & Co
Trenton. N. J.
WWAC Sanger Bros
Waco. Tex.
WWAD Wright & Wright (Inc.) ....Philadelphia, Pa.
W W AE Lawrence J. Crowley
Joliet. Ill.
WWAF Galvin Radio Supply Co
Camden, N. J.
WWAO Michigan College of Mines....Houghon, Mich.
WWI
Ford Motor Co
Dearborn, Mich.
WW1
Detroit News
Detroit. Mich.
WW L
Loyola University
New Orleans. La.

360
283

60

Co

Carmen Ferro
The Radio Shop
Toledo Radio & Electric Co
Willard Storage Battery Co

WTAQ
WTAR
WTAS
WTAT
WTAU
WTAW

360
385
360

229

Kent Music

WTAG

21.0
51T

London

475
35C

Bournemouth

385
375
400
420
495
303

Mancheter
Newcastle
Glasgow
Aberdeen

SSC

2BD
6SL

65

Birmingham
Cardiff

5WA
6BM
2ZY
5N0
'

Sheffield

(relay station)

360
380
238
238
360

French Stations
YN

FL

Lyon

Parie

(Eiffel

Paris
Paris

PWX
2DW
2AB
20K
2BY

Cuban

Telephone Co
Pedro Zayas
Alberto 8. de Bustup.te
Mario Garcia Vélea

Frederick

360
360

2CX
2EV
2TW
2HC
2LC

2KD

360
273

2MN
2MG

E. Sanchez de Fuentes
Fausto Simon
Manuel G. Salas
Raul Pérez Falcon
Alvaro Daza
Julio Power
Oscar Col lado
Anadeo Sama

360
231

248
244
238

60
242
26
288
280
489

60

Cuban Stations

2112

360
360
261

TKP
2HS

20L

2W W
244
309
380
229
254
268
275
288

5EV
8KW

233

258
429

700
2.600
1.780
430

Tower)

8AJ
ESP

Frederick

W. Borten
W. Horton
Westinghouse Elec. Co
Roberto E. Rarnlne
Heraldo de Cuba

Luis

Cases

68Y

Leopold V. Figueroa
Frank IL Jones
Frank H. Jong.
Leopoldo V. Figueroa
Eduardo Terry
José Gandium

6AZ

Valentin l'ltvarri

BEV
7AZ

Josefa Alvarez
Pedro Nog u-rns

7BY

Salvador III oo in
Alfredo Il-oorks
Alberto Ravelo
Andrés Vlnnet

6K1

5EV
6DW

BAZ

273
360

8BY
8FU
8DW

268

BGT

60 BE

Habana
Habana
Habana
Habana
habana
Habana
]cabana
Habana
habana
habana
Habana
Habana
Habana
Habana
habana

Pedro C. Anduz
Fwluralo Mateos
Juan F. Chlbaa

Habana
habana
habana
Colon

Tulnuru
Tulnuru
Colon

400
300
240
380
260
320
220
230
275
250
350
270

280
150

200
180

290
210

360
340
275
360

Cienfuegos 225
Cienfuegos
Cienfuegos

Calberien

300
200
225
225
350
240

Camaguey
Camaguey
Santiago de Cuba
Santiago de Cuba 250
Santiago de Cuba 225
Santiago de Cuba 275
Santiago de Cuba 180

Santled,

de Cuba

260
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ENGINEERING
RADIO
An Experimental Home-Laboratory Course
in Simple and Advanced Radio Design
By John R. Meagher

Circuits
THE

other day we
were talking to a
radio manufacturer
about circuits, at the same
time illustrating our point
with quickly sketched diaSome of these
grams.
were simple one-tube layouts; others were more
complicated, ranging from
four-tube reflexes to eighttube "supers." The manu-

facturer a f ter agreeing
with our views expressed
surprise at the rapidity
with which the diagrams
were sketched. Merely to
show him there "was nothing to it" we spent a half
hour teaching him the correct way of sketching diagrams-and at the end of
that time he surprised even
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This is how the
curve should

appear as

drawn from
the data in last
months' Radio

Engineering.
Note that the
point at the

intersection of
1.65 (plate cur-

rent) and

/.2

4

(grid voltage)
out of line.
Ii the figures
were secured in
an experirnentil set up it
would be probable that this
is

e,t

potential-ground

potential if the negative A
battery is grounded. Insert a potentiometer-yes,
it can go anywhere along
the battery lines just so
long as one end of the resistance touches the negative line and the other
end the positive line. It
should of course be on the
filament side of the battery
switch.
Now draw plate and grid
symbols near the filaments:
put the grids between the
filaments and the plates.
If we are going to draw

measurement a
straight transformer
incorrect
some way. coupled amplifier let us
In drawing complete either the plate or
curves the idea
usually is to grid circuits first.
follow the genStarting from each plate
eral trend and
have a smooth go through the RF section
himself with his speed and
rather than an first (if there is any RF
.4
accuracy in drawing up a
erratic curve
...¡
section in the plate circuit)
five-tube radio "f req" cir:Mk
.;
then through the AF seccuit. And what was still
.2
mitsuf;f'
tion and through the plate
more pleasing to us, he was
battery to the filament.
able to talk more intelli.0
The circuit from filament
gently about the circuit6 4
6
2 -0+ 2
4
8 /0
to plate is completed by the
for the lesson had not been
5rid Voltage
electronic flow between the
so much in sketching diafilament and plate when ihe filament is heated. When the
grams as it had been in understanding what's what in circuits.
filament is cold and there is no flow of electrons the circuit
The thought occurred to us-why not try the same thing
is opened.
in "Radio Engineering" for if the students can acquire this
Each plate is the same and we can show separate plate batknack it will place them at a distinct advantage over other
teries if desired merely to show the similarity, but as the imradio men.
pedance of the plate battery to any frequency is very low it
So, instead of Vacuum Tubes or Inter-Tube Coupling we
has been found possible to use a common plate battery as there
will devote this sheet to circuits-how to know them and how
is no noticeable coupling between the circuits. But understand
to sketch them.
that the common plate battery may be thought of as separate
Start always with the filament circuit if the diagram must batteries for each plate and it is at once evident why any voltbe complete. In general there is only one type-a filament
age of the total plate battery may be used on any plate. Thus
or A battery shunted by one or more filaments, each filament
with a five-tube set, say we had a 100-volt battery and each
having an extra resistance of some sort in series with it. Imagplate went to a different tap, say 20V, 40V, 60V, 80V and 100V.
ine a step ladder with the leads from the battery or the "batWe could think of this arrangement as being five separate battery lines" forming the sides; one rung forming the battery
teries with all the negative leads connected to the filaments
filaments
and
itself and the other rungs representing separate
and the positive lead of the 20V battery going to one plate,
and
a
simple
picture;
their extra resistances. That is rather
the positive lead of the 40V battery going to another plate
rung
being
twisted
conceive
of
each
more
difficult
to
is it any
and so on. Or we can think of the plate with 20V as having
out of shape? Then why is it more difficult to understand
an effective voltage of 20 and a "dead end" of 80.
the simple parallel circuit (remember the rungs of the ladder
Now for the grid circuits; from the grids go through the
are in "parallel") with real battery lines and "rungs" of filasecondaries of the coupling devices and down to the filament.
ments bent and twisted up somewhere above the lines? By
With AF amplification these "return leads" from the grid
way of illustration follow through any of the circuits published
should go to the negative filament battery line or else to a
in this issue.
grid battery which may be separate for each grid or common
rheostats
in
the
rule
to
place
the
Make it an invariable
for a number of grids. The reasoning of this is the same as
start
from
the
negacircuit.
Thus
if
we
negative side of the
for the plate battery as given above.
tive battery line we should go through the rheostat first, then
The grid return leads from short wave RF amplifiers are
the filament, and finally return to the positive side of the line.
sometimes connected to the slider of a potentiometer connected across the A battery so the grid voltage can be conSketch out some plain parallel filament circuits; make the
battery lines heavy for distinction. Nothing to it, is there?
trolled, and sometimes to the negative filament battery line
either direct or through an adjustable resistance. The grid
Now put a filament battery switch in. It should be between
the battery and everything else so the battery is really dis- return of a detector with a grid condenser and shunt leak is
connected. Place it in the negative lead so it will be at the
almost invariably brought to the positive filament battery line.
was
in

A Contest for All

radio Sets
This is an opportunity every
Every contestant can earn radio
The element of chance has been
on individ'J'HIS

is a contest that every live
youngster will want to enter. And
this is why
During the summer months you can
earn what you want in radio as a full fledged salesman on THE WIRELESS
AGE Sales Staff. Every boy who
enters this contest automatically
becomes a member of our organization and is paid well for his
time. This is a contest in which
you are being paid for the time
you devote to winning a prize.
:

You will very likely have more than

enough- enough more to get a volt-

meter or some other instrument you
would like to have.
Supposing, for another example,
that you won the second or third prize?

enough boys still able to continue
the work.
* * *
I want 10,000 young men to
the sales staff of THE WIRELESS
Each one will be well paid.
I will teach you how to sell

with

join
AGE.

sub-

scriptions, supply you with
samples, give you a calling list,
and then send you out as a full fledged salesman.
I will then
establish a credit account in your
name. You can draw from that

First Prize -Paragon R

B 2

$135.00 Receiver.

Second Prize- Thompson Magnaphone $35.00 Loud Speaker.
Third Prize -N &K Imported
$8.50 Headset.

For example, suppose you won the
Paragon RB2 $135.00 receiver. You
would have a radio set that you could
well be proud of. In the first place,
you would have one of the finest receivers manufactured by the Adams Morgan Company. In the second
place, you would have earned that set,
and could appreciate its value far better than another youngster who must
depend upon his parents.
And what happens to the subscriptions you have secured in order to win
the RB2 receiver ? Just this : -they
bring to you the aerial, and batteries,
and loud speaker that you must have
before the set is complete. Providing,
of course, you have secured enough
subscriptions for the additional parts.

The contest closes September 15th.
All subscriptions for the contest must
be in this office not later than that date.
The rules of the contest will be found
on this page.
In the event of ties, each tying contestant will be awarded a prize identical
in character with that tied for.
This contest is open to all live young-

sters who wish to earn their own radio
sets.

You would then have a Thompson
Magnaphone $35.00 loud speaker, or
an imported N &K $8.50 headset. You
would also have enough subscriptions
to bring to you other parts as explained for the first prize.
Even though you did not win one
of the three prizes, you would still
have a job that would provide you with
the things you want most in radio. It
is a job that you can still have through
the winter. When this contest is over,
another one will be offered if there are
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account just as you like. It will enable you to buy radio parts at wholesale prices.
You will receive from a list of 35,000 names of people who own radio
sets, those who live in your district.
Some of them have been taking this
magazine, but have forgotten to renew their subscriptions. All of them
own radio sets, and, of course, will
want to know more about THE WIRELESS AGE. I have sent letters to these
people so that they will know about
this magazine even before you call on
them.
You will have my guidance at all
times. You may depend upon me for
instruction and encouragement. Those
who are now on the staff have all made
good. The reason is that I have

Boys Who Want
or Parts
lively youngster will welcome.
parts while trying for the prizes.
removed, thus offering rewards
ual merit
wanted to make good myself and I
now intend to see all the others make
good.
Write to me NOW. Address your
letter to the Boys' Editor, THE WIRELESS AGE, 326 Broadway, New York

me at

once,

without delay. -Boys'

EDITOR.
*

*

*

diagram below, illustrates ONE
THE
set you can earn during the summer

months. If you now have some of the
parts, the remainder can be earned

City.

If you have a pal or two, write together. Sometimes team work is better than working alone. But write to

with fewer subscriptions. But this is
only ONE of the many sets you can

earn. Perhaps there are other hookups you like better, or perhaps you
prefer a set completely assembled.
Whatever you do want, you can earn
under our careful guidance.

Simply write to us :-tell us what
you want, and we will show you how
to get it.
Is there anything below you would
like? It is yours if you want it.

rw

LIST OF PRIZES
List Price

List Price

Aerial Outfit
Vario Coupler
Variometer
Condenser
Phones

"B" Battery
"A" Battery
Grid Condenser
Grid Leak

Vacuum Tube -RCA -WD -12
-Na -Ald 3"
Dials (3)
-Radion 7" x 21- x 3/16"..
Panel
-Pacent single circuit
Jack
Rheostat
-Pacent
Plug
-Pacent Duoplug
Socket
-Na -Ald Bakelite
Binding Posts (8) -Eby

-Storm King Complete... .$4.00
2.00
-Pall Mall
2.00
-Pall Mall
-Pacent -21 Pl. Variable. 3.75
.
.

-N &K

Imported

8.50

-Eveready

221/2

-Pacent

Megohm

V..

-Eveready P/2 V.
-Dubilier Ducon .00025...
3

2.50
.40
.75
.50

5.00

1.00
2.65
.60
1.00
1.00
.35
1.50

$37.50
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Selected Radio Hook -Ups
construction and operation of various types of receivers.
Since the decrease in popularity of the regenerative set everyone seems to want to convert his
receiver into a tuned radio frequency set. The
hook -up of the average regenerative set is shown
in figure 1A. This consists of the ordinary variocoupler whose secondary is shunted by a variable
B+
condenser and a variometer in series with the plate
circuit. In the next diagram it is shown how this
same set may be converted into a tuned radio frequency amplifier using all the apparatus which you
had in the original set. With only the addition of
a potentiometer and a different sized grid condenser this may be very easily accomplished as shown
in the diagrams figures 1A and 1B. In order to
do this remove the grid condenser and grid leak from the
tube in figure 1A, shunt the "A" battery with a 400 -ohm
potentiometer and connect the grid return lead from the
secondary of the coupler to the arm of the potentiometer.
The grid condenser is omitted since no condenser is used
in a radio -frequency amplifier. The grid receives a natural
bias by means of the potentiometer adjustment.

Figure IA

EW of us are content or satisfied with any one set or
4-¡ circuit for a length of time. We make
a set, play with
it, take it apart and put it together again. When we have
reached the limit of its possibilities, we turn to another
circuit. When you have become initiated into this you have
approached the amateur fever. Valuable experience which
can be obtained in no other way may be had by the constant

.002
l

ii

7)If

8 +90 v

B

+22íy

-

A+8-

Figure IB

IN figure 1B we have the changed hook -up. This constitutes one stage of tuned grid and plate or tuned impedance radio -frequency amplification ahead of the detector.
As the diagram shows ninety volts is applied to the plate
of the radio -frequency tube and 221/ volts to the plate of
the detector tube. Of course audio-frequency amplification

may be added to this circuit without affecting it. The
primary of an audio -frequency transformer being substituted for the phones in the circuit, it is quite essential that
the grid leak be placed as shown in the diagram from grid
to positive filament. A two -megohm grid leak will generally be found to be satisfactory.

FIGURE

2 is a new adaptation of the old
two variometer variocoupler set.
The plate
variometer instead of being inserted between the
plate and the phones is part of the grid tuning
circuit as well as the plate. The path of the radio frequency current is then from plate to the plate
variometer to the secondary of the coupler to the
grid variometer and so on back to the grid. The
phones or primary of the amplifying transformer
generally form enough of a radio -frequency choke
to prevent the RF current from flowing through
them. This circuit is very smooth in its operation
and the control of regeneration is remarkably
stable. Any type of tube can be used with this
circuit and the batteries should correspond with
the tube used. If the circuit does not oscillate it
may be helped along by the insertion of a radio frequency choke between the point where
plate
variometer is inserted in the plate circuitthe
and the phones.
A .00025 mfd. variable condenser will serve as well
as any.

Figure

2

The grid leak will depend upon the type of tube used. For
the UV -200 no grid leak was used at all.
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For the Home Builder
HERE we have the hook -up of the old Aeriola
Sr. probably the best compact vacation set
The two variometers have
yet manufactured.
forty turns on their rotors and stators each. The
two coils between the left hand variometer and the
ground consist of 10 turns, each one is placed in
inductive relation to the grid variometer and the
other in inductive relation to the plate variometer.
The 2 antenna series condensers are a .001 and a
.00025 mfd. respectively. The tap switch shown is
connected in series with the antenna and may be
thrown from one condenser to the other. The
.0001 mfd. will serve for short wave stations, that
is 220 to 350 meters, and the .00025 mfd.
for long waves, 350 to 500 meters. This can be
made into a very small set which can be taken
along on trips to the country. A seven by ten panel
will be sufficient and the two variometers may be fastened
to the panel together with a rheostat and tap switch and
phone -jack. There need be no other controls on the panel.
As dry cell tubes are used the set may be entirely self -contained except for the aerial and phones. The incorporation

.001

Figure

3

of the small sized "B" batteries and dry cell "A" batteries
and the addition of a carrying strap fastened to the top of
the cabinet make this truly a portable receiver. Care should
be exercised in the purchase of parts and all metal surfaces should be nickeled to prevent oxidation from dampness.

PcaJ
(0/0A1

B+

II--

o

F

A-

A+B-

8+22Zv

8 +90v.
Figure

THE handiest thing we know of around an experimenter's

laboratory is a two -step amplifier with detector complete in a separate unit by itself. To this may be added all
sorts of tuners and various hook -ups tried. Figure 4 shows
such an arrangement. There are eight binding posts on
the set, three rheostats, two transformers, three tube sockets

V

4

and three jacks. All this can be arranged on a standard
seven -inch by ten -inch hard rubber panel fastened onto a
baseboard six inches by nine inches. The transformers
may be mounted on the extreme rear of the baseboard and
the three sockets placed between the transformers and the
panel. Three small rheostats are mounted on the panel.

mfd. variable condenser in the antenna circuit
not essential, but is of assistance in tuning.
It may be found helpful to shunt the phones

.0005

is

and "B" battery with a .0005 mfd. or a .001
mfd. variable condenser. The tube used may
be a WD -11, or 12, or UV -199, 201A or 200.
The "B" battery voltage and "A" battery voltage will depend upon the tube used, of course.
If a variocoupler is used in the right hand
pair of coils the taps need not be used. However, it is desirable to tap the primary winding of the left hand pair.
Figure 5

The two
5 is a very sensitive regenerative set.
pairs of coils are two variocouplers or two variometers
with their windings split. A very fine degree of regeneration is obtained and the tuning is very selective. The .0005

FIGURE

The action is quite simple. The stator
windings of the two couplers comprise the
grid and antenna circuits while the rotor coils
are double ticklers with feedback in the antenna circuit
and the grid circuit. This permits close regulation of the
degree of regeneration and is consequently extremely sensitive to broadcast transmitters.
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Warp

Weft of Radio Minds

&,/,

VARIETY IN VIEWPOINTS
DOES R- A -D -I -O spell finis to the
burlesque theater reeky with smoke,
the pool parlor, and Dinty's? Is restless Out -At -All -Hours to be caught and
anchored safe in Home Bay -by Radio? Is
paterfamilias to be restored to its ancient
definition by the magic of condensers and
coils and telephone jacks?
Mr. Thompson, a
regular reader and a
"regular feller," he who
does such clever car toon -postals on which
to correspond with his
friend THE WIRELESS
AGE that they get published now and then
says that, for his part
"I believe that it is

we finally came in front of a house where
the noise seemed the loudest. The elec-

tric light man climbed the pole and cut
the lighting wires running to this house
and at once the noise stopped. We then
found that the only thing turned on in
the house was an electric heating pad. As
soon as the wires had been connected up
again, we tested the pad and found two

--

essential for every

business man to have
a hobby. I wanted a
hobby that my family
could share in, a hobby
that would give me
diversion, but also the
companionship of my
family, and especially
my boys. Radio seemed
to fill the requirements. I started with
a one bulb set and in a
few weeks got my first
DX station. Then I
was a semi -Fan. Then
came the three bulb
set, and more DX
stations. Then I was a real fan. Then
carne the five bulb set, and the thrill of
hearing the announcer say, 'This is Station KHJ, Los Angeles, California.' Now
my wife says I am not a radio fan -but a
'BUG.'

THE

-

companionship of his family
especially "my boys!" Just let that
thought wriggle through the wrinkles of
your cerebrum -if a wave of that glorious
size can get through.
Mr. Thompson having become a "Bug,"
apparently settled down to serious operation
of his set. He sends the following for the
benefit of others who have experienced similar difficulties:

"For several weeks each night, after
nine o'clock, a cracking noise, so loud that
it would drown out all other reception,
would come on my set. After testing and
making sure it was not the fault of the
set I called in the Electric Light Co., and
in order to further prove that the trouble
was on their lines they, one night after
midnight, turned out all the town lights.
The cracking stopped at once. This
proved that the trouble was either on
their lines or was coming in on their lines.
Several tests were made and nothing could
be found that would cause such a noise
on the power lines. Finally I had a loop
made and tested with that. This being a
directional loop it showed the direction
from which the noise was coming. The
Electric Co. delegated a man to work with
me and we set up my set in an automobile
and since the loop gave us the direction
we started in the car towards the noise.
After riding around in circles for an hour

Radio

School in the Chicago Boys' Club

OLD -TIME KEY-POUNDER'S

RECOMMENDATION
timer in telegraphy
(commenced in 1879), my favorite
pastime in the evening is to tune in
one of those copper plate senders
working one of the New York control
trans -atlantic stations, or 'K E T' at
Bolinas, and sit in and copy him for an
hour or so. It is a real pleasure to
copy their stuff, as they are all beautiful senders; steady, smooth and fast.
"I went through the usual spasms
of assembling, tearing down and rearranging different kinds of hook -ups
for long distance reception, and finally
settled upon the ordinary regenerative
tickler circuit with honey -comb coils
(primary, secondary and tickler), as
the best all around arrangement for
long wave, high power stations."
GEO. H. HAZELTINE,
Fort Stockton, Texas.
"peEING an old

bad connections. These connections were
fixed and we have had no more cracking."

BEFORE you blame your radio receiver,
and the broadcast stations and atmospheric conditions, better snoop around and
spot the bad connections. Don't concentrate
on heating pads; there are curling irons and
egg-cookers and carpet sweepers, not to
mention a million others more or less.
A short time ago a radio club sent out
members on a hunt for trouble and found it
where a bare electric wire came in contact
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with a tree. Radio as an electric leak de-

tector!
RADIO ENGINEERS OF THE

FUTURE

ALETTER was received from Mr. A. R.
Snyder letting us about the radio
activities of the Chicago Boys' Club. Knowing what is being done
for our boys is surely
worth while. Mr. Sny-

der writes:
"Boys of today are
going to be the radio
engineers and experts
of the future.
The
Chicago Boys' Club
knows that the little
chaps have keen minds
and is doing all it can
to encourage them in
the study of radio. At
Club No. 2, 1725
Orchard St., there is a
complete radio laboratory and workshop,
where the young fellows are given an opportunity to build and
test receiving sets and
experiment with various parts.
"Remarkable results
have been obtained in
this workshop. Quite
a number of the boys
have developed unusual ability in their new craft. Be it a
crystal set, four- circuit tuner or neutrodyne, you will find anywhere from one to
dozens of them being constructed in the
radio department of the club.
"The club has now fostered the radio
department for two years and has not only
turned out hundreds of radio fans, but the
sets made would make a real radio show
all by themselves if they could be got
together. All the way from crystal sets,
which cost less than $1.00- complete
without phones-to massive outfits.
"An experimental department is conducted for testing hookups. This part of
the work is under the direction of A. E.
Haase, the club's radio expert. Classes
in wireless telegraphy are being given
so that radio fans turned out by this department can read code as well as listen
to the voice over the radio phones. The
club is hoping to have an amateur station
in the near future through which it can
transmit news items to the 4,000 boys who
are members of the five branches of the
Chicago Boys' Club."
Even boys who are fortunate enough to
have a daddy like friend Thompson need to
work and play with their own kind. Boys'
clubs have a precious opportunity. which
radio has come to improve many -fold.

THE Boy Scouts of America have

a membership enrollment of five hundred thousand. Of this number a large majority have
adopted radio-construction, operation and
experimentation -as a very important part
of their activities. The same thoroughgoing
procedure marks their activities in radio as
it has in all other subjects.

Industrial Inklings

Radio Activities Broaden in Scope
THIS
Exposition Permanent
Enthusiasts
MONTH

Radio
in India
Radio
Origin of Applause Cards
Evolution of Carboniferous Deposits
Saint- Gauden's "Diana" an Aerial
Honeycomb Coils Patent Award
Importance of Serial Numbers on Sets

-

D
it \DIO is to be an important

feature

of the Permanent Industrial Exposition of Newark, N. J. The main
structure will contain seven floors, including the basement, and will be surmounted by a tower rising to a total
height of 235 feet, the tallest structure
in New Jersey. Illuminated by special
electrical devices, this tower will be a
conspicuous landmark for the thousands who pass through the city daily
on seven railroad trunk lines.
It is planned to install in the building
a powerful transmitting station, to be
used for the dissemination of price
quotations and exposition news among
the buyers of the country.
Radio will be featured as a department of the exposition by giving as
much space as may be desired to manu
facturers of equipment of all kinds.
Newark's importance in the radio field
is one reason why the exposition plans
to develop radio as one of its prime
activities. These activities are, however, national in scope and exhibits will
be received from manufacturers anywhere in the country.
*

*

*

CATALOGS and price lists for

American receiving sets and parts
for amateur assembling are wanted by
radio enthusiasts in India. Firms interested are requested to send such
literature to the American Trade
Commissioner, James E. Miller, Esq.,
Room 29, Grosvernor House, 21 Old
Court House Street, Calcutta, India,
who will be glad to make it available
to those interested.
*

*

*

THE man who invented "Applause

Cards" emerges from the shadows
Mr. Percy W. Andrews,
Manager of the Radio Division of the
Dictograph Products Corporation, and
the man responsible for this revolutionary radio invention, has at last
at last.

--

A. M. )oralemon, sales manager of The

Crosley Radio Corporation

fans assured me that the idea was
sound ; that applause cards would fill
one of the greatest needs of broadcasting today.
"Well, everybody knows the rest.
'Applause Cards' are being given away
free by thousands of radio dealers all
over the country. The fans are taking
and using them as fast as we can print
them."
*
*
*
HE Robert L. Stillson Company
has just published "The Story of
Bakelite" by John Kimberly Mumford.
It is an impressionistic piece of writing
in Mr. Mumford's best style. Beginning with the genesis of Bakelite in
the morning of the world, it carries
the reader through its gradual evolution down to present day developments
and uses.
While not in any sense a text book
or technical presentation of the subject,
it contains much serviceable information presented with accuracy and simplicity of statement. Altogether, it
makes a readable little volume.

T

Percy W. Andrews, manager Radio Division
of the Dictograph Products Corp.

consented to tell the world how he
landed the "big idea."
"It happened on the 8.14," answered
Mr. Andrews. "I was sitting in
the smoking car on this particularly
bright morning, not so many months
ago, musing over the Philharmonic
concert I had heard via radio, the night
before. The concert had been wonderful. My wife and I had enjoyed it
immensely.
"Mentioning the fact to my neighbor
across the aisle, brought a sympathetic
response. He, too, you see, had been
listening in, and like myself and probably thousands of other fans, he had
neglected to go to the trouble of writing in his appreciation.
" 'If we only had some sort of
printed cards to just sign and drop in
the box,' I ventured to him. 'Sort. of
applause cards.'
'That's it !' he chimed in, 'applause
cards !" And that was it.'
"Study of the proposition, conversation with dealers, jobbers and other
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IT

is barely possible that the far
famed- bronze statue, "Diana,"
which surmounts the tower of Madison
Square Garden and which is universally
acclaimed as one of the finest pieces of
sculpture in existence, may soon adopt
a more useful profession than that of
a beautiful weather vane. In other
words, Saint -Gaudens' masterpiece
may go into the radio business and
establish herself as the world's most
exquisite antenna.
(Continued on page 90)

EW APPLIANCES
AND DEVICES
Sonora Radio Speaker
THE Sonora Radio Speaker

is the same
patented all -wood horn used in the Sonora Phonograph, with a Sonora tone arm
and radio reproducer, encased in a typical
Sonora cabinet. This is the tone passage

which enabled Sonora to win highest award
for tone quality at the Panama- Pacific Ex-

Eveready No. 764 vertical, intermediate
22% -volt "B" batteries, or the equivalent
No. 5158 Burgess or No. 1153 French batteries, thus giving 67% volts for the plates
of the tubes, which means amp:e loud speaker volume under proper conditions. There
is also room for a "C" battery, and provision is made for connecting in a "C"
battery if desired. There is also room for
one or two coils of insulated flexible wire
to be used as an antenna and ground wire,
as well as a compartment for head phones.

The Kellogg Universal Panel
Radio Kit

tinned terminals and double lock
washers; one set Elco transfers, for labeling
the controls; one 3 foot length spaghetti,
maroon, for insulating parts of wiring as
desired; one -eighth lb. Kester resin core
solder, the right kind to use; 30 feet No.
16 bare tinned copper wire.
slot,

Na -Ald Super -De Luxe Dial
TILE Alden Manufacturing Company of
Springfield, Massachusetts, have just
placed on the market a new dial called the
Na-ald Super -De Luxe Dial. This product

THE Kellogg Switchboard

position and to be recognized as the sweetest toned phonograph. Embodied in the Sonora Radio Speaker, it imparts the same
clarity, sweetness and volume to radio reproduction.
The Sonora Radio Speaker is the creation of experts in tone production -their
contribution to the advancement of radio

& Supply
Company have placed on the market a
universal radio panel kit with audio amplification apparatus. This universal panel
enables the buyer to mount three tuning
units in any combination that he desires
that is, either two condensers or one coupler;
two variometers and one coupler; two variometers and one condenser; one coupler,
one condenser; or one variometer; or three
condensers, covering practically every type
of hook-up.
The size of the panel and apparatus per-

-

science.

It is a beautiful article of furniture. Its
small size enables you to place it on top of
your set, or on the table alongside. It is
equipped with cord and connection, ready
to be attached to your set.

Crosley 51 -P
UNLIKE most portable receivers, the
case of the Portable 51 -known as the
Crosley 51 -P -has ample room for a real
power plant of batteries instead of a limited
space for flashlight batteries, which have a
short life, even on dry cell tubes. The
Crosley 51-P has ample space for three
full-sized, six -inch No. 6 dry cells to furnish the filament current for either UV -199

or WD -12 tubes, giving economical life
and not necessitating frequent renewal of
"A" battery. There is also room for three

rounds out the very complete line of dials
manufactured by the Alden Manufacturing
Company. It is manufactured in the 37inch size.
Like the other Na -ald Dials the Super De Luxe is manufactured from black Bakelite with uniform back ribbing. Graduations and numbers are placed on the bevel
of this dial and are marked with a permanent, brilliant white. The dial is provided
with a large positive grip set screw. No
special screw driver is required for setting.

The Addition to the
Audiophone Line
mit of the widest selection of circuits. The
contents of this kit are as follows:
One panel drilled Kellogg Bakelite, 8%
inches high, 23% inches long, 3/16 inch
thick; one mounting bracket, zinc, heavily
enamel insulated ; one shield, aluminum,
eliminates body capacity; one insulator,
bakelite panel strip for insulating rheostat
mountings; one binding post strip, bakelite;
seven No. 504 binding posts, with tinned
terminals; three No. 502 dials, 4 inch
diameter, % inch boles, bushings for 3/16
inch and
inch shafts; two No. 501 transformers, ratio 4,4 to 1; two No. 502 switch
contacts, silver plated, for decreasing resistance; nine No. 501 switch stops, silver
plated; one No. 545 switch lever, silver
plated ; two No. 505 jacks, standard ; one
No. 504 jacks, standard; one No. 501 hardware, machine screw nuts, terminals, spring
washers ; one No. 501 S. plug ; one bottle
liquid spaghetti, for insulating the wiring;
two No. 506 miniature condensers; one No.
503 mounting 4% in. bakelite base, spring clip
for two fixed condensers, takes all standard
sizes; one No. 501 rheostat, 6 -ohm resistance, for detector control; two No. 502
rheostats, 25 ohms resistance for amplifiers;
three No. 2 tube sockets, bakelite reinforced
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l E Baby Audiophone is the latest addition to the Bristol family of loud
speakers, and the one which is pictured
above is now finished with a fiber horn.
This loud speaker like all the other Bristol products, may be used on two or three
TI

stages of amplification. It is of the same
high grade construction and material as the
rest of the line. A metal horn and fifteeninch bell is optional equipm'ent, if desired
in place of the fiber horn.

NEW APPLIANCES AND DE VICES

JULY, 1924

"Eldredge" Ironclad A. F.
Transformer
Iron Clad Audio Frequency Transformer made by the EldTHE'Eldredge"

redge Electric Manufacturing Company,
Springfield, Mass., is said to give uniformity
of tone reception throughout the whole
scale with maximum amplification and

top of the case. Having tuned in the station you want, volume can be further regulated by swinging the case so that the loop
is pointed in the direction of the station
broadcasting. A station may be tuned and
the Super- Portable placed in full operation
while it is being carried down the street,
in an automobile or otherwise transported.
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New Magnavox Reproducer
Magnavox Company is now distributing to the trade an entirely new
model reproducer designated, M4.
This instrument makes use of the semi dynamic operating principle developed by
Magnavox engineers and first employed by
them in the M1 Reproducer brought out a
little less than a year ago. The M4 repreT11E

Foote Variotector for Reflex
Panel
HE Foote Variotector
especially deT signed,
with its accompanying binding
is

posts, for mounting back of the panel. in

elimination of distortion. Long distance reception in sets using these transformers
from London, England, and Catalina Island,
California, has been accomplished.
Tops and bases are of hest quality bake Laminations and shield containing
lite.
coil are of high silicon steel. The shield
is one continuous strip of seven complete
turns of unique construction. The core is
of combined air and specially treated iron.
The workmanship and material is guaranteed free of all defects when shipped from
factory.

The New Zenith Super Portable
l E
new Zenith Super -Portable is a
six-tube radio set complete with tubes,
"A" batteries, "B" batteries, loud speaker
and loop antenna, entirely self -contained.
It is fitted into a small, beautifully finished
most compact set giving
traveling case
clarity, quality, volume and distance.
In the case are included all the essentials
of an efficient six-tube receiver employing
three stages of transformer-coupled radio
frequency. a detector, and two stages of
T1

-a

tube sets, as its micrometer rod allows the
necessary adjustments for reflex circuits.
Only one % inch hole in the panel is required for mounting. There is a solder
connection to front terminal lug while the
other connection is made to a binding post
in the rear.

The variotector is equipped with a lock
nut permitting permanent adjustment of the
cat whisker with maximum audibility. It
is very rugged in construction and will last
indefinitely. The gold cat whisker provides
two non -corrosive non -vibrating contacts.
These various features, combined together
with ease of mounting on the panel and
simplicity of construction recommend the
variotector for reflex work.

K -E Phonograph

Unit

ASPECIAL phonograph unit is now bemg made by the Kirkman Engineering
Corporation of New York City, manufacturers of the K -E Loud Speaker.

sents a further perfecting of this principle,
especially the new magnetically balanced
armature, the improved type of diaphragm
supported by hollow rubber gaskets, and an
extremely high resistance winding which
makes M4 unusually sensitive.
It is said that by eliminating moving parts,
joints and other mechanical connections, the
semi-dynamic operating principle makes
possible a consistently higher quality of
musical tone than any other instrument not
requiring a battery for its operation.
Some of the other important features incorporated in the semi -dynamic mechanism
are a special large permanent magnet obviating use of field battery; a sound chamber designed on true acoustic principles, and
a correct balance between size of diaphragm
and vibrating air column in horn -this last
being the factor which insures reproduction
in high pitch. In the design of this model,
much attention has been given to the matter
of finish and general appearance. A new
and very beautiful effect has been obtained
by a gold trim applied in contrast with the
dark blue enamel of the curvex horn and
:

base.

audio frequency. The set is dry -cell operA loop antenna is permanently
ated.
mounted inside the case, and the three conA rheostat for regulating the
trols
battery current; (2) Tuning control for
selecting stations; (3) Volume control
are mounted close to the handle in three
recessed dials.
The Zenith Super - Portable weighs only
twenty -four pounds and may be carried
about like an ordinary small suit -case.
No external aerial is required for operating the Zenith Super- Portable, nor is it
necessary to open the case. The set is operated by means of two controls, both on

-(I)

-

This Phonograph Unit -like the Loud
Speaker -incorporates the unique K -E flinch diaphragm. The 4 -inch diaphragm is
the secret of the clearness with which the
K -E Loud Speaker, and now the Phonograph Unit, deliver their great volume.
A control knob on the back permits the
volume to be increased or diminished by a
twist of the wrist. The terminals of the
standard length phone cord are completely
enclosed.
Probably the most important feature of
the K -E Phonograph Unit is that it will
fit all makes of phonographs
This point
will make the economy of a phono- attachment available for the thousands of radio
enthusiasts possessing phonographs which
cannot be fitted with ordinary attachments.
!

The Magnavox line of radis reproducers,
by this addition, now includes models of
both the electro- dynamic and semi -dynamic
types-R3 and R2 electro- dynamic, and Ml
and M4 semi -dynamic -prices ranging from
$25.00 to $50.00. It is possible to select
from these four Magnavox models a reproducer perfectly adapted for use with any
type of receiving set.

Carter Portable Jack
THE Carter Radio Company has developed a portable jack for head phone and
loud speaker and extension cord. It permits

MEW

the loud speaker or phones to be extended
to an adjoining room or porch. It has been
found of great convenience in camping and
touring. The cord may be attached to the
set with a plug or to the binding posts. The
portable jack will accommodate any standard radio plug.

INFORMATION DESK
CONDUCTED BY R. A. BRADLEY
Due to the great volume of correspondence which this department entails we are forced to remind
our readers on the following points:
Be sure to enclose a self -addressed stamped envelope with your letter. Make your questions
clear and concise. If you wish information on
your set please enclose s, rough sketch or hook -up if possible. Do not ask us to make comparisons
between different makes of apparatus or sets.

F. J. Perce, Allentown. Pa. -1 have been
told that a tuning chart will aid me in finding distant stations. Will you please tell me
how to make one of these?
A tuning chart or curve can be easily
made by the owner of a radio set and is of
great assistance in finding stations when
only the wave length of the stations is
known.
A sheet of cross -section paper
divided into 10 sections to the inch should
be secured and arranged as shown in figure
1. As you see, this is marked on one axis
with numbers ranging from 0 to 100 by
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and the leads short the chances are that the
dial readings on at least two of them are
the same and one graph can be used for the
two of them. Of course this curve cannot
be strictly accurate because broadcasting
stations as a rule do not adhere to the licensed wavelength which they have been assigned. For instance there is one station
in New York City licensed to operate on
360 meters and on a precision wave meter
this station was found to vary from 358 to
366 meters in a month's time.
Stations
KDKA and WGY maintain their constant
transmitting wave at all times, varying less
than 2 per cent.

1

Mr. Joseph Schenckel, Hasbrouck Heights.
N. J., asks. -What is meant by the mutual
conductance of a tube? Also what effect
has it on the operation of a tube?
The mutual conductance of a tube is the
rate at which the plate current changes with
respect to the grid voltage. In other words
the mutual conductance is the slope of the
plate current grid voltage curve. In figures
3 and 4 we have two such curves for two
different tubes. It will be seen in figure 3

.1/r. S. E. Murdock, Washington, D. C.have been using a three honeycomb coil

detector and two -stage amplifier with much
.satisfaction, but after reading the June issue of THE WIRELESS AGE, page 64, I
thought that it was a good plan to re -build
my set using one stage of radio frequency.
I would like to have a diagram showing
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This represents degrees on the dial
of your wavelength control, whatever it
may be, a variometer or a variable condenser. The numbers on the other axis represent the wavelength range. Now in order
to make the curve you must plot a few
points to begin with of the stations which
you receive readily and whose wavelengths
are known. There should be four or five
stations plotted at least. After you have
found the points on the graph for these
stations draw a smooth curve through the
various points. If this curve is carefully
drawn it will be quite accurate enough to
be of valuable assistance to you in tuning in stations which you have not heard
before. On a tuned radio frequency set
having two or three wavelength control
dials it will be necessary sometimes to make
three separate graphs, one for each dial.
On the other hand if the set is well made
10's.

Grid Voltage

Figure 3
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figure 2
how I may switch off the radio frequency
tube when receiving local stations.
The switching arrangement is shown in
figure 2. This incorporates an anti -capacity
switch, three -pole, double throw. When the
switch is thrown to the radio frequency side
the filament of the radio frequency tube is
lit and a primary honeycomb coil is connected to the plate and "B" battery of the
radio frequency tube. When the switch is
thrown the other way the filament on the
radio frequency tube is turned out and the
primary coil connected to the aerial and
ground.

-I

Mr. T. P. Vaughan, Alexandria, Va.
am very much interested in the article by
R. B. Bourne in the May issue of THE
WIRELESS AGE on short wave reception.
What is the tube voltage and the audio
frequency transformer ratio?
This receiver used a UV -200 as a detector
which of course takes five volts at one ampere. A 201 -A will probably work as well
in this connection. The ratio of the audio
frequency transformer was 10 to 1.
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Grid Voltage

Figure 4
that for very slight changes in grid voltage
on the steep part of this curve there are very
great changes made in the plate current
and consequently a loud signal is produced
in the phones. In figure 4 we have a curve
of another tube whose amplification factor
is much lower and the slope of the curve
is much more gradual.
Let us now impress a grid voltage varying from three
volts minus to four minus and see what we
get in changes of plate current. You will
note that the changes in plate current in
this tube compared with the changes in the
other tube are very small. In other words,
the first tube had a higher amplification factor or mutual conductance than the second
tube. The first curve closely resembles that
of the UV -201A or 301A. The second is an
approximate curve of the WR21A.
(Continued on page 77)

Afloat and Ashore With the

Operators
(Continued from page 59)

Being at the point of exhaustion he
was about to go to the adjourning
sleeping room when he thought it best
to remain in the room near his apparatus. He was napping but a few minutes when awakened by a crash. The
bow of a steel life boat had smashed
into the sleeping quarters and struck
the bunk on which he would have laid.

The antenna carried away twice and

each time Barry assisted in reconstructing it. There was eleven feet of
water in the hold and the seas were so
high it was impossible for other ships
to approach and effect a rescue. The
vessel finally made St. George, Bermuda.
*

DWIGHT

*

*

HOWLAND

passed

HENRY T. MUNROE, an operator

running out of Boston, gained recognition in 1918, when the S.S. Currier ran aground and stuck fast six
days and twenty hours, during which
Munroe worked incessantly. After
the third day the provisions became
exhausted, adding to the discomforts.
Just previous to the accident Munroe received an SOS call from another
ship and later after sending his own
SOS received two more; one from a
ship in distress off New York an another from a ship on fire off Maine.
The Currier was one of four ships in
trouble that night.
*

*

*

Few know that Edwin A. Nicholas,
who was recently promoted from the
post of superintendent of the Great
Lakes Division of the Radio Corporation of America, to assistant to the
general manager, once played the role
of hero. In January, 1916, his ship the
M. and B. No. 1, was caught in an ice
jam on the lakes. Although a large
cake of ice smashed into his room it
did not prevent him from using the

through a thrilling experience
during which he proved his bravery
when the Moreni sank after a twohour fight with a submarine on June key.
12, 1917. Throughout the fight How*
*
land continued his radio communicarunning
McCENEY,
L.
HERBERT
tions until a shot through the radio
between New York and France
cabin knocked the chair from under
is often referred to
him and blew the phones off his head. on the Englatine,
the
hero
of
as
the
his
face,
about
This caused wounds
hands and legs and happened a few sinking of the Lake
minutes before the fatal shot which Frampton, a vessel
was rammed
sank the ship. Howland was obliged which
by the
to jump into the sea and swim a long and sunk early in
S.S.
Comus
made
He
was
then
distance to a boat.
Mc1920.
a prisoner of war by the submarine, July,
Ceney owes his life
but later released.
to the fact that he
His junior operator, James J. Cur- was a good swimran lost his life. Howland at the time mer. He had lost
was nineteen years old and upon his his life belt and the
return to America further showed his boats had cleared by the time he was
bravery by immediately shipping on ready. It was necessary to run down
another vessel for the war zone.
the side of the vessel, already laying
*

*

*

HARVEY

R. BUTT, who recently
became district manager of the
Radio Corporation's Norfolk office,
was operator on the

S.S.

Alamance

when that vessel
sank

February

5,

1918. After a torpedo struck the vessel Butt
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reported

to the captain who

informed him there

was no need of

sending out a call
as another ship was
then in sight. He stood ready, however, to stick should there be work for
him to do. Later from the deck of
the rescuing ship he witnessed his own
vessel stand up on her end with the
stern under water, pose a minute then
drop quickly from view carrying along
his clothes and effects.

over, and swim fast to get away from
the suction. He was picked up on the
opposite side of the Cornus and for
some time was thought missing.

Information Desk
(Continued from page 76)
Mr. Jacob Anderson. Los Angeles, Cali fornia. -Will you please tell me how a resistance coupled amplifier works? It is apparent to us B.C.L.'s how a transformer will
step up a given voltage. But the resistance
amplifier is a mystery.
First of all in a resistance coupled amplifier there is a resistance of about 100,000
ohms placed in the plate circuit of the first
tube. The variation of the plate current
flowing through this resistance causes a
variable voltage drop across it, which is
impressed on the grid of the next tube, by
means of the coupling condenser which may
be .002 mfd. or thereabouts. This coupling
condenser serves to prevent the grid of the
next tube from operating at the normal
D.C. positive plate voltage and permits its
operating at the most favorable point on

its own characteristic curve. This is the
second tube we are speaking of now. Then

to prevent this condenser from assuming
too much of a charge and "blocking" we
insert between the grid of the second tube
and the filament an ordinary grid leak. This
grid leak allows part of the charge to leak
off so much at a time and prevents the
"blocking" of the tube. In a resistance
coupled amplifier the plate voltage required
is generally much higher than that of a
transformer coupled amplifier. This will be
at once seen when one stops to consider the
resistance inserted between the source of
supply and the plate. A resistance coupled
amplifier when working properly is absolutely distortion proof and forms an ideal
amplifier. Resistance coupled amplifiers are
treated very thoroughly in Mr. Frank's article on Amplifiers running in this and the
two preceding numbers.

-I

am writing you to
Mr. S. H. Newell.
find out what the characteristic curve and
amplification curve of a tube mean. I have
seen this repeatedly in radio magazines and
no attempt to explain it has been given.
We refer you to the answer to J. An-

derson's question.

Ernest A. Reynolds, Monroeville, Inthere any device which can be
diana.
substituted for my "A" and "B" battery
which will eliminate the trouble of purchasing new ones and having them recharged?
Such a device was presented recently at
a luncheon of radio editors at the Hotel
Pennsylvania by the Sabin Electrical Products Corp. of Jersey City, N. J. This instrument incorporates both "A" and "B" batteries. A model is also made for just the
"A" batteries. This consists of a thermocouple device which includes the transformation of electrical energy supplied by your
house mains into heat then the transfer of
heat to another thermo element which in
turn produces the six volts or the 45 to 90
as may be required. At the tests where the
instrument was used with alternating current there was absolutely no hum noticeable
when used with a sensitive radio frequency
set. The substitution was made of dry cells
for the thermo instrument and no change
was observed in the character of the signals nor their audibility. Further information on this instrument may be obtained
from the above manufacturer.

-Is

Rafael Bordenave, Havana, Cuba.-Some
of the intermediate frequency transformers
now on the market are sharply tuned to
3,000 meters, others to 6,000, others to 8,500
and some to 10,000 meters. Some of these
have air core, others iron core. Which is
the most efficient type to use for my purposes?
The 10,000 meter iron core shielded will
probably be found best for your purposes.
The shielded type permits closer mounting
than the unshielded and provides a more
stable amplifier. The higher you go in
wavelength, the lower you go in frequency
and the lower the frequency the greater the
amplification. The input transformer or
filter can be made by using two 1,500 -turn
honeycomb coils with their windings
shunted by .0005 fixed micadon condensers.
These two honeycomb coils should be
mounted three or four inches apart and this
distance made greater if the set tunes too
broadly.
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"Type `P'
P h u s i fo r m e r Possibilities"
ei/ Special Booklet
56 PAGES -filled with successful hook-ups

with lists of parts and necessary directions. The
more important circuits are covered by step -bystep assembling instructions, photos showing all
views, panel and baseboard layout -all in clearest detail.

Experimenters
and
Beginners

Set Owners

get the booklet and see how
adding Pathé Type "P"
l'husiforuters will give your set greater distance and
increased power.

Send the Coupon
Today
The l'husiformer booklet will be sent immediately upon receipt of remittance.

Pathé Phonograph and Radio Corporation
Brooklyn, N. Y.

PATHS PHONOGRAPH AND RADIO CORPORATION

I

34 Grand Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
enclose 50c (Stamps, coin or Money Order) for one copy of Pathé

"Type 'P' Phusiformer Possibilities."
Name

Street
City

Mr. A. Zumwalt, Durant, Oklahoma.-In
your May issue of THE WIRELESS AGE
you showed a new superdyne. I would like
to know where I can get complete blue prints
of this circuit and where the curkoid coils
are manufactured.
The blue prints for this circuit may be
obtained from the C. D. Tuska Co., Hartford, Conn., together with parts. The cur koids may be obtained from the Rieger Research Laboratories, 100 Charles Street, New
York City.

-Is

J. E. Eckles.
there any way of determining what the proper charging rate of a
storage battery is when used for lighting a
UV-200 and 2 UV-201A's' My battery is
a 3LxL9..
There is no particular way of determining just what your charging rate should
be and most makes of chargers on the market today do not have a variable charging
rate. The type of battery which you have
has a 100 ampere-hour capacity and its manufacturers recommend that it be charged at
six amperes until nearly up to charge and
then reduced to three amperes. The slower
the charge the better for the battery. Be
sure that your battery is filled with water
before starting the charge. A very good
charging arrangement was shown in Mr.
Ward's article in the May issue of THE
WIRELESS AGE.

The Phusiformer booklet shows you easy construction of circuits from simple crystal hook -ups to
the Pathé "Minute Man" 5 -tube Receiving Set, so
famous for its wonderful clarity of tone. Using
Pathé Type "P" Phusiformers throughout the experimenter can build various circuits without added
expense.

34 Grand Avenue

JULY, 1924

State

H. M. ;Nestor(, Dayton, Ohio. -In accordance with the article in the February
issue of THE WIRELESS AGE I made
up one of your three-tube sets, one stage of
tuned radio frequency crystal detector and
two stages of audio frequency. I cannot
make the set oscillate and the tuning is very
broad.
The reason the set will not oscillate is
that the crystal detector is not doing its
share of the work. As we outlined in the
May issue a good adjustable crystal is superior in this particular case to a fixed one.
The fixed ones at best are none too good
for this purpose, and a rough surface mineral will in general be more satisfactory than
a smooth one. The reason your set tunes
so broadly is the fact that your radio frequency tube is doing the detecting instead
of your crystal and since it is not functioning as it should what results you have obtained have been obtained in spite of your
set and not because of it.

J. E. Taylor, Columbus, Ohio.-In experimenting with different radio sets, I have
had occasion to wind numerous coils of inductance. I would like to know if there is
any given ratio between the number of turns
or the length of the winding and the diameter. It seems to me that a certain ratio
should be the most efficient.
This ratio as given by Professor More croft is as follows : The maximum inductance for a given length of wire is had
when the diameter is 2.45 times the length
of the coil. This represents the ideal inductance, but can be varied to an appreciable extent without a serious loss in efficiency. An example of the above formula
is as follows: a coil of wire 5 inches in
diameter would have the maximum inductance if it was wound in a space 2 inches
long or 5 inches equals 2.45x2 inches.
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Transradio
(Continued from page 29)

FALE

which

forks halfway along, twelve
pairs going to Villa Elisa and six to
Monte Grande. In the central office,
in the midst of the rococo- fronted bank
and office buildings of Buenos Aires
are situated the controls that launch
into space the 500 kilowatts from the
transmitter, and here too the speeding
wave - fronts from Europe and North
America finally reach; their journey's
end. According to conditions, both
head -phones and automatic ink- receivers are used for reception. All northbound traffic is sent by means of perforators and automatic transmitters.
The tumult and the shouting connected with the first few months of
service have died away, and throughout
Transradio things have settled down
to normalcy in the economic, efficient
and accurate handling of commercial
traffic. Obstacles still exist, it is true
-many of them-but the personnel
from the highest to the lowest are already possessed of that esprit bred of
having accomplished things, and its existence always means that still greater
progress lies just ahead. Argentina,
the first South American country to
establish high -power commercial service, has her hat in the ring, and it is
there to stay.

Transformers and
Variable Condensers

FADA

Variable
Condensers
No. 142 -A (15 plates
.0003 mfd), $3.00
No. 144 -A (23 plates
.0005 mfd), $3.50

FADA
Audio

Frequency
Transformer
No. 171 -A, $6.00

More volume -finer tuning
POOR condensers absorb radio power -that cuts
down volume. Poor condensers add resistance
-that broadens tuning. You can sharpen your
tuning, increase selectivity and get greater volume with the new FADA "low- loss" variable condensers. Use them. The low power factor and
low equivalent series resistance prove their superiority. FADA "low-loss" condensers are more
efficient than many of the so- called precision
condensers and have a capacity ratio of 40 to 1
as compared with 30 to 1 which is usually encountered. Two sizes -No. 142 -A (15 -plate .0003
mfd) at $3.00 and No. 144 -A (23 -plate .0005 mfd)
at $3.50.

Performs as well as it looks
The new FADA Audio Frequency Transformer
is encased in bakelite with nickeled binding
posts and soldering lugs. It looks "quality" all
over. And it performs up to its appearance. It
has a high average amplification over all the
broadcasting wave -bands and reproduces voice
and music with a volume and tonal fidelity that
is surprising. A wonderful addition to the audio
frequency stages of Neutrodyne receivers and
equally efficient in other types. This new transformer, No. 171 -A, is made possible by correct
FADA engineering principles and by uniform
production methods. Ratio 4 to 1. Price $6.00.
Ask your dealer for FADA Trans-

formers and Variable Condensers

NT`

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC., 1581 Jerome Avenue, New York

áöp

Scouts Who Have Made Good
in Radio
(Continued from page 25)

heard radio- equipped airplanes racing
toward Norfolk and exchanging messages with the Naval Air Station at
Anacostia.
The following winter he was once
more the operator at the scout camp,
this time at Cold Spring. Again his
receiving outfit was the only means of
securing up -to -date news. Using a
vacuum tube receiver, he copied the
amateur broadcasts, and the national
office could reach him with broadcasts
transmitted by NAH, the Navy station
at New York, which has been transmitting official scout messages for a
number of years. The weather reports
that he received and posted were of
considerable value to the winter campers.
In July, 1922, Barry went with
Manhattan Troop 503 to their summer
camp at Redding, Connecticut. He
was in charge of the camp. He carried
a radio set with a two-stage amplifier.
Every night he copied such information from Government stations as was
of value to the people of the community, and every morning he sent an orderly to post the weather report and
other items in the village post -office. It
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RATHBUN
SUPERIOR CONDENSERS
"Extremely Low Losses"
Tests by "Lefax' and other recogreport losses in
"negligible."
Rathbun Condensers
Mechanically and electrically as perfect as fine engineering can make
them. See these Rathbun "points of
superiority" -single hole mounting,
self -wiping contacts, anchored stator
plates, non -magnetic materials and
other advantages.
Write for Literature TODAY
nized laboratories

RAT HBUN
Manufacturing
Company, Inc.
JAMESTOWN
NEW YORK

The Mirror
of the

Broadcasting Studio
This

SUPER
TRANSFORMER
(audio frequency)

trademark is on all
genuine RA-

DION Panels.
pa

RADÌÓÑ, .°..rr
MaA,7

Accept no
substitutes.
21
Stock

Tás

Sizes.

pG9BEIC0.NY.

At all

dealers.
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RADIO

AMERICAN HARO RUBBER CO.. II Mercer St., N. V.

Radio
"Applause Cards

TroRf.MRso
'

i

"

Learn the Codeat Home with the Omnigraph

"

11, rlrnnryratlr .tt :1

DEALER'S.
were originated by this
( "Applause Cards
Company, makers of the popular Dictogrand
Loud Speaker and the Aristocrat Dictograph
Headset. The only "Applause Cards' are
Dictograph Copyrighted "Applause Cards"*.)
A big FREE package of them awaits you
at your dealer's. Or, if he has not yet
stocked, we will send you a large packprepaid direct
age of "Applause Cards
to you, providing you will furnish us
with your dealer's name. Dept. F -7.

OMNIGRAPH

you both the
In your awn

-

Automatic Transmitter sill
wireless and Morse codes

minute.
sages, at any speed. from 5 to 50 words
THE OMNIGRAPH is not an experiment. For
more than 15 years It has been sold all over the
world with a money back guarantee. THE OMNIGRAPH Is used by several Depts. of the U. S.
Govt.
fact. the Dept. of Commerce uses THE
OMNIGRAPH to test all applicants applying for
a
Radio license. THE OMNIGRAPH has been

-In

successfully adapted by the leading Universities.
Colleges and Radio Schools.
Send fer FREE Catalog **albino three models.
DO

IT TODAY.

THE ONNIGRAPH

1613

New York City

Hudson St.

MFG. CO.
New York City

If you own a Radio Phone set and don't know the Cede -you are missing most of the fun

'Copy righted
When

teach

Mme-- qulekly. easily and Inexpensively. Connected with Buzser. Buzzer and
Phone or Sounder. it will send you unlimited mes-

DICTOGRAPH
PRODUCTS CORPORATION
West 42nd Street

THE

right

"

220

Chicago, Ill.

Huron and Kingsbury Streets

Station 1V -J.Z signing off. If you
have enjoyed the artists' program, won't
you write in and tell them.'
By all means! Quickly and easily with"Applause Cards"*. They're handsomely printed
mailing cards. All ready for you to fill in with
the mail box.
your comments, sign, and drop in receiving
set.
Keep a pack of them near your
liberally be.
You can use "Applause Cards
RADIO
YOUR
AT
FREE
are
they
cause

a

*

-
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*

The Super Transformer is indeed the mirror of the Broadcasting Studio. It
was designed with one primal aim -perfect reproduction. It has the same function in a radio set that the reproducer has on your phonograph. Install a pair
it will take you but a few minutes -and you will marvel at the rich musical
quality obtained.
Kennedy, Zenith, Radiodyne and many other leading set manufacturers use the
Thordarson Super Transformer in their apparatus. That's irrefutable proof of
Thordarson superiority.

ti,pr,-rt
Panels, Dials, Sockets, Knobs, Insulators
T

"Why, Charles, that musical reproduction is perfect.

Can that be our old set? It looks the same but how
different it sounds. We were never able to get such
perfect music before. It seems as though the artists
were right here in the room. What have you done ?"
"Simplest thing in the world, Mary. The boys at the office have been talking
Thordarson Amplifying Transformers so hard that I decided to install them in
place of my old ones. I see now that it was a wise move."
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JEFFERSON

TRANSFORMERS

Pioneers
The trail blazers through their
untiring efforts are always the
pioneers of Industry.
The present day perfection of
Radio Transformers is due in no
small measure to the faithful and
persistent efforts of Jefferson
Engineers who designed and experimented with Audio Amplifiers long before Radio reached
its present day popularity.
TRANSFORMER SPECIALISTS
These extra years of experience are
reflected in the quality and performance of Jefferson Transformers.

The name Jefferson is associated by both
professional and amateur Radioists as regards Radio. Intermediate and Audio
frequency Amplification with extremely
high quality.
The installation of Jefferson transformers in your set will assure you of a quality
of Reception that is unparalleled. There's
a Jefferson Transformer for every circuit.
Send for our latest Bulletin "Putting Quality Into Radio."
The naine Jefferson is known wherever Transformers are

used.

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

431 SO.

GREEN ST.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MANUFACTURERS OF
RADIO TRANSFORMERS
JUMP SPARK AND MAKE
BELL RINGING TRANSAND BREAK COILS
FORMERS
TOY TRANSFORMERS
SIGN LIGHTING TRANSAUTO TRANSFORMERS
FORMERS
FURNACE AND OIL BURNAUTOMOBILE IGNITION
ER TRANSFORMERS
COILS
TESTING INSTRUMENTS

GOOD INSTRUCTION IN A SHORT TIME
can only be given in a completely equipped laboratory under
expert instructors. We have both. Correspondence and Resi-

dent Courses.

Write for illustrated booklet.

Y. M. C. A.

Radio Institute

149 East 86th Street
\When

New York
writing to advertisers
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happened that the weather for the two
weeks was almost exactly what the
forecasts predicted, and Barry was
soon considered a wizard at radio.
After having progressed through the
various degrees of scoutcraft, Barry
became a scoutmaster.
His scouts,
naturally, became interested in radio.
Nine of them in one year made their
own receiving sets, and four of the sets
were good tube outfits. Several meetings were held for special instruction
in radio. When they went on a hike
they always carried one receiver, at
least, and by stringing an aerial from
a tree they kept in touch with the
world.
One member of the troop is now an
operator at WBZ, the big Westinghouse broadcasting station at Springfield, Massachusetts. Another made
an extended trip to Europe, where he
was saluted and greeted by scouts and
scout officials in many countries. He
reported that even the shopkeepers
recognized the scout badge and respected it. Still another of Barry's
scouts worked his way on a ship to
Sweden, the birthplace of his parents,
and from there made a tour of Europe
alone.
Last year Scoutmaster Barry took
unto himself a wife. Of course, he
married the nicest girl in the world,
for all such a good scout has to do is
to have the line form on the right and
take his choice. Under similar conditions some scout officials have found
less and less time for scouring; but
Mrs. Barry is too good a scout herself
to deprive her husband's scouts of his
leadership. Instead, she pitches in and
works as hard as any assistant scoutmaster.
Beside attending to business and
keeping the scout work going, Barry
keeps up with the correspondence
courses conducted by the Army for its
officers. He received 86% in the examination in administration and 100%
on organization of the Army. He is
in command of the 2d Platoon, Company I, 307th Infantry, 77th Division.
Aside from an armful of merit
badges, Scoutmaster Barry now has a
ten -year veteran's badge; but this is
what he says:
"It seems a long time since I first
passed my tenderfoot test. As I look
back on it, I think I cared more for
that badge than I did for almost all
the rest."
But suppose Scout Barry had
stopped after he had won his tenderfoot badge. Would there have been as
much pleasure in looking back after
ten years and realizing that he had
made no further progress in all that

time?
What are you, who read this account
of a remarkable scout career, going to
look back at ten years from now?
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Licensed by Independent

Radio
Inc.,

Manufacturers,

under

Hazeltine

Nos.

1,450,080

Patent

It's Capacity that Counts!
Good condensers are designed according to
microfarads, not number of plates alone.
U. S. Tool Condensers are designed for
correct capacity.

5

I

dated March 27, 1923,
and 1,489,228, dated

April
patents

1,

1924.

Other

pending.

5

100% GUARANTEED
End Plates of CELORON

Superheterodyne
Inverse Duplex
Superdyne and
Four Circuit Tuner Circuits

FOR

Condensers of recommended capacity for
all known circuits are also carried in stock
by leading radio retailers.
write for booklet

U. S. TOOL COMPANY, Inc.
113 Mechanic St.

Newark, N. J.. U. S. A.

¶Jfie

Eagle

BalancedNeutrodyne
"'King Of The Air"

l

THE skill and painstaking care maintained provide a balance comparable,

figuratively, with the poise of the soaring eagle. Demands upon quantity production are forgotten in the untiring effort to provide the perfect
'balance of tube capacities that has made the Eagle the peer of Neutrodynes.
Eagle Neutrodyne cannot reradiate nor regenerate. Its remarkable ease of
operation makes certain the reception of any station, once logged. As wonderful in simplicity as the phonograph ; more wonderful in its volume -clear,
loud, actual in tone.
QUALITY FIRST characterizes the Eagle -and prompts the unreserved
guarantee.
We Soar Above

EAGLE RADIO COMPANY
II. M,tal for velum,'
und for distance. Ask
your dealer.
B -METAL REFINING CO.
10th 110a

NEWARK, N. J.

24 BOYDEN PLACE

------

----------------------

t
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525 Woodward Ave.,

Detroit. Mich.

GiveYour Loud Speaker
To the Ash Man
I en

The Rhamstine Needlephone has made the conventional
loud speaker as out of date as a single circuit blooper.
It sets a new standard, which no radio loud speaker has
been able to meet.
cause.
It eliminates mechanical noises by removing the sounds.
It has no diaphragm, so cannot produce metallic
Its limitations are only those of your receiving set.

tUnot
AL

Utilizes Phonograph Perfection

21NSULAItn
M
uSir,G

Everyone recognizes the Perfection of the present day
phonograph as an amplifier. The correctly proportioned
tone -arm, the wood tone chamber contribute to this; but
the greatest single factor is the mica reproducer.
Only the Rhamstine Needlephone can bring the clarity,
mellowness and cello -like beauty of tone of the phonograph to the radio, because it alone uses the phonograph
reproducer.
nothIt is not an attachment -not an adapter. There is shows
ing to change on your phonograph. The illustration
For any phonograph except Edison
how it operates.
without Victor attachment.

3°''t`L;G:
4sASl

tASILy
M,aOVLD 101k

nnKl.GtlSTta

5

tíGiClÓSfD

Best Crysta
EverDerigned.

Complete
with Cord
RHAMSTINE0`

$10

FRESHMAN
aLbaal
for panel or base u.
fur
complete
Freshman Super-Crystal with
$OCNon- Metallic Housing
At your dealer's or send purchase price
and you will be supplied postpaid
FREE! Write for building plans and hook -ups of
Super-Heterodyne, Reflex, and other popular circuits. Ask for list L -113.
Double
lector

aias. Freshman E;Inc.

`moo Condenser
106 Seventh Avenue

Back

New York City

Needlephone

Money -Back Guarantee

Don't take anyone's word for it. Try it out. Test it
beside the loud speaker you think best. Compare tone
volume, convenience, with any loud speaker at any price.
See for yourself bow much noise the diaphragm is to
blame for.
You take no risk. If it isn't all -and more -than claimed,
return it. Your money will be cheerfully refunded. Don't
be content with less than Needlephone perfection. Send

Transfers the electrical energy of your radio into vithe coupon today.
brations which, through the
phonograph needle, are trans - w
mitted to the reproducer of
J. THOS. RHAMSTINE*
your phonograph. It makes
504 E. Woodbridge, Detroit, Michigan
your phonograph the world's
finest loud speaker.
Send me the Needlephone. I'll pay the postman $10 upon
as
The same high quality
its arrival. It is distinctly understood I may return it if
Transformers.
Rhamstine
I desire, within 5 days and receive a refund in full.
Victophone and Electric Soldering Iron.
Name
If your dealer hasn't Rhamatine Products. send for de- Address
tails and prices.
Radio and Electrical Products.
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The Wireless Age Portable
its'n it wonderful dayiavor can tune in sonieely.
'CM, no..7Áere is nofiiiny cornplicaferl in it Cnyone can
tWone control makes it so easy.'

Bristol
Single Control
Radio Receiver

AUDIOPHONE
Loud Speaker

Reflex

d ¡E.

Complicated combinations are eliminated when
tuning in with Bristol Single Control Radio Receiver
-every station is on the one dial. It gives the joya
of radio with technicalities left out.
The well -known Grimes Inverse Duplex System
(non -reradiating) is utilized in this Receiving Set.
Because of the reflex, only four tubes are required
to give power equivalent to six. The price, without accessories, $ 190.00.
You forget the radio equipment when listening thru
the Audiophone Loud Speaker. The tone is full.
clear and pleasing. It gives a true reproduction of
the original. Made in three models- Senior $30.00.
Junior $22.50, and Baby $12.50.
Ask for Bulletins Nos. 3014 and 3015 -V.
Made and Sold by

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
WATERBURY

CONNECTICUT

Built up to a high standard, not down to a low price

CARTER Portable Jack
Just the thing to use for extending the loud speaker into
the hall, onto the porch or
out into the garden, without
moving the set. Takes any
standard plug.

Portable Jack $1.50
t

1

t

l

Carter
Radio
Co.
1602
BUILDING
REPUBLIC

,alite' Nvw;hrvut

ANY DEALER CAN SUPPLY
Renen

CHICAGO

(contnued fruit¡

(Continued on page 90)

Antennas and Grounds
(Continued from page 52)

The grounding conductor may be
run either inside or outside the building. The protective grounding conductor and ground, installed as prescribed
in the preceding paragraphs may be
used as the operating ground. It is
recommended that in this case the operating grounding conductor be
nected to the ground terminal of conthe
protective device.
If desired, a separate operating
grounding connection and ground n,ay
be used, the grounding conductor being
either bare or provided with an insulating covering.

WIRING

Wires inside buildings shall be securely fastened in a workmanlike manner and shall not come nearer than 2
inches to any electric light or power
wire not in conduit unless separated
therefrom by some continuous and
firmly fixed non- conductor, such as
porcelain tubes or approved flexible
tubing, making a permanent separation.
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as near to where you wish the set to be
placed as possible, and run the other
end in the direction away from which
you wish to receive the most stations.
That is if you are located on Long
Island and wish to receive the New
York stations you will erect the antenna so that its free end is pointed
east and the set is located on the west
end. This will give your antenna a
westerly direction effect and will prove
most efficient in that direction. When
you are ready to pack up and come
home, simply wind the wire back on
the spool and it will not take up more
than the space of a kodak in your suitcase.
It is altogether impractical to use
an immense loud speaker for use
with this set. In the first place they
are in general, awkward to handle and
will not pack well. The best we have
found in this line is a single sensitive
phone unit in connection with an ordinary 10 -inch by 12 -inch hand megaphone such as the one we used to use
when we saw a 60 -yard run for a
touch -down, through a broken field.
We fastened the phone unit onto the
mouth piece of the megaphone with
friction tape. It will be found that a
few turns of this tape will hold the instrument together surprisingly well.
Of course as it stands now it has no
support and is not very efficient. A
broom handle stuck upright into the
ground near the camp will fill the bill
great. Use some more of the friction

ut.
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"IT'S

NO MORE

UP"

A FRAME

CAST ALUMINUM FRAMES

CABINETS

FOR YOUR RADIO SET
MAKE IT RIGID and STRONG

JUST APPLY
FLAT MAHOGANY OR PLATE
GLASS COVERS
TO THE NEW

CIRCUITS
WIRES

NOSHORT
BROKEN

WARPING
NO SPRINGING
Guglielmo Marconi, as he appears today.
Signor Marconi is Honorary Chairman
of the Radio Institute of America

Train for the big

Quinby
Radio Frames
(PATENT APPLIED FOR)
SIZE "A" for panels 7" high, each

Jobs in Radio
There are big radio jobs waiting. Over 6,000 operators

$1.00

SIZE "B" for panels 5" high, each 1.00
SIZE "C" for panels 7" high, each 1.00
(SIZE "K" for inclined panel sets, inquire)

have already graduated

from the Radio Institute of
America. But the radio industry is just in its infancy.
There are more demands for

QUINBY RADIO FRAME CORP.
Subway Building
587

West 181st Street

operators than there are

New York

NEW COPIES for OLD
If you have the January, February, March,
April, August, October, 1923, copies of THE
WIRELESS AGE send them to us and we
will extend your subscription one month

for each issue.
DEPT. "M"

THE WIRELESS AGE

NEW YORK CITY

326 BROADWAY

trained men to meet the demand.
Conducted by the Radio Core
poration of America, the
Radio Institute offers the
soundest instruction and the
most logical means of employment after graduation.
Write for information concerning our classes.

Home Study Courses
Conducted from New York City.
Full instruction for those who
cannot attend the San Francisco
resident school.
A, Complete Home Study Course.
From beginnings of magnetism
through code and commercial
practice. Prepares you for U. S.
operator's license.
Home Study Course.
B. Advancedadvanced
radio student
For the
and experienced amateur. SpecI.
C. W., teleializes in C. W.,
phone and radio measurements.
Send the coupon for full information

of America
Institute
Radio(formerly
Marconi Institute)
Established 1909

Western District Resident School
New Call Bldg., New MontgometySt.

San Francisco, Cal.

McQUISTON Co.
J. C.Director
of Westinghouse

Advertising

-

says
"More people listen in to religious services than
to any other feature on the radio program."
You can reach this market through
:

CHRISTIAN HERALD

HOME STUDY DIVISION
326 Broadway, New York City
Indicate by a cross X the course you are interested in
Radio Institute of America,
326 Broadway, New York
Please send me full information about
radio opportunities today, and your
COMPLETE RADIO COURSE
ADVANCED RADIO COURSE
Name
Address
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Sound
(Continued front page 35)

.

so great as to cause pain in the ear.
This is also shown in the upper curve
of the accompanying figure, 4, and is
is

Baldwin and Bakelite

The clear tone of this popular headset, made by Nathaniel Baldwin,
Inc., of Salt Lake City, has been developed by careful experimentation
in every phase of its manufacture,
from the selection of raw materials
to the final testing of the completed
instrument.

under varying atmospheric conditions, Bakelite shows no signs of
deterioration. Its color does not
fade and its fine finish is impervious to oils, acids and moisture.

"The Material of a Thousand Uses"
possesses many valuable properties
which make it peculiarly suitable

Bakelite is used for the receivers for use in radio
equipment.
because it is strong, and light in
weight. After years of service Send for a copy of our Booklet
A.

e

Send for our Radio Map
The Bakelite Radio Map lists the call
letters, wave length and location of every
broadcasting station in the world. Enclose
10 cents to cover the cost and we will send
you this map. Address Map Department.

BAKELITE
Condensite
R, DMANOL
the

reaiatered

Trade Maria for the
Phenol Resin Pradurn

BAKELITE CORPORATION

manufactured under
patente owned by

247 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Chicago Office: 636 West 22d Street

BAKELITE
CORPORATION

THE MATERIAL OF A THOUSAND USES

-PALL

MALL

PRODUCTS-

GHEGAN RADIO RELAY

Pall Mall 180"
Va r i ocoupler,
Pall Mall Variometer, tune
150 -650 meters.
Small - wound
with Green Silk

Wire.

Pall

Mall Products
make a good set better. List Price
$2.00 each. Jobbers. Dealers write for
di

c

11Itt-

ESSEX MFG. CO.

119

Mulberry St.

Newark, N. J.

Tn,

With

i,

.

to

be used.

telegraphic

signals :i; h tm to at ..ii
With Siphon Recorder (reeds up toper200minute. per
minute hare been obtained. Normal operating ds
current
Is 4 to 2 milliamperes. Send stamp for
catalogue
No. 95 W.
Ghegan Radio Relay
$40.00
Special
J. H. BUNNEL
OPr132 Park Plan, Hey York City

When writing to advertisers please mention

seen to vary with the pitch of the
sound.
5. Between the lower and, upper
pitch sensation limits and the upper
and lower intensity limits is a region
known as the auditory sensation region.
This region roughly covers all pitches
from about 20 to 20,000 cycles and
pressure changes from about 0.0008
dynes to about 8,000 dynes, or a range
in sound pressure of 100 million times
the minimum pressures required for
audition. This range in sound pressure corresponds to a change in the
sound energy or intensity of 10,000
trillion times the minimum aud.ble intensity. These numbers are far more
awe-inspiring than were the calculations of the dollar in terms of Ge:man
marks ! It simply shows that the range
of usefulness of the ear in every day
use is astounding.
6. At any one pitch the ear can detect a number of different intensity
increments. That is, if the intensity
is some given value, then when it is
suddenly increased to a slightly greater
value the ear can detect the increased
loudness. The ear has the power,
therefore, of loudness discrimination.
At low frequencies the increase in intensity needs to be greater than at the
higher frequencies. Also at weak intensities the increase in intensity needs
to be greater than at higher intensities,
figure 5 shows this characteristic. For
example, at intensities near the lower
intensity limit of audition the intensity
has to be increased about 25 per cent.
in order to detect a change in loudness,
whereas at normal intensity the increase needs to be about 10 per cent.
In the figure, for example, 104 means
10,000 times the minimum audible intensity, 108 is 100,000,000 times, etc.
7. We find also that the ear possesses the power of pitch discrimination
as illustrated in the accompanying figure 6. At low frequencies the ear can
detect a difference in pitch of about one
per cent. in the neighborhood of fifty
complete vibrations.
From 500 to
5,000 cycles the ear can detect difference in frequency of about 0.3 per
cent. ; that is, at 50 cycles, the ear can
detect a change in pitch of 50.5 cycles,
at 1,000 cycles it can detect a change
of 3 cycles, etc., at high frequency the
percentage has increased again.
8. If we take into account upper and
lower frequency limits of auditory sensations, the minimum audible sound
intensity, the maximum pressure
changes which cause pain and the ability of the ear to detect changes in intensity and pitch of a single tone, we
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LKOESTAT

SCIENTIfairtCORRECT RADIO RHEOSTAT

C

unl BalferySlvílcitllIt í4ed
filament control of

Still the
at no extra cost. Still $2.00.
battery suitch in one.
proven supremacy. The only rheostat and

type tube in any hook If you want perfect control of any
before
up- if you want DX stations you never heard
signal regenerayou want silent tube operation- maximum
you must use
tion - longer tube and battery life -- then
Control of Infinite Adjustment.
FIL-KO -STAT, the Filament
to regular mountThe Battery switch irOtent .aced tor) attaches
ing screws. No extra holes to drill.

-if

A phone plus

a

FIBERT ONE
beauti
musical in

makes

a

ful
strument.

Write for a free copy of our new booklet
Tube Tuning'
"Improved Reception Through Scientific

LIO SWITCH
FI
SCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT

Fibertone is
T h e
used by more Loud
Speaker Manufacturers than any other one horn.
have
It follows that these manufacturers
made scientific tests and find Fiber to
be best for true tonal reproduction.
This is a significant endorsement to
those who want the best reproduction

Simple-Sturdy-Sure

for the least investment. The base is
designed to fit the phone from any head
set. Use your own unit which yot
know is good. If your dealer cannot
supply you, write to us direct.
FIBER PRODUCTS COMPANY
Bloomfield, N. .1.
36 Orange Street

A necessity on any radio set. "Current on or off at the touch
of your finger." It takes minimum space both on the panel and
behind it. The single-hole mounting makes it easy to attach.
Fitted with double connections- connect wires to the terminal screws or to the solder lugs. Sturdy interior members
give positive contact. Metal parts heavily nickeled.

nBERTorE
RADIO HORN
Music Master

Corporation

10th & Cherry Sta.
Philadelphia

1005 Liberty Ave.

LKOARRESTËR
FI
SCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT
PreoentsLeakage Losses

Pittsburgh

This arrester with its bell- shaped shield will positively keep
dry and not gather dust or other conductive matter which
causes short -circuits from aerial to ground. This makes certain that all radio impulses reaching the aerial pass through
your set, insuring maximum reception. Insulation is of polished Bakelite -the best, most moisture -proof dielectric. It
is hermetically sealed -no dirt or moisture can reach the gap.
Rugged mounting bracket keeps FIL-KO- Lightning Arrester
rigid under all conditions.

Special service to dealers on Radio Corporation of America products in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland. District of
Columbia. Vitaiola, West Virginia and Ohio.

Rad iosafegua rOs

MADE AND GUARANTEED BY

STORM
KING

Nein Yo.L Office

220 WEST

LIGHTNING
ARRESTER
r
Approved by

(Addre.t Ad

Underwriters
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RADIO STORES CORP.

Il_vRRISBURC. PENNSVI.A-A NI. v

Nev. York City

In Wireless Communication

$192 at all dealers

By ELMER E. BUCHER
The best text book on the market devoted solely
to the various applications of the Oscillation Valve

SoIderaII
Solders All
Joints Permanently.

CO.
SOLDERALL
,N.J.

Mod to toe Factory)

Foreign Reprcsentatitr.

VACUUM TUBES

the National

Board offire

34111 STREET

INSTRUMENT 01

326

Price, see page 6
INC.
THE WIRELESS PRESS, New
York
Broadway

NEWARK
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find that the normal ear can detect the
enormous number of over 300,000
separate tone sensations. That is, the
area between the two curves of upper
and lower intensity limits can be divided into over 300,000 little rectangular areas within each of which constitutes a single tone which can be distinguished from the tones in all the
remaining areas. It seems to me, then,
when we grasp the full significance of
these numbers we can then appreciate
the wonderful performance of the human ear when called upon to analyze

GEARED
80 -1
Ratio

the beautiful combination of complex
sounds which exist in the realm of
music.

Reference may be made to the following treatises by Dr. J. P. Minton
for a more comprehensive study of the
characteristics of the ear :

New Improved Accuratune

"Physical Characteristics of Normal and
Abnormal Ears," The Physical Review,
February, 1922.

Eliminates Panel Drilling
The new Accuratune Tuning Control mounts flush with
the panel-installed on all standard condenser shafts with
the ease of an ordinary dial.
The operating mechanism is designed to give infinite tuning precision -geared to develop 80 to 1 ratio. This means
the micrometer knob must be turned eighty times to secure the usual functioning revolution of an ordinary dial.
This accounts for the unusual tuning effioiency of Accuratune Micrometer Controls and their ease of operation.
Ten times more accurate than vernier condensers or any
turning device. Stations you never heard before are tuned
in clearly. Designed for both coarse and precise tuning.
Guaranteed.
A C CURATU NE

"The Sensitivity of Normal and Defective
Ears for Tones of Various Frequencies,"
Proceedings Institute of Medicine, Chicago,
1921.

"Some Physical Characteristics of the
Ear," Proceedings National A ca de m y
Sciences, August, 1921.
"Some Cases of Nerve -Deafness and Their
Bearing on Resonance Theory of Audition,"
Proceedings National
September, 1922.

"Correlation Between Physical and Medical Findings on Normal Ears," Proceedings
National Academy Sciences, August, 1923.

The tuning satisfaction and the resulta secured
with Accuratunes
repay for the slight additional cost over ordinary dials.
Price each,
$3.50.
At your dealers- otherwise send purchase price and
you will
he supplied postpaid.

"Physical Measurements of Minimum Audibility," The Journal of Laryngology and
Otology, England, August, 1923.

Pbaagraah Attachment

MYDAR RADIO COMPANY

Attaches Instantly
to
the
reproducing
arm
and converts your phonograph
Into a loud
speaker.

Permit.

hole family to
broadcast mrrle.

the

sniff

;10.00

9 -A Campbell St.
Radio, Ltd., Montreal, Can.

Academy Sciences,

Newark, N. J.

"Tinnitus and Its Relation to Nerve-Deafness with an Application to the Masking Effect of Pure Tones," The Physical Review,

Canadian Representatives.

November, 1923.

ACCURATUNE

Approved Portable Receiver

80 -r

MICROMETER CONTROLS

(Continued front page 39)
line and on the A.F. amplifiers to the
negative terminal of the filament heating supply.
It should be noted that only three
battery leads are necessary ; two are for
the
-volt filament battery and the
other is the positive plate battery connection. The negative "B" and positive "A" are joined together. No tap
is used for the detector plate as with
70 volts plate battery the UV -199
works quite well.
Control is through the condenser
vernier, the knob for which protrudes
through the suitcase under the handle;
the potentiometer or volume regulator
is seen mounted to the left of the con-

4/

RED -HEAD
PHONES

A

RADIO SENSATION

Patent Applied For
A tuner that works without "B" bat-

At your dealer's, or sent direct.

teries.
Something new.
Reliable,
Portable, Fool -proof and a hook -up
that will revolutionize the art. It
positively does not re- radiate and
works with loop or aerial. Works
loud speaker with one tube on local
signals.
Circulars two cents

THE NEWMAN -STERN CO.
Newman

TRESCO SALES, INC.

Used and Praised the World Over
3000 Ohm, $6.50.
2000 Ohm, $5.00
Complete with Cord and Headband.

-Stern Bldg.

Cleveland

DAVENPORT

When writing to advertisers please

10W

A

denser vernier.
Two 12 -ohm rheostats are shown in
the photograph, but one 20-ohm rheostat will suffice.
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.4af HQMMEL'S experience
4uicie molt

$25

for $10

Type A9 Shelltype
Ratio 5 to 1

THE FAMOUS/

$6.00

Audio F

<ovs *,cat

Lper,O
LOUD SPEAKER

Radio

You cannot buy the
Bel -Canto through any
dealer, only direct from us.
We save you these three
This organization was one of the pioneer
wholesale distributors of radio equipment.
They have seen hundreds of retailers comp
and go -they know from experience "what
and when and how" dealers can best sell
radio supplies and enjoy a satisfactory margin of profit.

HORMEL'S Dealer Service Department is
maintained for your benefit-their experience and advice will prove helpful to you in
many ways, and this service is cheerfully
given any time without charge.
Get in touch with us to- day -Write for the
new Hommel encyclopedia 246E-profit by
is paying hundreds
Hommel's experience
of other dealers -why not you?

-it

anw,.ur

...0

LUJ1N(GHtJN!MEL&_0

-

Delivered Free
your

to

$10

Door

G o-oal r'.e,cev:.07,"

GUARANTEE: We guarantee
to this publication to refund you
your money in full any time
within ten days if dissatisfied.

Adjustable

Phonograph
Loud Speaking Unit $3.50;
Delivered Free..
Sent Free-Radio Logging Chart --Get One.
BEL -CANTO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BENSEL -BONIS CO.. INC.
oast. W. A.
General Off ice and Factory:
Vera City
417 -419.421 E.
Vanderb It 8959
tho

etreNew

0

LEARN THE CODE BY THE

No.
Multi
Receiver

r

No. 1001

6'S-Ohm Rheostat
$1.00
25 Ohm Rheo-

Just Listen and Learn

stat
90

$1.10
Ohm Rheo$1.10
870.842
!IOWA FC

stat
Patd.

C

3,500 cycles.

ORANGE,

NEW JERSEY

1004

Terminal
Plug. In-

stantaneous e o n as
nectlon
many as siz palm
No. 1003
200 Ohm Poten- of standanl receivtiometer
$1.50 er plugs......$2.00
900 Ohm Poten- Paid. Aug. 28, 1923
tiometer ...$2.00
Paul. 870.042

for

HOWARD
b, >Lo IP,J iL, lI ,,tr,1 ins
of Quality Radio llerchamil se
Every piece is sold with the
guarantee et satisfactory perI

MARCONI VICTOR COURSE
IN WIRELESSTELEGRAPHY
It's just as in
ing to
read the dots and dashes
to listen to broadcasting.
These records will teach
you quickly, under actual
operating
conditions,
to
read code at a speedy rate.

ENGINEERING CO.

MARIE

.11""

F

Marconi -Victor Method

Your dealer will tell you why Marie
Transformers do not howl or distort.
Uniform amplification up to as many as

HOWAOIU

HOWARD

HOWARD

You

TRANSFORMERS
"i"ie 7beahi- of a

'

Distributor, Jobber
profits
and Dealer.

PRICE

Audio Frequency

&

Ne. 100$
6% Ohm
Rheocrometer
stat
$1.50
MI 25
Ohm
Rheocrometer
stat
$1.50
M I 40
Ohm
Rheocrometer
stat
$1.50

Mt-

Paid.

July

aeot

PERFECT FILAMENT CONTROL

PERFECT GRID LEAK

B

THE PERFECT POTENTIOMETER

formance.
Jobbers
Send

2c

for discounts.
stamp for ssl rlrti
folder.

write

diagram and

B
PERFECT BATTERY SWITCH

10.

1923

283 Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Inc

4248 N. Western Ave.

Telegraphy
Practical Wireless
BUCHER
By ELMER E.

Six Double -Faced Marconi Victor
Records, with instruction Manual

a5s00

See page 6.

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.
Room 405
326 BROADWAY

More than 90,000 copies of this book have been
sold-your copy is ready to be shipped.

NEW YORK

When writü

WIRELESS PRESS

326 Broadway

New York
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Wireless Age Portable Reflex
(Continued front page 84)

tape and tape the megaphone and phone
against one side of the broom handle
and then you are all set. This serves
its purpose admirably and is easy to
make and handle and very convenient
and will not take up much space.
THE OPERATION OF THE SET

the
Fr
socket .board

óo2

r UNIFORM CROSS SECTION
OF THE NA -ALD DE LUXE

SOCKET

In leading radio stores you will find the Na -ald Socket

Board, displaying the five standard Na -ald Sockets.
For the 200 and 201 tubes, the De Luxe at 75c, and
also the Small Space at 35c: For the UV -199, No. 499
at 50c and adapter at 75c: For W. D. 11, No. 411 at 75c.
Ask your dealer to show you the self-cleaning arrangement of contacts in Na-ald De Luxe, No. 400.
These dual -pressure contact strips cut into the sides
of tube terminals, keeping their surface clean and
bright, and resulting in perfect contact.
These sockets have the highest dielectric properties,
obtained by the thorough cure of the Bakelite used, and
made possible by uniform cross- section.
There can he no noisy circuits due to poor contact

with these sockets in use.

SPECIAL DIPPED

BRIGHT
PHOSPHOR BRONZE CLIPS,

New rotogravure booklet "What to Build" now packed
with each Na -ald product. If your dealer's stock
lare (hit booklet send cover of :\a-ald carton or 15e doesn't
for it.

LAMINATED AND EXERTING

J

DUAL.WIPE PRESSURE.
THIS

ILLUSTRATION

THE

CONTACT

MDE

TO CLEAN TUBE TERMINALS

AUTOMATICALLY

ALDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DEPT.

SHOWS BOW

STRIPS

BI

CAN

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

A

BE

ROTATING

BIIMxquu-.(RSlalllylunmdlumn
-unlGnnnnnc..,nin6nnIRIG

NA-AL

TUBE SEVERAL TIMES.

WM. JUSTICE LEE
JACKSONV LLE. FLOR DA
P.O. BOX 37e
I

ilarolr 7th, 1924,
The

Electric Specialty Co.,

The operation of your receiver is
exceedingly simple, there being but two
controls if the set is once approximately tuned. The main tuning control is
the Cardwell condenser, the coarse
tuning being done with the tap switch
connected to the primary taps. Do
your rough tuning with this tapswitch and then tune in with the variable condenser for maximum results.
If the set tunes broadly decreasé the
coupling between the primary and secondary coils of .the vario- coupler by
rotating the secondary of the coupler.
Move the potentiometer toward the
squealing point and leave it just this
side of that point. Now your receiver
is in its most sensitive condition. The
potentiometer adjustment will vary
somewhat with the wave length but
generally, once set, it will be found to
cover quite a range of wave length.
The Filkostat should then be adjusted
for maximum audibility consistent
with the proper. temperature of the
tube which can be determined with a
pocket voltmeter, across the terminals
of the socket. This should be three
volts. On the whole this will be found
a very satisfactory set and we are very
much pleased to recommend it to you
for your summer's enjoyment.

Stamford, Conn.

Radio Activities Broader in
Scope

Gentlemen:
You will be interested to near of the reeults
tained from the type 11 -A 1000 volt, 300 watt rotor ven- oberator set purchased from you thru the Chase Co. Jackson-

ville.

This little generator operating at Radio 4XE, has
furnished the plate current for 2-way communication with
amateur stations in Canada, Porto Rico, Franoe and Rolland.
When you ocneider that such a distance of over 5000 miles
Ran be spanned with a power supply of actually 230 vatt.s,
110% overload) and that this rotor generator set does the
worK in first class manner, it seems quite remarkable.
We believe the naco generator to be the test and
most conservatively rated of a:y a have used to date.
You may use this letter if you please.
Yours

Cooper
Owners

truly,

and Lee

of "xperimental Station

4XE

(Continued frond page 73)

James F. Kerr, General Manager of
the First Radio World's Fair, is of the
opinion that the huge nude figure can
he used to a fine advantage in conjunction with broadcasting, both sending
and receiving, and three wireless
authorities are now conducting experiments which may result in "Diana"
playing a prominent part in the important trans -oceanic and transcontinental tests which are to be staged
during the big international exposition
in New York, next September, under
the supervision of the leading European and American radio scientists.

A

WJL/t.tP

"ESCO"
Qua/4 d/ways Supreme

tRAOE

MARK

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY
STAMFORD. CONN., U. S. A.
les;

*

*

U. S. Patent Bureau clears up a
situation that has stopped most radio
manufacturers from investing any
money in sets containing honeycomb
coils or adaptations of the honeycomb
space wound principle. For five years
litigation between pioneers in the radio
industry has been going on. No one

writing to ;Iderrtis, rs please mention THE WIRELESS AGE
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514 -Page RADIO
Handbook Only $1

WIRELESS AGE RECOMMENDS
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

Just off the press. The greatest
book on Radio ever written. 514
pages. Compiled by Harry F. Dart,
E.E., formerly with the Western
Electric Co., and U. S. Army Instructor of Radio. Technically edited by
F. H. Doane. Filled with sound,
for
practical, tested information
every radio fan. from beginner to
hard -boiled owl. Send $1 to -day,
and get this 614 -page I. C. S. Radio
Handbook before you spend another
cent on parts. Money back if not
satisfied. 40,000 already sold.
the Coupon To -day

GROUNDED ROTOR CONDENSERS

EMail
1

v,

,011,16

ti

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
NEW YORK

International Correspondence Schools
Boa 6028. Senate. Peen.
I enclose One Dollar. Please send me- post -pddthe 514 -page I. C. S. Radio Handbook. It la Un.
derstood that If I am not entirely satisfied I may
return this book within five days and you will refund my money.

ROTOR CONDENSER has practically no dielectric
The LOW LOSS General Instrument GROUNDEDVOLUME
than with the average variable condenser.
!oases and hence you get 37% more DISTANCE and

ASK FOR IT AT YOUR DEALER

YOU WILL BE SUPPLIED
OTHERWISE SEND PURCHASE PRICE DIRECT TO US AND

LAddresa

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

NEW YORK CITY

423 BROOME STREET

A number of
!R
CRESCENT LAVITE RESISTANCES

MY BOY S

r7fie r7raffic Cop
of the

ABSOLUTELY NON -INDUCTIVE

have found that they
can own a Real Loud

12,000, 48,000, 50,000, 100,000 Ohms

List $1.50 Each

He arranges in orderly fashion the mass and
jumble of Broadcasting Stations that are
seeking entrance to your set and brings .cm
in, one at o time. so you can enjoy them! Never reduces, but nearly always increases volume. Add a
Ferbend Wave Trap to your set and "Police" your
reception. Regulate the Traffic!
Guaranteed to tune out any Interfering etetlon. The pries
1.1:
50.:hipen t ie made parcel poet C. . n ppllu few
d rash In full with order
you prefer,
sad we win ship poet... prepaid. Send
us your order today.

COUPLED AMPLIFIERS
Dealers write for discount

)--Ifr

CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.

JAMAICA, N. Y.

LIBERTY ST.

>

FERBEND

FERBEND

ELECTRIC

-laV (T-

COMPANY

J

E. Pouah

Water St.

Chicago.111.

This

Improve your set
with an AmerTran
->i

And enjoy radio
this summer as
never before

Send for Circular
giving valuable
information as
to audio transformer design
and use.

LOUD SPEAKER will reproduce
perfectly and with plenty of volume.
In fact it is adjustable so the volume
can be regulated to your requirements.
A $15 Loud Speaker for only 12

-

Burt Evans.

Type AF -6 (Turn ratio 5), has long been aeknowledged the Standard of Excellence for
audio amplification.
Type AF.7 is now offered for 2nd or 3rd stage

Mail This Coupon Today

THE WIRELESS AGE,

179 Emmet St., Newark, N.
Designers and builders of radio transformers for over 23 years

III ó °IIh

alli

326 Bway., N. Y. C.
Dear Burt,
I want to earn the Perfectone
Please send me complete
information.
I have not a radio set now.

amplification with AF -6 for 1st stage. In this
use AF -7 decreases the tendency to overload
the last amplifying tube on loud signals. Price,
either type, $7, at your Dealer's.

American Transformer Company,
IIIF

?yect17?2easnu

subscriptions. You can earn this in
part of your spare time. Besides
Winning a Paragon $135.00 Set.
See Page 68 for Complete Information.

AMEJTKAN

IP

Without

Cost. They are earning this Loud
_) Speaker by giving
me a few hours a
week.
Here is YOUR chance to add a
Loud Speaker to your set and let the
whole family really enjoy listening in.

Ìf

Special Sires to Order
USED IN ALL CIRCUITS AND RESISTANCE

3

Speaker

III

III

.1

t

o
o
0111

°a

III

J.

Name
II

Address
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Get Every Station!

Amateurs can get practically every station on this continent with
a one Myers Tube Set. We have records on file to prove it. For
instance a New Zealand amateur tuned in Alabama, 10,000 miles
on one Myers Tube.
No bunched leads-hence no noise, tube hiss or interference
make

-

Myers Tubes
(Practically Unbreakable)
supreme for clarity of reception of long -distance stations.
Two types: Dry Battery and Universal (for storage
Put the world on your dial with Myers Tubes and tune in battery).
Canada.
England, Havana, Hawaii, Porto Rico, etc., as
others are doing.
Write for free circuit diagrams.
Insist on the New Improved Myers Tubes
dealers
otherwise send purchase price and be supplied reliable
postpaid.

-

-at

$5

Each, complete with
clips ready to mount
your set: no sockets or other equipon

ment necessary.

Ba Myers

E.

.Ltd.

J1aQio 7%zcuum
Tubes
241 Craig St. W.
Montreal, Canada

PREMIER-$_` (-,-

Jtlih tl_
L

14 A -RADIO

BOOKLET

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A
JEWELL 14 A RADIO BOOKLET
COMPLETE
ORADIOIMNSTRUMENTS WITH HOOK-UPS

Audio

Frequency

Abot
pace;

11W WALNUT STREET

OHIOASO

o

half actin! size

L o Ahead sl tM Flald
the size of
En R 11 ah Walnut.

A

light

weight;

3$3

to 3, 1 to 1 1 l0
1.50. Ask your dealer. Send for
os

1

Jrcmier

eavm

50

1

to

lectric Qom Y attn

809 Ravenswood Avenue

Chicago

A new twenty -fourpage booklet will be sent, gratis, to those
interested in building their
own receiving sets.

A simplified method of construction is described. Illustrations and diagrams.

III

On Request

EISEMANN MAGNETO CORPORATION
N. SHAW, President
BROADWAY, NEW YORK

WILLIAM
165

Condensers

10

Bulletin No. 92.

Write fora copy
today

á>

has known what the outcome would be.
The present owners of the two patents
just issued were stopped from even
describing their product as honeycomb
coils. The wonder then is that the use
of honeycombs has become world wide
in scope because of sheer merit.
Honeycomb coils were developed
during the World War and widely used
in the signal services of allied armies
and navies. The NC-4 seaplane of the
U. S. Navy which first crossed the
Atlantic was equipped with radio coils
from the Coto -Coil Co. of Providence,
Rhode Island, and it is to these pioneer
radio coil winders that the honeycomb
patents No. 1,490,040 and 1,490,041
are awarded. * * *
a recent meeting held in the
AT Hotel
Pennsylvania by the New
York City Radio Association, the subject of serial numbers on radio receivers was thoroughly discussed. One
of the members explained that the
number is really the manufacturer's
guarantee of the set and its removal
makes it impossible to trace inefficient
workmanship should the set, for any
reason, be returned to the factory;
also, the scratched -out number puts
the set in a class with damaged and
illegitimate merchandise.
Alexander Eisemann of the Freed Eisemann Radio Corporation said, "So
long as the serial number remains on
the panel of a receiver the manufacturer's guarantee is binding."

mounts anywhere; unsur-

in performancetl

assed
Ra

NEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

eH$""1
is

Jumr, 1924

charge present upon the condenser we
find that half of it is gone through
this high resistance path. We then say
that this condenser has a high resistance because the result is the same
as if we had a high resistance in series
with the condenser as per the illustration figure 3 which, though there are
four units of energy available only
permits two of them to pass to the
condenser from which they will later
be available for use. When we say
that a condenser has low resistance
we mean, in so far as relates to leakage of energy is that the condenser
has such an excellent insulating medium that the leakage of energy is so
slight that the loss is the same as we
would have with only a low resistance in series with this condenser.
Figure 4 shows the many leakage paths
between the rotary and the stationary
plates where the condenser uses only
end plates made of insulating material
as compared to the condenser in Fig.
5, which has metal end plates with only
a small leakage path or rather four of
them which though shorter than in the
case of Fig. 4 have infinitely less surface area in width and as a result less
paths over which the energy may flow.

when writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS
AGE
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ELIMINATES
INTERFERENCE

INCREASES
RANGE and VOLUME

Resistance

Coupled
Arnplificatioñ

Makes Any Set Better
2.
3.

The tone quality
from a Daven Resistance Coupled Amplifier is the most perfect
known to the radio art.
The Daven Resisto

Lowest Losses (Too small to measure)
1.
Adjustable Cone Bearings
5.
Micrometer Vernier
Wiping Contacts
6.
Soldered Brass Plates
7. Takes any size dial
4. Rotor grounded to frame
"Just be sure it's a Hammarlund"

HAMM
New

A R L U N D
VARIABLE CONDENSER

"B"
o
Mdel

VERNIER

Write for New and Interesting Folder
York
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., 144 -146 West 18th Street, New
Canadian Distributors: Radio, Limited, Montreal

Coupler illustrated,
greatly simplifies the
construction in building up one of these distortionless amplifiers.

Pel::sA!\l-P.ls/.1rIN:IPSJaI%:VW/'0./drAD.-.V0. AUX /9.\iaSsiP1,.l°JSia\s.""!./!7

Small Ads of Big Interest

i

7

...

......11ì%s
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THEIR APPLICATION TO RADIO RECEPTION," by Zeh Bosch.
PRICE 15c.

DAVEN RADIO

CORPORATION
"Resistor Specialists"

11

Payable in a van

1

í . %s`fü%....riis.,Pis..1`4.í.......... ..ìii
lbs..ti's\íY...I.A\ri4\.ÌYlr /.\í;q.1 /Yù ü7s`GYí`
-500V 100 watt $28.50.
GENERATORS
IL.\DIO
Sell
Time.
$100 WEEKLY In Spare
NI :\li I.
Battery Charging Generators $8.50. High Speed
receivwhat the public wants -long distance radio
Generator Sets, all sizes. MOTOR
Motor
Motors
No
profit.
pays
weekly
$100
sales
ing sets. Two
SPECIALTIES CO., Crafton, Penna.
big investment, no canvassing. Sharpe of Colorado made $955 in one month. Representatives
counthe
sweeping
is
plan
This
once.
wanted at
RADIO ENGINEER -A well -known and sucis gone.
try -write today before your county
cessful organization has an opening for a radio
OZARKA, INC., 854 Washington Blvd., Chicago.
engineer with considerable experience in the
design of radio equipment. The plant is located
War
Mexico
158 GENUINE Foreign Stamps. India Service,
in the East. Only men who have been earnIssues. Venezuela, Salvador and Finest approval
ing between $10,000 and $20,000 per year will
5c.
only
etc.,
Guatemala, China,
be considered. Replies will be treated with the
-p.
Big
72
sheets 50 to 60%. Agents wanted.
utmost confidence. POLYTECHNIC & COMEstablished 20
Lists Free. We Buy Stamps. Dept.
MERCIAL BUREAU, INC., Agency, 38 Park
St.
157,
Co.,
Stamp
Hussman
years.
Row, New York ('ity.
Louis, Mo.

Sold Everywhere
$1.50
Read our booklet "RESISTORS

j^t("t44)7;,Ma\t.;,

COPPERWELD ANTENNA WIRE
IN CARTONS

Campbell Street

Newark
N. J.

.

"The Ideal Radio Antenna"

'crnpvtgwttr

Strongest

THE IDI AL RAN() AVII;vNA

Best

Most Efficient

IFAD

WW1'

IT(
--C--,-

rAUiI1,

Ix

COPPERWELD LEAD -IN AND

GROUND WIRE IN CARTONS
Rubber Insulated- -Brown Braid
For inside and outside use

Get on the
Subscription List of

100. 150

&

25, 50

200 ft. per carton

&

100

It

per

carta

on the carton answer all questions
The construction directions and Underwriters' regulations

SAVE TIME

THE WIRELESS AGI'.
and be sure of getting
your copy

-

SELL

IT

IN

CARTONS

TOPpERWELr

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY THE COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY
Now
31

Y.h,

N. Y.

Chord Strut

Rankin,

Pa.

Pgh. Sub.

Braddock Post Office

\ \lhen writing to advertisers please mention

Chicago, Illinois
129 S. Jefferson Street

THE WIRELESS AGE

San Francisco,

Calif

403 Rialto Building
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\ \'hen utter perfection in radio
paneling is demanded uncompromisingly,
Bakelite -Dilecto is
chosen.

ilec

8w
81

American Transformer Co.
Andrea, F. A. D

w1
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Bakelite Corporation

86

Bel -Canto
B. Metal Refining Co
Brandes. C., Inc
Bristol Compare. The
Bunnell & Co.. J. H
Burgess Batter Company
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General Instrument Co
General Radio Co
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Heath Radio. & Ekct-1e Mfg. l'o
Hammel & Co.. Ludwig
Ilowanl Radio Co.. Inc
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International Corres;ondence Schools

91

Jeff erson Electric Mfg. Co
Jewell Elec. Instrument Co

THE CONTINENTAL FIBRE CO.
Factory: Newark, Delaware

82
92

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co

Service on Bakelite- Dilecto (also Continental- Bakelite, Contre, Conter and Vulcan-

Magnavox

Co., The

National Carbon

13
89

Radiant Condensers

I

Park Place, New York, N. Y.

88

Omnigraph Mfg. Co.. The

81

Pacent

94
98

RADIO ESSENTIALS
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85

Radio Corporation of America
Radio Corporation of America
Radio Institute of America
Rathbun Mfg. Co.
Rhomstine. J. Thos
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Distributors

79

85
81
81

Insulator Co.

EQUIP YOUR SET WITH

8

null Ada of Big Interest

wlderall

22

19

Newman -Stem Co., The

Shaw

PacentElectricCo., Inc.

92

Co

Throughout the World

warping n- l,tick
u1 plahs.
Stamped to l'F.RM. NENT FLATESS and tempered to STEEL
ARDNESS-reasons enough for a
guarantee of lasting accuracy.

Write for Catalog W -7

87

Quinn,' Radio Contt. Co

\,

soldered, are noiseless.
Look for them in the
set you buy. Use them
when you build your
own. There are ten
types from which to
choose. At all good
radio shops.

88

Parent Electric Co., Inc
lathe Phonograph and Radio Corn
Premier Electric Co.

HEATH

into the jack insulation, will cause a leakage, even in a new jack.
Leaky jacks cause "frying" noises
Pacent Jacks, carefully

7

Marie Engineering Co
Music Master Corp
Mydar Radio Co.
Myers, E. B., Co., Ltd

ized Fibre) from

CHICAGO
Wrigley Building
SAN FRANCISCO
75 Fremont St.
SEATTLE
1041 Sixth Ave., So.

81

Federal Telephone & Telegraph Co
Ferbend Electric Co.

Itammarlund Mfg.

When soldering jacks,
use only resin. Most
soldering flux, running
away from the hot iron,

9'1

Thini

Electric Specialty Co.
Rises Mfg. Co.

Co.,

JACKS

12

Co.

Fiber l'nalucls

Look to Your

81

86

Eagle Radio Co.
Eby Mfg. Co.. H. H
Eisenano Magneto Corp

Freshman

No. 70

8h

Radio Co.

DX Instrument

Patent Jack

89

Dlctograph Products Co

Finished a handsome sleek, everlasting black. Almost unbelievably hard and tough for a material so readily machined. Will
not warp, shrink, crack, swell,
check, split or melt. Every fine
radio set needs Bakelite -Dilecto
panels to achieve highest results.
Ask your dealer to get it cut and
drilled to size for you. Easily
distinguished now by its red
stripe.

Offices and Agents

'PO

Continental Radio & E:ec. Corpo
Coppam'e;d Steel Co.
Crescent Radio Supply Co
Crosley Radio Corp., The
Cunningham, E. T.

(A Laminated Phenolic Condensation Material)

307 S. Hill St.

Co

Carter Radio Co.
Christian Herald
Continental Fibre Co., The

bakelite

NEW YORK
Woolworth Building
PITTSBURGH
301 Fifth Ave.
LOS ANGELES

Mfg.

Allen -Itradlee Co.
American Ha.d Rubber Co

83

Co.

87

I

Micrometer Geared Vernier

Reducing gear gives hair -line adjustment.
Separate tension adjustment.

Write for Literature!
Jobber, and feale -r Write Immedtatrtyfor P. opo.ttion

HEATH RADIO & ELEC. MFG. CO.
First Street

203

I,

:n

:

Newark, N. J.

li.ni Ui -Minn her
1,n r
Wire 'l',
inl.l.
Montreal, Canada.
',

Thompson Mfg. Co.. R. E
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co

'rresa Tri -City Radio Elea. Supply

3
81

Co

88

t.. s. Tool Company. Inc

s.i releas
V.

5I.

C.

83

Press

A.

10.

School

91

82

,

h

7rolth Radio Corp.
1%-hen

writing to advertisers

1
please mention

AND NOTE THE DIFFERENCE
The H. H. Eby Mfg. Co., Phila., Pa.
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JULY, 1924

Amateur Radio Stations of the United States
AGE
Supplementary List brought up -to -date from May WIRELESS
Jerome II. Knowles, Jr.,

1

ACA

1

AFR

1

AJO
ANO

1

ANT

1

AGIS

1

liarhor,

MaiNortheast
St..

51e.

E. Johnson, 37 Edgemont
Springfield. Nase.
Noroton Hill. Stamford, Conn.
Charles Pirro
Russell E. Murray, 97 Goodyear St..
New Haven, Conn.

Henry

Portland.

AVD

1

l

Ph
ilip Rowe. ..130 Chestnut St.ambridge. Mua.
Philip
t
Plymouth. Mass.
Albert U. Zaniboni, 293 Court Si.,

CN

Charles A. Garcelon, Jr...84 Main St., Norma', Me.
d W. 7..d..am, 10 Grove St.
Ray
Pittsfield. Mrs.
Hlllagrove, H. I.
Raymond L. Lind
Livermore Falls. Me.
Vincent H. Chandler
Philip C. Michel, R. F. D. No.W.1, Suffield. Conn.
John H. Sipple. 35 Pleasant St, Windsor. Cann.
Richard B. Hodgkins, 24 Converse
Longmeadow, Mar.
Thomas A. Burro 150 Walnut St..Providrnee,

1

DD

Jouph H. Peckham.

1

DO

AWQ
AXH

1
1

I AXK
1 AXP
AXT

1

I AX
1 BX
1

%

1

DP
ED

1

EL

1

FT
FX

1
1

TM

1
1

10

1

IP

1

JE.

1

JP

1

KB

1
1

LP

1

NA
NV

00

1

PD

1
1

PL

1

PO

1

ON

Martinelli.

RJ

E. Edward Griffin, 20

1

SF

l'are)

1

TI

1

TZ

VW
VY

1 WB
1 %VG

Conn.

11.

Conn.

AQV

Mua.
Maas.
Sloss.

DK

Short Beach. Conn.
Ivan G. Hartwell, 12 Harrison Ave
Jobrmhury, Vt.
Robert C. Bradshaw, 821 Beacon St., Boston. Mau.
Street,
Lake
25
Eugene J. Sweeney,
W'InateA, Conn.
Rockland, Me.
Philip W. Rounds. 35 Buds St..
Cedric R. Bunten, 29 Lockwood St., Samford, Conn.
:sea, 51asa.
John Balma. 21 Summer Street, tone
Wehburo, SWne
A:bhm J. Thompaun
CHANGES OF ADDRESS

1

ABG

1

ABI
ADI

1

AEC
AOG

1

1

1

AQL
ARG

1

ATE

1

I

CI'S

1

CQN

Arthur E. I'arker,

1

CRW

1

CSF

Jeffrey Nichols Motor Co.. 725 Commonwealth
Newton
John H. Ellison, 32 R. Bow Street,
menllle,
James D. MacGregor, Jr., 107 E.
Ponds
Greenwich.
George R. Caron, 12 Hawkins Street.
Danielson.
Wallace A. Battlrn, 4 Pearl Street.
Hillside
11
Radio
Club,
Suburban
Watertown
Watertown,
Ervin L. Crandall. 31 Orkney Road.
Brookline.
Frederic D. Merrill. Jr., 50 Harrison Ave.,
Swampscott,
Orin F. Doris. 1 Hillside Ave..
Somerville.

1

AWI

1

BBI
RHO
BL

I
1

I BSZ

4

e

H2 Chandler Street,
eteatetl 5far.
Raymond H. Fiedler, 139 Prospect Street.
eiuen, Mar.
Harr A. Le Gallee, Jr.. First Street. Pool, Me.
Maas.
Street,
Grafton.
North
H.
Greenman,
Wendell
Donald F. Ouptlll, 3 Park Street Court. ferd, Mar.
Me.
Street,
Bangor.
Grover C. Drown. 13 West Park
St..
Frederick K. Daggett. 117 Slgourney Hartford.
Conn.
Edson S. lilneline, 56 Belmont
A. T.
John C. Memos,

SPawtucket.
Robert E. Landlck, 14 Larch Road. W. Iona Mara.
Earl It. Gilbert. 148 Weston 'toad. Wellesley. Naos.
Lewis J. Smith. 140 W. Town St.,
Norwich, Conn.
Richard P. Shirinian, 3 Baxter Street.
Providence. R. I.
Edmund Howard. 203 State Street. Meriden, Conn.
W. B. O'Connor, Jr., R. F. D. No.
Bangor. Maine.
Stuart H. Nichols. 85 Sandemon Greenfield,
Maas.
St..
Clayton W. Ilowant R. F. D. No. 2.

ATK
I AWA
1

I DO
1

EQ

1

HE

I HS

IMP
1

PP

1

SR

219

Summer Street.

AZX

MP

Johnson. Clarke Ate..

CFR

get
FN
HL
KC

QC

AFY

2

EQ
J ED
2 MO
2

2

FJ

2
2

FU

Fl

2
2

FN
GI)
EK

2
2

FF
FE

2
2
2

FT
AIM
AIIZ

2

DP
EB

2

2
Y

CY

2
2

EG

DE
WA
EK

2
2

EP

FO
DV

2
Y

2

FB
MIA

2

AGZ

2

2 AGY

AIIK

Y

2

AUN
AHL
AHI
AlIG

2

SHE

2
2

AHV

AIM

2

AHT

2
2

2

AHB

2
2
Y

AGW
AOX

AGR
2 AGN
2 AGO
2 ACM'
8 AGS
2 LOT
Y

AGM

Y

uburn. Maine

2

AGM

2

AGJ
AGE

wie

Mass.
C
Conn.

2 AOV

3
2

2
2

Mass.
Road.

2
2

Mass.
Mass.

AFO
AFU

2
2 ZB

Conn.

Mue.
Mus.

DDK
DUX
MPH
DPI

DPJ
DPK
DPI.
PPM

DPP

DPQ

aford,

Conn.

Gt. Barrington,

Mrs.

Silver St..

PU

AVT
ADR
CKV

2

CZO

2
2
2
2
2

CTE

CEE
BFZ

CAA

CTE

Albert V. Simi! man,

81

Arnie L. Bailey ....347 S. Maple
O.
Herbert W. DeWeese, 321 Stillwater Ave_ Dayton.
Harold Strobe..1797 Holcomb St.. Detroit. Mich.
Raymond M. Moore, 525 West
O
St. 1Portabtel
Mai
Wilmer II. Stelnmeyer, 2026 Mountfor
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Deposit. N. Y.
Ave..
Bank
Perry....Laurel
Edward
Butternut St. Watervliet. Mich.
Ira E. Drew
Ps.
Ray Hall Holmes. 1013 Rau Ave., Wilkineburg. Ohio
St.,
Akron.
399 Nash
Francis J. Paulus
Dalton. Ohio
Louis M. Weimer....1338 Epworth St.. Buffalo,
N. Y.
Raimond Griswold...1067 West Ave.,
Bruce Prlette..13441 Emerson St.. Lakewood. Ohio
Cleveland.
ke..8009 Corning
a nsy. Rochester. N. Y.
Hugh Brown
Roland D. Smith. 608 N. Williams SPauldlns.

DPR
MPS
DPT

DPV
DPW

Ohio

Gerald Fischer
Harold C. Cain

DPZ

DPU
DQA
DUB
DQC
DQD

DUE
DQF
DQH
DUI
DQJ
DQK
DOM

DON

humaine Ate..
Jersey City, N. J.

Chas. F. DuBois, 23 Rutland Road, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Roy Earl Cook..303 Vanderbilt Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Livingston Swentzel. Bldg. 53. Governor's Is.. N. Y.
Arthur J. Bendlx, 1 Elk Ave.. New Rochelle. N. Y.
Orison McCord. 215 E. 73rd St.. New York, N. Y.
Arthur J. Charters, 728 3rd Ave., New York City
Ralph K. Norom, 1228 Fairfax Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
Chas. E. Francis. 1602 70th St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Columbia Univ. Radio Club, 116th St. & B'way,
New York. N. Y.
544 E. 147th St., N. Y. CIV
Henry W. Betaler
George R. Holmes. 135 Grr.eon Ave.,

DQO

DPP
DPP

DOA
DOS
DQT
DOU

DPW
DQX
BOY
DQZ
DRA

Jersey City. N. J.
J.
Charles A. Allen, Jr.. 285 N. 7th St.. Newark.
N. J.
Russell Shutter, 159 Valley Road,
Ave..
32
Kennett
&Ismahl,
Herbert
So. Ozone Park. N. Y.
F. F. Percival, 370 W. 127th St., New York. N. Y.
Boyd Phelps, 2120 Clove Ave. Grasmere. S. I.. N. Y.
Thos. W. Chisholm, 2816 Briggs Ave., New York. N. Y.
Ernest l'etervon, 184 Florence Ave.. Newark. N. J.
John I. Brush, 150 E. 127th St.. New York, N. Y.
Frank Balogh. 104 W. 55th St.. Bayonne. N. J.
Frank DeSantis, 652 E. 188th 8t.. New York, N. Y.
Douglas Tremper, 438 Noetrand Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
James V. Settle. 32 Dodd St.. East Orange. N. J.
Frederic R. Coiie..Wooddereat Ave.. Milburn. N. J.
Robert E. Kearny, 2 W. 104th St., New York, N. Y.
J. Clarence Keenan. 551 W. 170th 8t.,

DRR

DRII

Fox

Ashland Ave.. Buffalo, N. Y.
503 Sumner St., Akron. Ohio

OhiOhio
, Dayton.
Irvin SnydMeagley 1724 E. Third tSt
267 Park St.. Dayton, Ohio
Rolet. Zimmerman
77 RIM St.. Buffalo. N. Y.
Wm. C. Lal7erty
Ru,lie J. Blaho..3512 W. 66th St. Cleveland. Ohio
Wilbert H. Wise. Jr.. 707 No. Sixth
Ohio
St..
Barberton.
Willard C. J. DeWitt. 900 Roanoke Ct.,elaad, Ohio
N.
Y.
St..
Rochester,
Ray Jobes....925 No. Goodman
Emanuel L. Jesse. 206 Richard Ave..Rapids. Mich.
Gran,'
Dr.. Toledo. Ohio
Frank C. Herses. 6060 EdgewaterEast
Conneaut, Ohio
Aaro Hirsimski..Woodworth Rd..
Paul Groasarth 1019 Orchard St., Coshocton. Ohio
Youngstown, Ohio
Ave.,
906
Lakewood
Clegg.
Leland
Mich.
Cadillac,
St..
514
Cedar
MacDonald
(tarry C.
Gerald A. Rraefet, 254 E. College aveerville, Ohio
Herbert M. Strong. 520 E. Liberty SWmvter, Ohio
Edward W. Locke, Main St.. Mechanicsburg. Ohio
',sank D. Reynolds. 37 W. Framhes Columbus,
Ohio
t
John L. Manning, 348 S. Washington
Galion, Ohio
Mich.
St.,
Cadillac,
448
Fifth
Gardon J. Mayo
Harold L. Holmberg 622 Crescent St.,
Grand Rapids. Mich
R F. D. 3, Elyria, Ohio
Ralph T. Cobb
91 Locust St., Rochester, N. Y.
Howard L. Ward
Mines, Pa.
Walter R. Kiefer, P 0. Box 10, Lattimer
Van Tillman Norton No. Main St., Creston. Ohio
284 W. Main St, Uniontown. Pa.
R. Macon Fry
Y.
Glenn R. Rosenbauer. 606 Bay St.. Rochester. N.
Itoeheater, N. Y.
Charles E. Wells..217 Conkley Ave., St..
Galion, Ohio
027 Market
Geo. E. Rehl
Ohio
Columbus.
Ave..
John D. Ryder-1100 Westwood
E. C. Albright. 1918 W. Chestnut Au.. Altoona. Pa.
Wm. A. Me000gh...144 Venango St.. Johnstown. Pa.
John J. Barney, 519 W. Market
City, Pa.
Mahoney
St.,

Lima, Ohio

Ave

AD

DS
DV
IS

MR
WH
WV

Frank T. Lawlor....323 RÌ era Rd., Cheboygan, Midi.
Cleveland.
Earl S. Nelaon..1630 Crawford Rd.,
Mich.
St..
517 Jay
Otis H. Trowbridge
Geo. J. Stutter. Cor. Main & 6th Sta.

iromishurs. Pa.
Harland D. Hotham, Jr., 1332 Pritchard
Pa.
Williamsport Radio Research Society.
1132 Meade St., Williamsport. Pa.
Hoyt S. Scott....3608 Euclid Ave.. Cleve:and. Ohio

EXPERIMENTAL
Ohio
Edward 5lnley, Mariett College, Marietta.
Oberlin, Ohio
Oberlin College, E. W. Thatcher
XBK Wyandotte Transportation Co., BIdie Ave.. Mleh.
Parnassus, Pa.
XBM Raymond C. Hlteshue, Argonne Dr.,
W. 94th St., Cleveland, Ohio
XRN Gen. P. Markoff. 3415 404
Lafayette St., Niles,
SAO J. W. Kidd
Ohio
Toledo
f
X103 University

New York, N. Y.

Kingdon G. Widoff, 385 Edgecomb A re,
New 'ork, N.
Stanley Offenhutter. 984 Tiffany St., Bronx. N.
Nelson Palmer. Roosevelt Ave., Poughkeepsie. N.
352 Greene Ave., Brooklyn. N.
John Kraft
Harry Adler, 234 E. 121st St., New York. N.
Maurice Sufrin, 366 New York Ave.. Brooklyn. N.
Edwin A. Granbadte, 751 E. 181st
Áeµ York. N.
Jesse J. Jacobson. 24 E. 120th St.. New York N.
292 North 5th St.. Newark. N.
Erle Parker
Theodore Heinemeyer, 310 Chilton St..
Elizabeth. N.
Fos St. Radio & Eatery Svc. Station. 1011

817

Nelson C.

DPX
DPY

Second District

Conn.

Ateee.

CWF

North St., Litchfield, Conn.
Floyd L. V'anderpoel
20 Clarke St., Lexington, Mass.
Randolph Piper
Leo J. Seymour, 27 Florence St.. Worcester. Mass.
CHANGES
George A. Collet, 115 Armour St.. New Bedford, Mar.
Walter Goddard. 20 Aldrich St.. Somerville. Mar.
M. T. Hartwell Hughes. 34 Clark St., Worcester. Maas.
103 Marble Ave., Lawrence. Maso
.Ames Eldon
Kendall A. Redfield, 67 Griswold St., Meriden. Conn.
Arthur D. Moulton, 98 Prescott St.. Reading, Mas.
Forrest L. Adams..Taft'a Flat, White River Jet.. Vt.
Wolcott M. Smith..183 Sigourney St.. Hartford, Conn.
Frank Lyman. Jr., 108 South St., Northampton. Mar.
Ernest R. Keyes..72 Prospect Ave., Norwood, Mau.

Mau.

,pringfeld, Mus.
Shepard
SCambrldge. Mua.

BU
BVZ
BZJ
CRL

WR

WZ
WY

Somerset St

BSI

Robert R. Parrish,

24

Knapp. 1184 Phtladellhla. West. 511th.
Detroit.
Blair Webster. 424 Mad River St.. Bellefonte.W.Ohio
Va.
Frank It. Entail, 659 Sprues St. Slorgantown,
St.. Akron. Ohio

Everett L.

BO

WO

Mass.

E. Boston Mua.

27

1

1
1

Mass.
Masa.
R. 1.

Darrah M. Pomeroy, 8 Maple Street.
Livermore Fella, Me.
''lance H. Jackson. 32 Clarence Ave..
Bridgewater. Mau.
Clayton R. Simmers. Qua
Na yYar. Boston. Mass.
Choies 8. Thompson, 135 Eutaw Street.
Ciro C.

I UZ

1.

Gordon R. Granger. 55 Starlit Road. Worcester, Mau.
J. Frank Greiff, 144 Paul G
]emSt.. Plain. Mass.
Theme R. MacDonald, 504 Audubon Road.
Star.
Robert R. Smith, 86 Chestnut St., Camden, Maine
John C. Pave% 963 N. Underwood 8t., River. Mass.
Edward N. Dingley, Jr., 104 Charles Riser lG].aas.
t'enrord, Mass.
II my D. Hall, R. F. D. No. 2
Dominick A. Allot', 82 Windsor Itoadedfonl, Mass.

QX

1

H.

Heron

BSOakline,
Carl N. Clement. 60 lovers Leap Ave., Lynn.
Thomas H. Bell..36 Warren Ave., Pawtucket,
George W. Young. "Roeklawn,"
Lake Poeotapang, E. Hampton.
Sumter Harwood. 270 Linwood Ave..
ewtonvllle,
47 Cherry St., Plymouth,
Guldetti,
Amerigo
William M. Hawley. 56 Church St..Canaan,
New
Charles R. Preacher....67 Iioward St., Lynn.
Ralph H. Kenyon, Suite
Washington St., Boston,
Edward J. Bather, 36 Arlington St.

LV

1

1887

Eighth District

Robert J. Stacker, 76 Elm Street. Winsted, Conn.
Murton W. Lyon..27 Walnut St., New Britain, NConn.
H.
William F. Relit
Cardon L. Cmeman, 46 Summer St Hyde Park, Mass.
John P. Cowin. 292 Prince St.. W. Newton. Mass.
.ARR
Mar.
St,
Aldenville.
Dale
21
Jr..
ACE J. Albert Paradis,
Beach St.. Branford. Conn.
AGB
Frank F. Fullerton
Mass.
AUS Milton A. Howe....63 Newell St., Pittsfield.
Nicolin, Me.
AWM Gene E. Witham
Joseph A. Salata, Jr., 218 Seaside Ave.,
AYJ
Stamford, Conn.
High St., Plainfield. Vt.
Roy L. Gale
BD
Me.
A. Ralph Tabbut. 6 First Sown St., Bar Harbor.
l'X
R. I.
Riverside.
St.,
Catalpa
Howard Ebbitte....58
EK
Howard F. Mason....490 Ann St., Hartford. Conn.
ID
Merman R. Barrett. 6 Franklin Ave..
Jst
N. Attleboro. Mar.
Conn.
Alton R. Anderson..7 William St.. Ansonia.
LQ
Richard F. Hunt, Jr., 424 Newmnnvll Ave.,
MG
e
Mar.
e
R. I.
Providence.
St.,
Rugby
89
Armstrong.
W.
Leroy
OU
Charles St.. Stamford, Conn.
PF.
Norman Samisen
Mass.
Medfield.
St..
North
Henry C. Myers
PV
Mau.
George McNeil, 397 Linwood Ave_ Newtonrille,
RW
Frederic Farley. ll Bicknell SL, Dorchester, Mass.
SM
Ralph J. Lledel. 34 Akerman St.. Providence. R. MeI.
ST
Brewer.
Philip L. SDrague....121 Parker St.,Ave..
UP
I'ercy E. Slade, Bos 1104, Harvard
11T
VO
AAB
AAO
ABA

First District

XB

Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.

XBV

Ainsworth -Gates Radio Co., 605

J.

XBX

J.

XBY

St..

XBZ

Jas. W. Speer. 2994 Euclid Heights Blvd..
evd.and. Ohio
Power &
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
osa.
Licht M Co., Wilkes
Pennsylvania Power & Light Wo11amspon Pa
Sta.)
450 West 9th St.. Erie. Pa.
F. Wawson Bliley
1000 Wilhelm Ave..
K. A. Duerk

Y.
Y.

Harold W. West. 100 Briggs Ave., Yonkers. N. Y.
6308 21st Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Howard Wolf
Paul McMonegal, 410 Hudson AveWest New York. N. J.
783 Beck St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Leon Zurman
John J. Hovey. 408 E. 15th St.. New York, N. Y.
338 82nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Walter Gardner
416 50th Bt., Brooklyn. N. T.
Wallace Tyndall
82 W. 174th St., Bronx, N. Y.
Newton AvruUn
Chrles Whiteley. 115 Wadsworth Ave..
New York. N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Louis Schrope, 601 W. 178th St., New
York. N. Y.
Enrico A. Stein. 270 Park Ave..
Union
Charles C. Finger. Jr.. 353
SÌHudson, N. Y.
Frank B. Learning. Erland Road. Stony Brook, N. Y.
Darrell S. Parsons. Newtown
Fa st Hampton. N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Charles Brown, 1507 Bushwidt Ave..New
York, N. Y.
Barnett Ginn. 64 E. 105th St., St., Newark,
N. J.
10
Beecher
Antics.
George
John
N. J.
Guttenberg,
26th
St..
118
F.
Lally.
Joseph
N. Y.
St.,
Brooklyn,
28th
Bay
1171
Perey Sandow.
Y.
York.
N.
St.,
88th
New
Elmer P. Ross. 117 W.
Joseph B. Cohen. 1019 Broadway. Bayonne. N. J.
Ave.,
William R. Giannattasio, 1577 Madison
New York City
New York. N. Y.
Arthur C. Sorrell. 166 W. 96th St., Haverstraw,
N. Y.
John M. Frith. NI lludaon AveWilliam A. Brown. 810 Hudson St.. Hoboken, N. J.
Alan MuDonough,
l4atervliett.
N. Y.
e..
OA
Rowe,
130718th
M.
Clifford

XC
XM

XI

8

ZP

of

College

Min

Stt..

Ohio

Wster.

Ñeefinue, Ohio

oo

SPECIAL AMATEUR STATIONS
Grand Rapids. Stich.
Frank Osborn..1745 Futon Ave..
Warren F. l'opp.92 Dayton. St.. W. Alexander, Ohio

tl

ZI

8

AEX

Wm. Bolet.

s

AGG
AGI

Earl H.
Vm. A.

8

AGN

8
tl

AGQ
AGS

8
8

AAP
AIIU

Alfred T. Sirrine..1745 Horton0Ave . S. E.,
Oakmont. Pa.
Wm. A. Keleter..Oakmont High School, No.
7.
Edward B. Huffman. Jackson Terrace
Elyria. Ohio
Cincinnati. Ohio
Richard H. Kolks 2373 Flora Ave..Williamsport,
Pa.
Paul H. KoIb..88 Brandon 1'1.. Ave.,
Arthur R. Haney. 1029 Christel
letown. Ohio

CHANGES
8

AFE

Clifford H.

Byron,

Drkin,

Rd.. Cleveland. Ohio
Washington St..
Geneva. N. Y.

2995 Lee
331

Purcell Ave
Geel egaet..97
y

Flint,
Cincinnati Ohio

RMich.

e

ANY

8

AAZ
AIN

Data

R

e

AJM

Rylnal W. Andews

Bear

Rohr. Parker

16

Forbes Terrace. Pittsburgh, Pa.
59 Jackson St.. Buffalo N. Y.

t

9T 8

Harvard St.. Rochester. N. Y.

l
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AJF

AJO

AKL
AK()
AKV
ARZ
ALO

AMI)
AMF
A51]

AMR
AMi4

AMZ
ANC

AND
ANN

ANX

E.

Roy

3802 Dover
Cleveland, Ohio
Harold R. Susemih1..529 Penna.Ave..
Ave.. Elmira, N. Y.
Geo. Krupp
2205 Jefferson Ave.. Scranton. Pa.
Ward W. Watroue, Jr..118 So. Main
Athens, Pa.
Herbert E. Hatele..1071 E. 98th St.. St.,
Ohio
Fred M. Wargoweky, 1021 9th St, PortCleveland,
Huron. Mich.
Wade M. Miller
305 Alice St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Edwin Marcell. 935 Third Ave., Huntington, W. Va.
harry E. Blewltt, 1033 Orange Ave..
Yaunastown. Ohio
Bruce David, 2845 Prospect Ave..
AveCleveland
Albert B. Fuller, 2385 Goodman
Rochester,
Y.
Albert H. Buch, 303 6th Ave., Tawas
City. Mich.
Robt. R. Avery
8 So. Street, Oakfleld, N. Y.
Tom Moellman
1628 Ansel Rd., Cleveland, Ohio
Frank D. FaHain Police Bldg., Beech St..

t..

Edward L. Sharp.

APA
APH

E.

APO

E.

BOW
BQR

Theo.

HSM

CI
DCR

DIY
FA
FB

NN

OW

AAL

AFL
AFP
AFZ

ACE
AFW
AUF

ABM
AHN
AHQ

AHX
AIN
AIE
LO

AMO
AMT

AMU

ANA
ANP
AOX

APD

APK

Simons

CAD
CCK
CDW

CIE

CJB

N

CJJ
CSIO
COO

CRY

CSE
CSQ

CTL

13660 Selma St.. Schoolcraft IeMch.
76 E. Broad St.,
Waterford, N. Y.

J. Woodrow

Donald H. Palmeier,

Wm. T. Cooke
Clarence Forester,

R. F. D. 1. New Cutle,

CVH
CXA
CYC
CYE
CYR

Ohio

CZJ

St., Port Huron. Mich.
Rt., Oberlin, Ohio
781 Northampton St..
39 14th

C7K

242 Forest

CZU
CZX

DAD

Wm. H. Marshall, 1499 Orchard Gr.. Lakewood,
l
Ohio
Donald F. Starr, 1119 Sycamore St..
Steubenville, Ohio
Jesse R. Leach..406 The Alameda. Middletown, Ohio
Eldon E. Johnson ....503 Drexel Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
Robt. C. Devinney, 1222 Boyle St..

DCX

DIN

DIX
DUE

Wm. E. Brindley....1007 So. Ave.. Wllkf aburg, Pa.
Anthony Mag..1027 Franklin Ave.. Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Donald Palmer, Bos 9. R. R. No. 1.
St. Joseph,
Norman C. Baehr. 9509 Willard St., Cleveland,Mich.
Ohio
Robert S. Diehard, Indianola Rd. R. R. No. 4.
Youction, n, Ohio
Marvin O. Garrick
Morgan Jones
122 Railroad St., Wnin de. Pa.
Carl E. Welsher, Care of Norton Laboratories,
Lockport , N. Y.
Wm. A. Campbell, Chestnut Ridge. Lockport. N.
Y.
Gourer L. Davies. 730 Wyoming St..
Pa.
Franklin A. 8elberling, Stan Hywet Scranton,
Hall,
N.

DQC

DRY
DSJ
DVJ
DWV

EAF

KAI
EDT
EAN

Portae

Robt. F. Wirschng, 1104 Oxford Ave.., Dayton. Ohio
Samuel Calate
13 Rent Park, Rochester, N. Y.
Noble A. Hunter
Mich.
L. D. Evans...41 Merritt Ave., Battle Caper.
Creek. Mich.
Charte, Wein
1106 Genesee St., Buffalo, N. Y.
John S. Haro....1285 Lincoln Rd.. Columbus.
Ohl.
Albert H. Moses
Chestnut St.. Jefferson,
Rolland Brelach...216 Marsonls St., Pittsburgh. Ohlo
Pa.
Joe M. Mauzy
522 N. Main St.. Sidney. Ohio
Arthur N. Storgard, 3235 W. 30th St.. Cleveland. Ohio
Forrest P. Wallace. 919 W. Wuhtenaw St.,
Lansing, Mich.
Ernest F. Goodwin, 803 Congress St.,

EAQ

EAY
EAW
ECF

EDL
EED

EEL
EFD
EFJ
EOJ

EGS
EOV

Holland R. Day, 3220 W. 92nd St., Cleveland, OMich.o
Alfred R. Dimmach, 702 No. Front St..
Wheeling. W. Va.
James Skinner,

EJF

FJK

EJM
EJN
EJP
EJR

Cor. Samuel St., Charlestown, W. Va.
Wells
613 Lake Blvd., St. Joseph, Mich.
Warner W. Hartman, 5015 Leonard St..
Cincinnati, Ohio
AQJ
Lyman E. Williaa....720 West Kalamazoo, Mich.
AQV
Elmer W. Wolf, 4394 Pearl Rd., Cleveland, Ohio
AQL Lawrence Cater. 505 So. Jefferson St., Sturgis, Mich.
AWC
R. Nelson Warfeld, 32 Copeland Pl., Buffalo. N. Y.
AWW Thomas W. Bingham. 3814 Observatory
Rd.,
Cincinnati, Ohio

APM
APP

Geo.

EKII
EKD
ELC

Ii F'
XBR
XBI
X

BN

Ninth District
QY
RQ

BX

VW
WF
WT
AAO
ABW

Lee Phelps
Douglas, Nebr.
William M. Ambrose
Lisle College, Lisle. III.
Gerald D. Barton
Oxford. Kane.
Robert E. Sullivan..715 Lincoln Ave., Belvidere, Ill.
Clarence D. Bomameier
Elmwood, Nebr.
Harold A. Witt..1526 N. Austin Blvd., Oak Park,
Ill,
Marshall D. Weymouth. 320 N. Elmwood,
Oak Park. 711.
Loretta Ensor
Weno, Kea.
Kenneth C. Axllne
Edward C. Homer..263 Park Ave.. River Forest, Ill.
Evert E. Thiele
Iowa
Elmer Enke....2440 N. Sawyer Ave Rockford,
,
Chicago. III.
Edwin L. Hines
Hayward,
Joseph P. Eran..820 S. Star St.. El Dorado. Wise.
Kans.
Charles R. Van Dyke
Latta, Iowa
Carl W. Lehman
First St., Beresford, S. Dak.
James L. Robinson, 312 W. Columbia St..

ADB

Clarence F. Bates, 1801 Grand Ave..

ALA

Kenneth O. Snyder. 2337 Cullom
Wisc..
Arlo E. Burton. 1107 N. Cedar Are.,
St.. Creston, Iowa
Robert W. Sparks..700 Summit Ave.. Detroit,
Minn.
Robert Lundstrom, Jr., 211 18th Ave., Sterling,
Ill.
Herbert A. Turner, 705 8. McGregor St.,

RX
SA
SE

TR
TX
UA
UE

UN

VI

VJ

AKF

ALE
AMY
AOB

resncastle, Ind

il

BZ
CJ

JP

KO
LN

I

BEY

I

CEO

1

CLO

DBX
DOX

BBQ
ECU
HQ

HX
KC

KZ

NN
OX

Yarc
Dolman

R

Gerald F. Pauiey, 3920 Sullivan Ave., St.
Mo.
Glenn Fordyce, 411 N. First Ave.. Ft. Dodge, Iowa
Stanley J. Mahurin, 336 Lackling Ave.. Brookfield. Mo.
Leroy Stremlau
326 Croes St.. Peru, Ill.
Carl C. McKethen
Clarence, Mo.
Mlles Parkerson
709 Ravine Ave.. Peoria, Ill.
John T. Haneman
6265 Harper Ave., Chieago.Ill.
Delbert T. Hunt, Jefferson Ave., Eagle Grove, Iowa
Oscar Green
1428 Marquette St.. Racine. Wise
Dale W. Oliver
Pleasantville, Iowa
Herman Feldman
Argyle, Minn.
Charles Kdd
503 W. Third St., Sedalia. Mo.
Clarence I. Kraus, 622 8. Mill St.,
Kansas City. Kau.
Harry L. Crawford
Hampton. Iowa
E. M. Cherrington, Jr., 2512 Francis

Robert L. Waffle. 388 8. Park Ave., 8t. Joseph, Mo.
Fond
lac, Wise.
Leonard L. Egleton, 220 8.
Ave..
N. Dak.
Butler A. Isamu, 1104 N. Kansas Am.,

No. 2,

Clarence O. Roger
Potosi, Wile.
Rexford H. Gordon, 418 Riley Ave.. Greenfield,
Ind.
Clarence H. Lembcke....827 Meade, Appleton, Wise.
James O. Weldon
903 White St.. Canton, Mo.
Floyd A. Griffiths
Leonardville, Kane.
Lyle
lung
B. Cohn
711 W. 4th St., Seedaalia, 31o.
Parker Randall. 1644 C Ave., Cedar
Rapids. Iowa
Raymond Halkney
157 Ohio St., Wichita, Kans.
Alvah B. Lund
Dawson. Minn.
Walter G. Bragg....8. Raton Ave., La
Junta, Colo.
Oscar A. Kilboum
Belden, Nebr.
Cecil C. Patten, 605 Howard St., Carthage.
Mo.
Oren
Dahl.
C.

3241 S.

Columbus Ave.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Roland A. Newbold
Fred N. Heimle, 429 W. Allen St.. Springfield,] Ill.
Perry Hlppenmeyer, 802 Ridge St.. Stoughton, Wisc.
Walter W. Moore, 2811 8. effersoneSt., Muncie, Ind.
Anthony J. King....801 Third St.. Fl. Wayne,
Ind.
Homer H. Malcomb
Whilewater, Wisc.
Carl M. Polker
Box
Lena, Ill.
Harold E. Stepp, 273 Pleasant Ave., St.66.Paul,
Minn.
Ssterly C. Pogo
725

Jos.

Noyes St., Evanston,

lis
Robert A. Waller High Sc
School, 20071 Orchard
Deets Daniela..4403 Tracy Ave., Kansas hCity, Mo.
Harold F. Schwede 5622 Ellis Ave., Chicago,
Fred Seefeldt. 1635 Granville, Ave., Chicago, III.
IB.
Capital City Radio Club, 3519 University
Ave..
William Bodley, 4915 Forsyth Ave.. Des
E.
Charles G. Paxton, 515 8. Sacramento Chicago, Ind,
Blvd.,
Chca, Ill
Frank Algrim. .2247 Roosevelt Rd.. Chicago
Ill.
William A. Beasley..1417 Byron Ave., Topeka,
Kars,

5

John N. Becker.CHANGES
4
York St., Blue Island,
Donald H. Harrell, 2812 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Louis A. Pease, Dalles and Adams Stegsnsport

Mum.

B

1944

AWli

BAN
RCM

IMF
BEI

BEQ

BCE
BFG

BFH
REM
BFQ

BYE

ROM

BIG

BIM

Marion W. Gleskieng. 4135 E. 16th Ave., Denser.
Colo.
Hogan
811 N. 6th St.,
Ill.
Frank L. Rom, 3545 Lafayette Ave Springfield,
St, louis. Mo.
Vernon L. Alley, 2012 Hall Ave Marinette,
Wise
Leigh F. Burwell....6508 Wirt St., Omaha, Nebr.
Archie
Joseph

J.

Verrill., Jr.,

204

Montezuma

St.,

George R. Carlson, 408% 6th St., Michigan City,I Ind.
Earl L. Metes
17 McClellan St.. Tama, Iowa
Calvin Horns
Hartwirk, Iowa
Irvin Chapel
Ind.
Peter C. Sandretto, 607 8. Chicago St Knox,
Joliet,
Charles T. Werner, Fairmont and Kentucky Ares., Ill.
Sugar Creek, Mo.

Ind

t

Angola, Ind.

S.FHammondli
t
Ind.

BJU

Cambridge, Wisc.
St., Lincoln, Nebr.
Winston, Mo.
St., Seymour, Ind.
Ave.,
Benjamin L. Smith-5004 Aberdeen St Ix Chicago,
Ill.
Anthony J. Aleksonle. 645 S. Jackson St.,

BSL
BXE
BEM

Stanley H. Burke....1037 Howard St., Chicago,
a
Ill.
Leslie E. Jaecke, K. 1, Wreford, Junction City,
Kam.
Wade Larson

CBP
CCH
DCB

DIL

DSH
CRS

(7t1'
CItY

t

Rolf
Maurice

Thaddeus

541

Oak St., Neenah.

Diverse',

Madam,.642 Elgin

Wise.

e.. Forest

Ill.

hlPark,
Hien....679 Third Ave., Milwaukee
Wier.

Hunan. J. Anderson, R.

R.

No.

3.

Litton's St.,

Covington,
Herbert Nelson, 537 S. Elmwood Ave., Oak Park, Ky.
Ill.
a 921861
Lance Wikkerink
20th St.. Milwaukee.
Lester Smith
125 8. Porter St., Elgin. Ill.
Melvin H. Hus
Hubbard,
Douglas Holenherger, 5481 Kenwood Ave.. Chicago,Iowa
Fredk. P. Stapp, 727 19th St., Rock Island, Ill.

Ill.

Glen Heeshberger
Leonard M. Torrence,

Hebron, Hl.
615 S. Clinton St.. Iowa City. Iowa
Harry Muck. Jr
Hubbard. lows
Martin L. Monson, East 12th St., Grafton, N. Dak.
C. W. Keith
Tobias. Nebr.

Raymond G. Carpenter.
714 8. Washington St.. Sabeths, Kane.
CTW James A. Lynn
Allison City, Ill.
CUB Hugh K. Bowman. 1830 E. Bowman St S. Bend.
Ind.
CUE
Dwight J. Stebbins
Morris, Minn.
CUR Ruford V. Lee. 1025 32d St.. Indianapolis,
Ind.
CUS Clinton A. Petry,
209 W. Fourth St., N. Manchester,
CVF Harold E. Slough, 7711 Monroe St., Forest Park, Ind.
Ill.
CVJ Henry J. Eschrich,
3556.1 S. Grand Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
CYX Cul O. Barford,
440 Belleview Ave., Webster Groves, Mo.
CWA John A. Renne
410 8. Mill St., Pontiac, Ill.
CWN Robert R. Hall.
710 Second St.. 8. W.. Wade.. Minn.
CXN Robert Osborn. Maple and Second Sm., Elliott, Iowa
CXY Sheboygan High School,

CYZ
CZD

Avery F.

Johsan....Ne Batavia Ave., Batavia DI.

Clarence C. Buerth,

E.

14

CZ./

Wise.

Edward Goodberlet,.66048Fyler Ave.,
Lonuis.
DAN Guy L. Tullis, 643 North C St., Oskaloosa.
Iowa
EFE Robert E. McCullough.
712 Eut 7th St., Coffeyville, Kan..

EGG

Ai

LC

RF
AJT
CBM
CCA

Clarence R. Rognas,
Clarence E. Selley

Cody.

1074 13th

Sidney D. Collision

CELT

Earle L. Allen

Vernon W. Gosnell,

CLI Walter D. Griffin.
CLL Ray L. Woodward
CLM Paul J. Ovrebo
CMO

CRL

CTH
CTM
CUX
CVB
CYZ
CYP
DCB
ECR

EGX

CIR
OMB
CNU
CTZ

CUT

CWU

CXE
CYN
CYU
CYX
CZH
CZQ

UO

AUA
CCB

CDS
COZ
CJL
CJU

CEO
CLA
CLC
CLT

CTY
CUU
CVL
CWC
CWD

CXl

CXQ

RS

APT

AV]

BDW
BUY

BZ]
CEI

DOH

CLB
CLP
CEO

CNJ
CDC

CRE
CRO

CSL

Dak.
Wise.
Iows
Dak.

Ave., S. E.. Minneapolis. Minn.
619 High St., Keokuk. Iowa
Franklin St., Denver, Colo.

Norman L. Conrad,
529 N.

CJK

COA
COY

Nebr.

George H. Pyle, 2125 S

CHI

CNC

Kenneth, Minn.

Benkelman,

Charles T. Norton,
321 N. Spring St., Stout Falls, S.
River Falls State Normal School.
Third and Fourth Sm., River Falls,
Elmer J. Kregel
Gernert Ilo,
E. O. Johnerud
Falydale, N.
Eugene

CFH

CJF

CWB

Wood St., Chicago, I11.
Ave_

Wells R.

Chapin....5887 Theodoaia,
Sherman D. Gregory. E. St. Joe StlrSt. Louis, Mo.
Rapid City. 8. Dak.
Roland L. Taylor

I11.

Frank H. Fanning-Cumberland Ave., Ashland. Ky.
Charles R. Jarosewlca,.5255

AZS

Clarence Mosley

Ill.

C. Anderson
Lexington, Ky.
Northern States Power Co., Fifth St , S..
Minneapolis, Minn,
Jack Moreno, care of St. John's Military Academy.
Wisc.
Joe -John's Radio Co.. 216 8. Main
SteleEeld,
Huntsville, Mo.
Pearson Bolander. 920 Lathrop Ave., Forest
Park.
Ill.
J. E. Marshall
Box 699, Riverside. Ill.
Indianapolis Radio Club, 310 Illinois St.,

AXE

Westphalia, Hans.

Lib

Willie H. McGrew
Lelia, Iowa
Francis E. Elmer, 126 W. Wabash St., Winona,
Minn.
Ray E. Bolin. 761 Syracuse Ave., University City, Dla,
Willis N. Nash
Bowen, Ill.
Calvin H. Ling, 902 N. Fourth St., Burlington, Iowa

Ogden, Iowa
Lloyd Reece
James Chatterton, 6050 8. Peoria St Oxford, Kans.
Chicago, III.
Joseph M. Ruler, 2203 Crescent Ave..

AQZ

Earl F. Hampshire

CSH
CSI
CTJ
CTQ

S.
314

ATS

AOK
APZ

Wise

Bunker Hill, III.
It. No. 1. Bugger. Ind.
Vermont St., Sedalia, Mo.
Elm St., E. Wenona, Ill.
Main St., Stanley. N. Dak.
Cooper
1547 Monroe St., Denver. Colo.
Hanert..369 Lake Drive. Milwaukee, Wisc.
William P. Atchison. 23% Stephenson
Bt..
Freeport, 511.
William G. Hulks
W'hitewater, Wise.
Richard A. Holliday, 5578 Pershing Ave.,
St.
Louis. Mo.
R. H. Robinson
Bernard C. Payne, 108 E. Pearl St., 'melon's. 1IÌ.
J. Lawrence Team
Elk
John C. Walienmeyer, 312 Madison Ave., City, Kans.
Virgil J. McElroy. 915 N. Pleasant Stvamtlle, Ind.
Aloysius
Clement
Dale S.
John H.

Herbert E. Harrison-313 E.
E. F.
Oakley L. Preston... .423 Morriev
Robert D. Stewart
Harry E. Eaton
1701 L
ABM Guy Z. Parman
AK!
John E. Hall. 816 S. Chestnut
ATO Edwin A. Cary, 594% Delaware
AAR
ABT
AFB
AHK

Wisc.

Ashton B. Jones, 124 Park Ave., SugareLCrgeek
Charles W. Orsenley..Winnebago St., Decorah, Mo.
Iowa
Emmett E. Brown
Blockton.
Samuel W. Woodson, Jr., R. F. D. No, 4. Box Iowa

DX111

EAG

CSD
CSF

Wisc.

8t

DPQ

JULY, 1924

Minn.

Luis,

CL'J
CVE

Fahey
Wm. E. Lore, Jr
868 Webb Ave. Detroit, Mich.
Gerald Byter
1219 Dawson St.. Toledo, Ohio
Theo. L. Kramer. 4232 Hockey River Dr..
A.

John A. Reltan
Seventh St., Moorhead,
Ralph R. Holmdoh1..2630 W. 20th St., Racine.
Joe. C. and Victor W. Lotter
Seymour,
Dean F. Flegel
1632 Park Ave., Racine.

BMP Delmore Truesdale
BNP Ralph Near
BWR George B. James..1414

E.

AE()
AFG

AMI

B]Z
BMK

Frank J. Boarder.

APQ
AVX
BCD

B8K

BJG

Edwin W. Tarbox. 536 W. Lima St., Findlay.
Ohio
151 Chapin 8t..
N. Y.
Charles C. Thomas, 2515 BraddockBinghamton,
Ave..

AOS

AOU

BIX

Ernest L. Wylie,

Alun

E.

Fred

Braley

54th Ave., E., Duluth. Minn.
St., Negaunee, Mich.
Sherman Place, Appleton. Wise.
North St., Appleton, Wise.
719 Snow

5

737

Lehigh, low.

1905A John Ave

,

Gooslrldge, Minn.
St. Louis, Mo.
Wesley. low.

Booty, 180 N. LeClair. Ave., Chicago, Ill.
R. Luckey. 408 Second Ave., Rock Falls, III.
Arvanette Radio Supply Co..
100 Hastings St., Hastings, Nebr.
Oscar J. Olson, R, F. D. No. 2, Lake Parle, 511nn.
Paul H. Daniels.
R. F. D. No. 2, Box 11, Webster City, Iowa
Isadore Manfleld
508 Locust St., Sterling, Ill.
Alvin T. Oaulke, 215 N 16th 8t.. Kura. City. Kan..
Dwight A. Bancroft,
4757 Aldrich Ave.. 8.. Minneapolis. Minn.
W. Seddon Wakem,
1331 N. Dearborn Parkway, Chicago. Ill.
George W. biasing, 1721 S. Mulberry St.. Muncie, Ind.
Elmhurst College Radio Club,
Prospect St.. Elmhurst Ill.
Frank M. Redman,
No. 8 Wellington Apts.. Fargo, N. Dal,
Ridurd Jonas-4732 Garfield Ave., Minneapolis. Minn.
William H. Marsh,
4751 S. Dupont Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Arthur E. Milles
Traer, Iowa
Central Radio Club, Central sulgh School,
958 B. Pacific St.. Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Henry A. Slaughter....River St., Dtarmarth, N. Dak.
George Kleinert Jr., 1868 Milwaukee Ave.. Chicago. Ill
Ralph H. G. Meyer.
2137 Oakley St.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Harry A. Nolan, 223 N. Eighth St., Wahpeton, N. Dak.
Charles W'eagant
R F. D. No. 1, Swayze.. Ind.
Clyde G. Port
Leacher, S. Dak.
William G. Addison, 665 Wellington Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Clifford A. Brandt,
4940 Chicago Ave., Minneapolis. Minn.
Claude L. Black. 1271 8. Lincoln Ave., Denver, Cola
Winfred C. Hilgedlek
Hubert. Minn.
William 31. Whorton,
601 Kansas Ave., Huron. S. Dak.
Luther A. Todd. 502 Riley St., Atchison, Kan..
Herman E. Lacy
419 Webster St., Chicago, Ill.
Adelbert F. Schultz
Clarion. lows
James A. Lowe
428 Elati St., Denver, Colo.
Albert D. Woodyatt,
401 Second Ave.. Rock Falls. Ill.
Anton Mix
910 Adams St.. Waukegan. Ill.
Gilbert T. Vigen
Falydale, N. Dale
Harry W. Little
Lawler, Iowa
Basil Halovich
2358 Sayre Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Paul Wickham, 720 E. Central Ave., Carthage. Mo.
Milton L. Johnson. 938 S. Fourth St., Atchison. Kans.
Nicholas R. Maynard.
221 Virginia St., Sabathe. Kans.
Norbert Kelley
Wanamaker, Ind.
Ralph E. Moorhead
Americus, Kam.
Milo Miller
LuVerne. Iowa
University of Kentucky.
S.
St., Lexington. Ky.
Rankin Township High School
Royal J. Higgins, 6729 Oglesby Ave., Chicago. III.
Franklin G. Ault, 525 Murray St., Hammond. Ind.
Melvin E. Enderby
Hillsboro, Iowa
Andrew J. Wendell. 3923 N. 17th St , Omaha, Nebr.
George L. Irvine,
Ave.. Council Bluffs, Iowa
Joseph L. FleldGreenwood
Madison. Dl
Herbert C. Price
Apple River, III.
Max Patterson,
Smart and Prospects Sm., LuVerne, Iowa
C. E. McDonald..1907 Washington Bt.. Parsons, Kan..
Max O. Laird, 27 University St., W. Lafayette, Ind
George

.

i.

Joseph

Kutliek,

1647 N. Central Park Ave.. Chicago.
123 Chesnut St., Assumption.

William F. Leslie.
Cyril T. Wall.
4227

Ill.

III.

Abbott Ave., S., Minneapolis. Minn.

Fred V. Trueblood,
2534 Madison Ave., Granite City. IB.
Cameron R. Patterson.
1616 New Hampshire St., Lawrence, Kam.
Werner Proeunier. 1020 Wellington Ave.. Chicago. Ill.

® Announcing -The New Models - each a leader in its line.

t

Crosley Trirdyn 3R3, $ 65.00
Crosley Trirdyn 3R3 Special, $75.00

:`'ì

M
.i".II;

-

Crosley 51, $18.50
Crosley 52, $ 30.00

Crosley 51 -P Portable, $ 25.00

Crosley 51-A, $14.00

Guaranteed Satisfaction at
C R O SL EY

Miter.

A

50.

We believe

t

ube. Ar fist oft, Re.vnil :10,c Ro
be the most e0iciem one-tube rt.

l-t
e

this to

colter ever Put on the market. Like tour present Model t'.
which It supersedes. It will bring In, under average amdlt ions.
on lwadphonts, broadcasting stations at a distance of onee thouUses ally standard storage battery or dry
sand miles or more.
Prise, $14.50.
cell vacuum tube.
CROSLEY 50 -A. A new two -stage Audio Frequency Amplifier
This luit is ttuipped
w )dated 50 Receiver.
to match the new

front
the
hutting off the current
iti a filament itch for R1len
used in connection with the
Ìiatterlea
".Y" and
Crosley Model 50 Receiver, it gives the equivalent of a three Pries, $15.00.
tube regenerative receiver.
in twenty -four day, this receiver became the
CROSLEY SI.
it boltbt
biggest selling radio receiving set in the world, andbatter
or
that position today. It uses two standard storageof audio fredry cell tubes, regenerative detector and ne -stage
the
Will bring in local stations MI also
quency amplification.
conditions
rya
average
all
times,
loud
Price. $18.50
onnthe loud peaker.
bringsIna
Amplifier
CROSLEY 51 -A. A new ne -stage Audio Frequency
with
to snatch the Model 51 receiver. When used in connectionthreethe equivalent of a
the
iitsgives
tube rsiey Stttc 51 Receiver
52. A new threetuhe Arm9trong Regenerative Receiver, has phone jack to plug in un two tubes and filament

x
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Write
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descriptive

Crosley 50-A, $18.00

Crosley 50, $14.50

a

Reasonable Price

111,11,
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loud
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I:atferles.

Is unusually

viorne to distant stations
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In

every

way'

ar

tatin

Price, $30.00.

It

is the
This Is our new portable
51 -P.
Crosley Model 51 two -tube receiver mounted in a leathered te
ered carting case, has a eompart nient for a pair of headphones and one to bald an ample power plant for the popular
dry cell vacuum tubes. This receiver can he used as a stationary
Price. $25.00.
set In the hume or as a portable.
CROSLEY TRIRDYN 3R3. This three -tube receiver gives the
Incorporating
efficiency and volume of a fve -tube receiver.
Rauh,. Frequency Amplification. Regenerative Ueteclor with one stags of Relieved and one stage of straight Audio Ftequclicy
inns lugged
ac
urately
--stat
l'an
he
cal
ibrated
Amplification.
Ised on outdo it or short indoor anand returned to at will.
r ost
efficient and sharpest tuning
tenna and Is, we believe. the most
receiver on the market at ally Price for bringing In lung disPrice. $65.00.
tance stations.

set.

CROSLEY

This receiver is exactly
3R3 Special.
the same as the Trl rdyn 31t3 except the solid mahogany eabinet
is larger, and more handsomely designed to harmonize with the
There is sufficient spare Inmost beautiful furniture settings.
side for all the "A" anti "B" Batteries required when standard
Price, $75.00.
dry cell tubes are used.

CROSLEY TRIRDYN

For Sale by Coal healers Everywhere

ri cria or

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Powel Crosley, Jr., President

CINCINNATI, OHIO

728 ALFRED STREET

Crosley Owns and Operates

under Armstrong
Patent No. 1,113,149

Licensed
U.

S.

Broadcasting Station W L W

Better -Cost Less

Radio Products

Radiola Regenoflex, with Radiola
Loudspeaker, and 4 Radiotrons
WD-11; with space for batteries
inside; (complete except batteries
and antenna). . . . $206

9I,th4 Radiola
on the Front Porch
-

All the jazz of the big orchestras in faraway big towns comes through
clearly for dancing. The fine music
is true, sweet toned, undistorted. The
sports news rings out with all the
thrill of bleachers or ringside. The
Regenoflex is a leader among the
new Radiolas that are making this a
great radio summer!

This symbol
of quality is
your protec.
Lion.

Send for the free booklet that describes
every Radiola.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Dept. 17. (Address office nearest you.)
Please send me your free Radio Booklet.
Name
Street Address

City
Stare

R.

F.

P.

A Radiola Regenoflex on the front porch
and that porch can be way up in the mountains, or off at the seashore -but it's not too
far away to be in on the fun.

The improvements in its mechanism offer
greater sensitivity and greater selectivity;
clearer tone; and complete simplicity. 'Where
quality of reception counts as much as distance, the Regenoflex is the receiver for this
summer's fun!
"'There's a

Radiolafir everypur.re"

Radio Corporation of America
Sales Offices:
233 Broadway, New York
10 So. La Salle St.. Chicago, III,
433 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

odiola
AEG. U.S. PAT OFF

www.americanradiohistory.com

